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^ilent anguish the bond shared
VIRGINIA BEACH , Va. (AP)
— Silent anguish is the common
bond shared by 27 women here.
Their men are either prisoners
of war , missing in action^-or
dead. Many don't know which.
They have stayed on in this
Navy tdwn , where the Atlantic
Ocean aps the shore and training je ts zoom overhead , comforting and sustaining each other; They sav their husbands are
''the forgotten men" of the Vietnam war.

\

The 27 wives are only a fraction of the nearly 1,400 women
In this country with a similar

fate. Up until recently they have
not spoken up, they've been
afraid to
Afraid c4 what enemy forces
in Vietnam would do to their
husbands—it they are alive.
Why are they speaking out
now? .

"Time is rnnning out," said
attractive blonde, gray-eyed
Mrs. James Mulligan, the mother of six sons.
"My husband (a navy commander of Lawrence,. Mass.)
has been a prisoner four and a
half years now .. ' .. all those
years of imprisonment. What

harm ran be dune now?" she
asked.
"We've been very quiet up until now," said Mrs. Jeremiah A.
Denton, a Southsrner of carnecV
like beauty. "We've gone
through diplomatic channels.
We 've written letters. North
Vietnam has refused to abide by
the.rubes for prisoners set up by
the Geneva convention. We hope
now, by speaking out, when
North Vietnam sees' public opinion against them .. ."'¦ her voice
trailed off
Because this is the Christina*
season, a time of reckoning

when one feels more poignantly
the loss of loved ones—and the
hope of miracles—some hope
against Lope their husbands will
be home by Christmas.
Only five of the 27 have ever
received letters. Yet each
writes her monthly lather— all
that is allowed by the North
Vietnamese. Even those without
hope. Not knowing if there is a
husband there to receive the letter. Or, if he is there, whether he will be given it.
Each faithfully gleans what
she can of the essence of her life
¦with her children, trying to condense it into six lines—all that

can be sent under Hanoi's rules.
Navy Oapt . Denton, of Mobile,
Ala.i a 'all, handsome pilot , was
shot down over North Vietnam
July 18, 1965.
Five days later, his wile f ound
out he was a prisoner of war.
Four and a half years he has
been imprisoned. Yet, Jane
Denton says, "I'm one of the
lucky ones "
*
Mrs. Denton devotes her life
to their seven children , ranging
in age from 7 to 22.
The woodland scene outside
and the secure, tastefully furnislued home, filled with an-

tiques and oil portraits of children , contrasted sharply with
the picture of her husband—
from whdm she has received
seven tetters—which she saw on
a television reel about American prisoners.
"He looked pale, haggard anil
drained , ' she said. That was in
1966. Three years have passed
since.
June Nelson was a bride of
only two days when her hus' band, Navy Lt. Richard Nelson
left for Vietnam. He -was shot
down several months later and
has been missing for almost 22

mdnths.
No one saw parachutes and
June believes her tall, curlyhaired pilot-husband, 28, is
dead..
"I can't believe they'd da
_ this," she said, with an impatient shake of her head. "Why
won't they tell us if he is alive
or not? I'm 25 now, and I -won't
be 25 much longer. When am I
going to nave children?"
The wives worry about what
solitary confinement will do td
their men. Many of them be-.
¦ Many . " ¦. ¦" •
(Continued on page 3A). "- . . -.-
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Nixon veto threat reinforced
despite compromise reductions

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott has reinforced President
Nixon's threat to veto a budgetboosting appropriation for education and health spending, despite compromise reductions
drafted as Congress pressed toward Christmas recess.
The vacation timetable was
vague after a stormy Saturday
session, but congressional leaders hoped to clear the docket
and quit well before Christmas
¦
Eve. -

--

Today's major item: The
massive tax reform bill, with its
provision for a gradual increase
to $750 in the personal income
tax exemption.
Senate Republicans and Democrats already had staged a political custody dispute over the
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'TWAS THE SUNDAY BEFORE CHRISTMAS . . . An
Arab family with their donkey visit Manger Square in Bethlehem in Israeli-occupied Jordan on the Sunday before Christ-

mas* In background can be seen the Church of the Nativity.
(AP Photofax )

Noatforney general candidates

ST. PAUL OF) — "WANTED:
Aggressive lawyer for public job paying $22,000 a year ;
can lead to job in $40,000 range;
four-year contract. "
Minnesota's two political parties haven't resorted to running
ads like this, but they might
give it some thought. At the moment, neither Republicans nor
Democrats have a candidate for
the 1970 election of a Minnesota
attorney general.
It's one of the more important
Jobs to be filled next November.
Atty. Gen. Douglas Head, of
course, has the post now and
may want to renew his option .
But he's aiming at the Republican endorsement for the U.S.
Senate and if he gets it , the
GOP will have lo come up with

a candidate for attorney gener- from the state post. U.S. District Judge Miles F. Lord is a
al. - .; ' ¦"
former attorney general. Both
Democrats have more than those jobs pay off in the $40,000
enough candidates for governor, category.
but none for attorney general— The attorney general's job is
at least none that admit it .
a good one from a personal pubOn the Democratic side, how- licity standpoint . — he is the
ever , four of the six candidates chief law enforcer for the state ;
for governor are lawyers, a ne- he is a prosecutor at times, and
cessary prerequisite for being a defense attorney in lawsuits
attorney general. Any one of the against the state.
four might find it convenient to Attorneys general of the reshift their aim if their bid for cent , past have moved into the
the gubernatorial endorsement consumer protection field with a
falls by the wayside.
vengeance, portraying themBeing attorney general of Min- selves as protectors of the pubnesota has become a good step- lic against shady business operping stone to higher office in re- ators.
cent years.
Any attorney general gets his
Sen. Walter F. Mondale, D- name in the news countless
Minn., vaulted to the Senate times each year by issuing le-

Action relatively light
as cease-fire approaches
SAIGON (AP) - A U.S. helicopter was shot down Sunday
and U .S. paratroopers ambushed a North Vietnamese
force in the third day of action
in South Vietnam 's northernmost province. Elsewhere , battlefield action was light as the
Christmas c e a s e - f i r e s approached.
An American spokesman said
enemy fire downed a TJHtH
Huey helicopter as it was land
ing l xk miles from the demilitarized zone Sunday to unload a
Wist Airborne Division reconnaissance team . Eighl Americans were killed and two wounded. Tho two injured men were
taken out. safely.
U.S. Air Force B52s numbed
infiltration routes lending from
Laos through the jungled mountains and foothills as intelligence indicated growing infiltration of North Vietnamese
troops and supplies into the
northwestern part of the country.
The bombers attacked base
camps , bunkers and gun positions less than two miles from
the Laotian border and 11 miles
southeast of Khu »Vmh , the US ,
Command said.
A second U.S. helicopter was
shot down on a i econnnissautc
mission along the Cambodian
border 7;i miles northwest ol
Saigon. Three crewmen were
wounded. This brought to G,230
the total number o( U .S, helicopters and planes reported lost-in
Vietnam .since Jan, 1, Iflfll.
More tha n in enemy (roups
were reported killed in other

small actions across the country. Fifteen of them died under
a U.S. artillery bombardment 67
miles north of Saigon at Quan
Loi , the U.S . Command reported , and 12 were killed by militiamen in southernmost An Xuyen Province, the Saigon govern-

ment said.
The U.S. Command said paratroopers of the 101st Airhorn e
ambushed a North Vietnamese
force about 40 miles to the
southeast. Three of the enemy
were killed and three captured ,

Texa n flies gifts
to U.S. prisoners
LOS ANGELES (AP ) - A
Texas billionaire left by chartered jet today on the second leg
of a trip he hopes will end with
tin delivery of IflO .OOO pounds of
Christmas presents to 1,400
Americans hold by North Vietnam.
"Allowing privat e American
citizens to bring Christmas directly to these men would be n
major step toward improving
relations between our people ,"
II. Ross Perot said before Ihe
plane — with "Peace on Earth"
painted on it—left Dallas Sunday,

ed in Dallas for word In proceed .
Peiol told
newsmen he
planned to arrive in Bangkok
Tuesday and take another plane
to Hanoi to try to persuade officials to allow the cargo planes
to enter.

""Thai will give us most of Ihe
24th I D unload ami bring Christmas to those guys on Christmas
Day, " Perot said .
"Ol course, we could have
Christmas in January, "
He said Hanoi had discouraged the tri p in a cabled message , advising Perot to send
packages through normal postal
Most of tlic cargo — Wilding channels via Moscow ,
clothes , canned (nod , medicine
and personal packages from
Perot , '19, who owns a Dallas
prisoners ' families — was load- computer company, organized a
ed aboard the Hoeing 707 during group called United We Stand
n stop in Los Angeles before it which is sponsoring the flight
took off for Honolulu .
lie said he received large dona
A .second plane , named lions to help him pay the cost
"Goodwill Towa rd Men , " wait- about $600,000.

gal opinions.
And, the attorney general
•wields considerable influence in
the shaping of state policies^
since he commands a platoon of
more than 60 lawyers who advise state agencies.
On the Republican side, Head
obviously has first choice at another four-year term if he wants
it. But there may be some concern soon in the GOP camp if
Head insists on a Senate campaign without saying for sure
whether he'll fall back to the attorney general race.
If Head should aim for the
Senate endorsement, then lose,
.and then decide he doesn 't want
another term as attorney general , it would require an 11th hour
change in the GOP ticket.
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Montana man
is AP chief
in Minneapolis

NEW YORK (AP)
Benjamin A. Brown, Associated Press
bureau chief in Helena, Mont.*
has been appointed chief of Bureau at Minneapolis, General
Manager Wes Gallagher announced today.
Brown succeeds George Moses, who is retiring after nearly
30 years ot service, and almost
20 as head ol operations in Minnesota and North and South Dakota.
Moses will join the faculty of
Macalester College in St. Paul.
Bro-wn , 36. a native of Red
House, W Va., has headed the
Montana operation since 1968.
He is marrieo and has four children.
A graduate of Florida State
University, Brown joined the
Associated Press in 1957 after
working as a newsman for the
Daily Mail at Charleston, W.Va.
Before nis appointment to Montana , Brown was correspondent
in the bt. Louis, Mo., bureau for
three years.
Bro-wn s appointment is effective Feb 1, 1970.
Macalnster is a private , fouryear coeducational liberal arts
college with an enrollment of
approximately 1,900.

bill. The taxpaying voters, said
Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn., can
thank Democrats for the reductions offered by the measure. :
"They cannot thank the Republican leadership which is attempting to steal away from the
lowly senior stnator from
Tennessee credit which tie does
not claim," Gore told the Senate
over the weekend in a bit of circular oratory. .

Another key to a recess up before Congress today was a $267
million catch-all appropriation
bill. This became the vehicle for
a crucial resolution to keep unfinanced government agencies in
funds until Congress takes its
vacation and returns to act on
their, appropriations. ;
As matters stand , that is likely to be tbe situation for the De-

partment of Health , Education
and Welfare, the Department of
Labor, and the Agency for International Development
The
resolution
continues
spending authority through Jan.
30. ' .
But another factor , the socalled Philadelphi a plan for obtaining more construction job
opportunities for black workers,
had made the future of the supplemental appropriations bill
uncertain.
The Senate had attached a
rider to the supplemental measure prohibiting the plan, which
establishes quotas for black s
and other minority members to
bt hired on federally financed
construction projects.
Nixon has threatened to veto
the supplemental appropria-

Tax bill moves
close to p assage
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
most sweeping tax reform bill
of modern times moved closer
today to its final test in Congress with GOP leaders saying
chances have improved for
presidential approval.
The ultimate effect of the
bill's provisions would cut income taxes of some Americans
by $9.1 billion while raising
them $6.6 billion for others by
closing or narrowing loopholes.
A compromise version of differing bills passed by the House
and Senate delays the cuts for a
time in order to increase its appeal to President Nixon, who is
concerned about its possible inflationary effects.
Nixon has said he would veto
a bill increasing Social Security
benefits by 15 per cen t, as the
compromise measure does, and
upping the personal income tax
exemption from $600 to $800, as
the Senate's version did. The
compromise bill, however , limits the exemption increase to
$750 in steps over a three-year

period. ' " ..'
Republican
congressional
leaders who met with Nixon Saturday seemed cautiously optimistic the compromise version
would receive the President 's
approval.
Completion of action on the
bill in both houses without a
hitch is the key to congressional
adjournment for a Christmas
recess; which was delayed when
the conference committee that
worked out the compromise
could not finish its work until
late last week ,
The massive tax reform-relief
bill goes beyond the revisions
made by Congress during the
Kennedy administration earl y in
the 1960s. The last such sweeping revision came more than a
generation ago.
While the tax relief provisions
will not become fully effective
until 1973, the 15 per cent rise in
Social Security benefits, plus a
now $100 monthly minimum
payment , is to take effec t Jan.
1.

ions, although he said Sunday »
final decision had not been
made.

Congress is planning a recess
until Jan. 19 — unless Nixon
should invoke another of his
warnings and summon House
and Senate back to work
immediately after Christmas.
The President had said h«
would call a special session unless appropriations measure*
for the curr ent fiscal year—
which began nearly six months
ago—were passed before adjournmcM.
But Scott indicated the White
House was satisfied with an arrangement under which thv
$19.9 billion appropriation Including the contested health and
education money would remairj
in congressional custody during
the recess. .
Nixon threatened to veto the
bill after the Senate passed it at
$21.4 billion , saying it was tooCostly for an inflation troubled
economy.
•: Scott said in his judgm ent, ths
veto warning was not altered
when House-Senate negotiator*
worked out the $19.9 billion compromise terms.
Actually, $1,1billion of the re.
duction was in appropriations
which were not to have been
spent this year anyhow.
Sen. Mike Mansfield , D-Mont. ,
the majority leader, said there
would be no Senate action on
the embattled measure until after the recess, and Scott said Ti» had agreed to that plan . .
Some H o ii s e Democrats ,
Speaker John W. McCormack
among them , would just as soon
send the bill to Nixon and let
him veto the money—seeing in
that a political campaign issu«
for 1970.
A foreign aid dispute between
Senate and House flared Saturday night , dooming that appropriation until after the holidays.
The Senate rejected a $1.8 billion foreign aid appropriation ,
primarily because of House insistence on a $54.5 million outlay to buy jet fighter planes for
Nation alist China.

Moses will join Macalcsler as
assistant piotessor and acting director of the Department of
Journalism. He will replace Ivan
Burg, a member of the Macalester faculty since 1936, who has
retired.
Moses holds a master of arts
degree (rom the University of
Minnesota , where he received
his B .A. in 1937.

IM to acquire
Mister Donut

MINNEAPOLIS
f AP) _ A
deal axpectert to be more than
$fi million will bring the 275 Mr.
Donut s.iops around the nation
in control ol International Milling Co.
The acquisition announced
Sunday said Internalhmal Milling hud arranged with Mister
Donut of America , Inc. , of Boston , for payment of cash and
common and convert! hie p -eferral stock ol IM,
The rlisler Donut shops, specially, ini". ir doughnuts and coffee , arc located both in the United States and Canada. Current
annual sales are about $1)0 million. Some HO or more are expected to be opened next year.
Intenatienal MlUir» H, the largest floui miller in North America , has d'versified operations
to include Ki otery products , formula , feeds and other non-flour
items .
[I will clianpc its name next
month to International Multi1 foods,

W*w"«pwwrwiw«

AID FOR A WOUNDIon SOI.DIF.lt . . . A
Montagniird Special Forces medic treats a
wounded soldier after n North Viclnnme .se

mortar barrage of the Bu Prang Special
Forces camp, 150 miles northeast of Saigon
on the Cambodian border. CAP Photofax)

A woman on the
Supreme Court?
WASfflNGTON (AP) - The
10 lady members of the House
gay its high time a.woman is
named to the Supreme Court,
and . they think the first female
justice could very well come
from their OWE ranks.
"I think it would be great.
There's no more reason not to
nominate a woman than not to
nominate a man ," said Rep. Julia Butler Hansen , D-Wis.
"It's not an outlandish idea.
Women are the one minority
group that it is still considered
fashionable to discriminate
again," said Hep. Margaret M.
Heelder , R-Mass.
Rep. Edith Green, D-Ore.,
agreed . "I hope the day is not
far off when the American people will resent the discrimination against women as they
rightfully resent the discrimiaation against other minorities.
There is a Negro on the court
but no woman," she said.
There is one vacancy on the
nine-member court. At least
three women are reported to be
among the many persons being
considered.
All congresswomen agreed
with Rep. Catherine May, R
Wash., that a woman should be
selected only if she was the best
qualified person the President
could find and not just because
she -was a -woman. . Mrs. May
said President Nixon has said
he hoped a woman could be selected ¦sometime
while he is in
¦
office. ¦' ,'¦
"It would be good to have a
woman's viewpoint on the bench
and to give .further recognition
to the fact that we realize women have ability," said Rep. Shirley Chisholm. D-N.Y., the only
Negro congresswoman.
"Many of us women are fr>
cusing on one woman whom we
know well and think is extremely well.qualified, Mrs. Martha
Griffiths," said Rep. Leonore K.
Sullivan, D-No. "She has judgment, knowledge, integrity and
lots of good common sense as
well as judicial background."
Mrs. Griffiths is a Democratic
congresswoman from Michigan.
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SPIROTOT REFILL

KITCHEN SET

WASHINGTON <AP ) — Vice
President Spiro Agnew has
painted a rosy picture of the
Nixon administration's first 11
months in office to a meeting of
138 Cabinet and high level executive branch officials.
Speaking in the "White House
Friday Agnew told the policymakers the high moral tone of
the administration has seen "respect for the presidency itself
increased
''
Agnew said the administration , is "moving straight ahead
and will continue to move
straight ahead" on foreign and
The Women's Bar Association domestic affairs. Be praised the
of the District of Columbia, the sub-cabinet members present,
saying perhaps the effectiveness
of their superiors was a reflection of their work during the
t Train Now for
year.
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Agnew paints
rosy picture of
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"I'm extremely honored to be
mentioned but I'm not a lawyer
and 1 think legal and judicial
background would be needed. 1
feel there's no reason why a
woman couldn't be nominated,"
Mrs. Reid said.
"If the President can find a
qualified woman for the court, I
think it would be great. I'd be
all for it," said Rep. Florence
Dwyer, R-N.J.
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National Assocation of Women
Lawyers, and the National Business and Professional Women 's
Club have all recommended
Mrs. Griffiths to the President.
"I think it would be wonderf 1to have a wonan on the court
and It's very nice of those
groups to recommend me. But 1
don't think I have a chance,"
Mrs. Griffiths said.
"Is that because you're a
Democrat?'' a reporter asked.
"I would think so," she replied. Others said she is also too
liberal.
"She would be a great
choice," said Mrs. . Green of
Mrs. Griffiths. "I'd be proud as
a woman to have her on the Supreme Court bench,'' said. Rep.
Patsey Mink D-Hawaii.
^
Another congresswoman
, Rep.
Charlotte Reid , R-1LL, was also
recommended in a House
speech by
¦ Rep. James Pulton,
R-Pa.
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Snowy surfaces
bring collisions

A 1967 model sedan driven
by Frank J. Allen Jr., 43, 203
E. Broadway, was struck in the
rear by, a 1956 model sedan
driven by Joseph J. Heublein ,
Stockton Trailer Court, at 11:45
p.m. at Highway 61-14 and Gilmore Avenue. Police said both
cars were westbound and that
the Allen car was stopped at a
traffic signal at the east side
of the intersection when the
Heublein vehicle slid on packed
snow. Damage was $35 to the
Allen car and $200 to the front
of tte Heublein vehicle.
Slippery conditions caused
another accident in the parking
area of tie Sterling Motel located at Highways 61 and 14,
at 1:30 p.m. Police said "a 1963
model two>door sedan driven by
David T. Valentine, 18, 177 E.
5th St., was eastbound at the
north _ side of the parking area
when it slid into a garage owned
by the motel Damage was $50
to the garage and $200 to the
front left portion oil the car.

Bandit gets $5 ,500 from
Sees road needs
fur dealer at gunpoint

A rale-toting bandit held up
Charles Miller, a fur and hide
dealer, at 6:30 p.m. Sunday
evening, getting away with $5,500 in cash and checks, according to Winona poKce.
The robber, wearing a plastic
Halloween mask, poked a rifle
through the door of a building
at the rear of 273 E. 2nd St.,
and said "This is a holdup;
throw out your billfold," Miller
told police.
Miller threw out some cards
he had in his pocket and attempted to close the door,
which was open about six
inches, when tie bandit fired
the rifle. Police reported that
the bullet traveled through a
table and two boxes of glass,
jars before lodging in one leg
of the table.
The bandit then demanded his
billfold again, vbich Miller immediately. ' threw out. Be then
retreated into a rear 1 store-

room, he told police, where the
bandit locked him in and fled.
Police report finding footprints,
believed to be the bandits,
heading east across Kansas
Street.
As soon as the robber left ,
Miller broke out of the storeroom and met Earl Eggers
coming out from the house in
front . He is Miller's partner in
the fur business, and lives at
that address. Eggers immediately phoned police.
Miller told police that tha
man wore a blue jacket and
cap, and had a "rough-sounding" voice. He estimated that
the man was 18-20 years old.
The billfold contained approximately $900 in cash and
$4,600 in checks, he told police.
Police Capt. William King reported that police are currently
checking the bullet and cartridge; , The case . is still under
investigation, he said, and no

arrests have been made.
Other weekend thefts:
Marvin Fenske, 562 :E. 3rd
St., reported the theft of a case
of stereo tapes from his car
sometime Friday night. He discovered the loss at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, police said.
He told police that the case,
which contained 12 tapes, was
valued at $80.
Police investigated the theft
of an outdoor Christmas tree
and lights from the front of
the Ernest Anderson residence,
1059 E. 4th St., which Anderson reported stolen at 6:30 p.m.
Sunday.
A juvenile was arrested for
shoplifting at 1:30 p.m. Sunday
in the Tempo store at the Miracle Mall,' police said.
Police reported that the youth
allegedly had \ stolen an aisto
fuse,, valued at eight : cents.
Police were called to the S.
S. Kresge Co., 51 W. 3rd St.,
at 12:50 p:m. Saturday, where
Allen Dienger , 13, 655 Grand
St., had cut his right thigh on
some counter-glass at the right
side of the store. He was lyingon a. check-out counter when
they arrived , police said.
Dienger was taken to Community Memorial Hospital by
Praxef Ambulance Service,
where he was treated for a leg
laceration and released.

Ice rinks
wil l open
Tuesday

the" state in this year's competition.
Allen, who lives at 203 E. Broadway, is
owner of CuUigan Water Conditioning Co. and
Maytag-Hijghlander Center, A director from
the 3rd District, he"s been a member of the
board since 1960 and its president since the
fall of 1968. Among the factors cited by. the?
WEA in its nomination of Allen were his )[ ' .
efforts in the development of good relations
and close communication between board and
faculty members during his terms as president. (Daily Ne*ws photo)

SERVICEr RECOGNIZED . . . Frank J.
Allen, right, president of the School Board
of Independent School District 861, this morning was presented a certificate in recognition of his nomination by the Winona Education Association (WEA) as a candidate
for the 1970 Minnesota Outstanding School
Board Member Award. The presentation was
made by Vernell Jacbels, WEA president
A statement of Allen's qualifications will be
forwarded to the MEA for consideration with
those of other nominees from throughput

Today s C^

Mailing time is nearly over for sending Christmas cards
to our shutin, ill and lonely friends, so this will be the final
list of names. Let's hurry and see that they are remembered.
Of course if greetings are a bit late, we're sure these folks
will like to hear from you .
Richard Steinfeldt, c/o Watkin s Research farm , Winona ,
Minn., Rt. 3.
Mrs. Anna Dienger , Lake* Pepin Manor , Pepin, Wis.
Albert Langowski , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles, Minn.
Mary Schumacher , Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha ,
Minn.
Martin Tranberg, Grand View Home, Blair, Wis.
Helen Zindel , St. Joseph Hospital, Arcadia , Wis.
Alvin Hogenson , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
Leo Mahlman , Alma , Wis., Box 11; a stroke* victim at
home, he needs cheer.
Mrs , Mary Erickson , Lake Pepin Manor, Pepin , Wis.
Michael Marmsoler , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles,
Minn.
Mrs. Eng Sandvik , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
Miss Mayme Hoesley, St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Mrs, Anna Sandberg, Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis.
Mrs . Alice Mason , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles,
Minn.
Mrs. Amelia Hanson , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
Carl Johnson , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony , Minn.
Mrs. Hilda Carlson , Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis .
Mrs , Fredricka Litcher, Whitewater Manor , St. Charles ,
Minn.
Dr. Carlhus Selvig, Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
Mrs . Marie Lund , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles, Minn,
Mrs. Elizabeth Paetow, St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia ,
Wis.
Selvin Christianson , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony,
Minn.
Otto Matzke , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles, Minn,
Katie Smith , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony , Minn.
Mrs. Elfn SchnefCr , St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Mrs. Minnie Melius , Whitewater Manor , St , Charles,
Minn.
Martha Wendt , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony, Minn.
Mrs. Effie Schleuter , Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis.
Herman Piehn , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony, Minn ,
Mrs. Minnie Michael , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles,
Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mehringer , St. Joseph Hospital, Arcn^
<lia , Wis.
Miss Meto Nienow , Whitewater Manor , St, Charles, Minn.
Mrs. Isahelle Brand , Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis.

Several city ice skating rinks
will be in operation Tuesday,
according to* Robert Welch * director of parks and recreation.
Hours for the holidays will he
afternoons from 1 to 5. and evenings from 6:30 to 9, Welch
said. School day hours will be
3:30 to 5 and 6:30 to 9. Hours
for Saturdays and Sunday will
be the same as for holidays.
Supervised skating will be
available at four rinks Tuesday : East and West, recreation
centers, Lake Park and Tillman Park in . Sunset Addition.
Neighborhood rinks also are
being prepared but may hot be
ready for use until later in the
week. These include rinks at Arthur C. Thurley Homes, Wincrest and Glenview additions.
' ¦
¦
¦

FISHING CONTEST
DODGE, Wis. (Special) . -The annual ice fishing contest
sponsored by the Dotige Sportsmen's Club will be held on Lake
Dodge Feb. 8.

Fred Hertzfeldt , St. Joseph Hospital, Arcadia , Wis.
Mrs, Maude O'Brien , Whitewater Manor, St. Charles,
Minn.
Mary Wanless, Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony, Minn.
Miss Helen Peltier, St. Joseph Hospital, Arcadia.
Emma Peterson, Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
Mrs. Lucille Odegarden , Whitewater Manor, St. Charles,
Minn .
Miss Delphine Pronovost, St, Joseph Hospital, Arcadia ,
Wis,
Otillia Bakke, Harmony Nursing Home", Harmony, Minn.
Mrs. Anna Pederson , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles,
Minn.
Harry Bennett , St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Sven Soma , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony, Minn.
Chris Polzin , Whitewater Manor , St. CharlCs, Minn.
Mrs/ Kate Karnpa , St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Tillie Johnson , Harmony Nursin g Home, Harmony , Minri.
Robert Pritchard , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles, Minn.
Joseph Huettel , St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Alyda Roelofs , Harmony Nursing Home, Harm ony , Minn.
Mrs, Frances Sasse , WhitewateY Manor , St. Charles,
Minn .
Miss Marion Christofferson , Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin ,
Wis,
Henry Schmidt , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles , Minn,
Ann Vickerman , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony,
Minn.
William F. Feltes, St, Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Henry Schultz , Whitewater Manor , St, Charles , Minn ,
Pauline Klonecki , St; Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Hattie Vickerman , Harmony Nursing . ' Home,' Harmony,
Minn.
Miss Emma Schutt , Whitewater Manor Nursing Home, St.
Charles , Minn.
Flossie* Kocster, St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Karl Kittleson , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony, Minn.
Miss Louise Schwencke, Whitewate r Manor , St , Charles ,
Minn ,
Mrs, CelCstine Hohmnn , St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia ,
Wis.
George Michaelson , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
Kermit Small , Whitewater Manor, St . Charles , Minn,
Mrs. Emma Forsyth , St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis ,
Harry Sorenson , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
Morton Smith , Whitewater Manor , St . Charles, Minn.
John Puchnlln , St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis .
Amanda Storlle , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn ,
Mrs. Emmn Sydncss, White/water Nursing Home, St ,

of $1.9 billion
next.17years

A $1.9 billion list of Minnesota highway needs for the
next 17 years has been unveiled for State Sen. Roger Laufenburger, Lewiston, and other
members of the legislature's
joint highway interim committee. : . ¦'..'
The needs report was delivered at a recent meeting of
the joint body by state* highway
commissioner N. Ted Waldor.
The newly-updated study covers
improvements on 10,810 miles
of trunk highways in all parts
of the state.
Biggest item in the list was
$713 million for new trunk highway needs.
Other items included $679
million for new expressways
and $278 million for new freeways. Another $223 million is
earmarked for improvements to
major trunk highways.
Our needs remain substantially in excess of our financial
capabilities to fullfill them ,"
Waldor said, "and will probably
retoain so for the foreseeable
future."
He made no specific requests
for new revenue sources but
contended that failure to meet
Overall needs outlined in the*
study would; have a serious effect on Minnesota's economic
growth.
The commissioner pointed out
that upgrading of two-lane roads
to freeway standards , a major
item in the needs re"port, would
have an important effect on
highway safety; The fatality
rate on freeways; he noted , is
approximately half of that on
ordinary highways.

VICTIMS OF VIETNAM WAR . . . These
Navy officers, left to right * Lt . William M.
Tschudy, Capt. Jeremiah Andrew Denton,
Jr., Cmdr. Walter E. Wilber, and Lt. Charles
W. Marik, are among many who have been

shot down while on duty in Vietnam. Their
wives, some* not even knowing if their husbands are alive, continue to seek word on
their condition. (AP Photofax)

Many haven t heard

him, nor has Hanoi released his namese. Finally, when the men
came hdme on the carrier, they
lieve their captive husbands name on any prisoner list.
didn 't seem to want to talk.
:
Brady
is
aware
of
proMrs.
conhave been kept in solitary
.
"I went to Washington and
finement because some released found personal changes.
saw the report. That's where I
prisoners have said they suf"I'm not as selfish as I was, " first got the idea ... my husfered that experience.
she says. "Everything was band was not there.''
"I want to scream out, how going so well for us. Each job
Since then, Jane has gone
strong can a man be after four he asked for , he got. He wanted
years of bad diet, isolation and to be squadron commander—he back to college and graduated ,
torture? This is his fifth Christ- got it. We had an awful lot. We so that when^if—her husband
mas o-ver there," says Janie lived in the mainstream of life. is fin ally declared dead, she can
Tschudy, whose 34-year-old hus- One has to stop and think what make a living for herself and
band , Navy Lt. William Michael is important about life. I respect her 4-year-old son, Steve.
Until the Navy has more inTschudy of Highland Park ; 111., it a great deal more now than
formation , all "missing in acwas shot down with Capt. Den- ever before.''
ton. ".Jean Ellison , whose husband, tion " wives like the wives of
Navy
Cmdr. John Ellison , Lay- POWs, are paid 80 per cent of
Jane Marik, a 26-year-old brutheir husband' s salary.
nette, declared : "I'd rather ttfn, Utah was shot down three Jane Marik spent the . first
have my husband dead than a years ago ,-has this to live on for summer with relatives, after
hope: her husband' s name was
prisoner; '
getting the news her husband
Mrs. Marik believes her hus- once brought back by a released was missing. She started drivprisoner.
.
band , Navy Lt. Charles Marik ,
ing back to Virginia Beach. "I
who has been missing 3M> years, Does she write ? Every month. wanted ' to be with the other
She's never had a reply.
is dead.
wives, and where I could hear
"He was such an active man!
They were married 14 years news."
So gregarious. To sit alone in a when he was shot down—17
She feels she "has changed treroom all those years. I'd rather now.; They have four children.
have him dead than go through When Cmdr. W.E. Wilber, of mendously since her husband
all that torture. I know what it Millorton , Pa. was shot down was shot down.' could do to him."
over North Vietnam 18 months "I was very shy, retiring, pensive before. I adored my husLouise Brady, her straight ago, someone on the ground band. He was very gregarious,
from
Ihe
downed
plane
made
dark hair cropped short, sat on
constantly talking. But he alTroops bitter
the edge of her chair and an- contact with a wing man from ways had something to say.
swered in a steadfast manner, their carrier
"Now," she added emphatiat moratorium?
when asked how long she had "That' s my hope. That' s what cally. "I'm very strong in my
says
Heanne
WilI've gone on ,"
been married.
opinions. I have very definite
EAST GRAND FORKS, Minn . "Today 's our 16th wedding an- ber.
ideas.
(AP) — The national comman- niversary ;
"
home
for
my
Dad's
"I
was
der of the Veterans Of Foreign That last anniversary they
Talking to Pat Fellowes, you
Wars says U.S. troops in Viet- shared together was their 14th. death , when I heard that he was get a vivid picture of her husnam feel "a real bitterness' to- Cmdr. A.C. Brady, whose father missing in action. And that band , Cmdr. John Fellows, a
ward toe moratorium movement is a retired admiral , was shot night, 1 was just looking but at jolly outgoing Irishman, from
the darkness and I just knew Tucson Ariz., who, she is conin America.
down in January, 1967.
Gene (her husband) was alive. I vinced,, parachuted into North
Raymond A. Gallagher, Redfield, S.D., said that troops at
He was listed as missing in really felt it. I'd know if he were Vietnam chomping on a cigar .
first felt sorry for the lack of action until 1968, when a friend dead. "
"I've never had a letter," she
understanding but said they feel in a foreign country said he saw "I knew Gene's mind and said wistfully, "It will be 40
strength
before
he
left.
This
bitter about the moratorium and a picture ot the commander
months soon. There are times
regard it as a hindrance to among a group of prisoners. surely will sustain him. We when I question . . . actually.
bringing abrJut peace. He re- The picture was taken by a Jap- know he has a Comforter. . . or But time goes on. I just live this
we wouldn't have this peace way, believing he
cently returned from a visit to anese photographer.
's there.
the embattled country.
This picture is Mrs. Brady 's over our house, the way we do. "I think if he were dead , I'd
He
When
the
Lord
made
us,
'
Gallagher addressed a VFW hope for believing her husband
know it. I can't see him anymembership rally here.
is alive. She's never heard from made us truly one."
That is; his face. I can
Mrs. wilber fills her time.car- more.
visualize him , but I never see
ing for her ftfur youngsters and his
face. I wonder why?"
serves as choir director for the Then , pulling
out a handkerFounder Meihodist church.
chief , she dabbled at her eyes.
"I'm a little different from "I'm-a
weeper, " she apologized.
the other, wives," says Jane Said Louise
Marik. "I don 't believe he's no t^ars left. Mulligan: "I have
"
there. I believe he's dead. "
Charles, Minn.
Why?
Harold Lunhingdal, Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
"Hie was shot down over the DIXON NOT AVAILABLE
.. .
Minn .
water and the pilot was rescued. The Jeane Dixon column is
Henry H oppe, St, Joseph Hospital, Arcadia , Wis.
Our rescue planes could find no a casualty of the Christmas
John Walsh , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony , Minn .
sign of him Originally , I was mailing volume. It has not been
Mrs. Clara , Specter, Whitewater Manor , St. Charles, under Ihe impression he was available . We hope to resume it
Minn.
picked up by the North Viet- Tuesday.
Miss Wilma Salwey, Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis.
Nella McKinney, Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
—
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hoevell, St. Joseph Nursing Home,
f—
\
Arcadia , Wis.
Margaret Scrabeck , Harmony Nursing Home , Harmony,
Minn.
Miss Hclina Thompson , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles,
Minn.
Lucy Roche, Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony, Minn.
Sam Radomski, St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Emma Achatz , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony, Minn.
Mrs. Anna Schindler , St. Joseph Hospital, Arcadia , Wis.
Friend Berning, Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony, Minn.
Mrs. Agnes Ulven, Whitewater Manor , St. Charle*s, Minn.
Miss Vera Wallerich , Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis.
Mabel Kimbcr , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony, Minn.
Sophia Tempski , St. Joseph Hospital, Arcadia , Wis.
Al Wilson , Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha , Minn .
Clarence Alfson , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony ,
Minn.
Louis Ungcmach , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles, Minn.
Wesley Hetrick , Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Minn.
Marie Ruen , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony, Minn.
Peter Suchla , St, Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis .
Andreno Holger , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony,
Minn.
Susie Urlien , Grand View Home", Blair , Wis.
Mrs. Ida Wagner , Whitewater Manor , St. Charles, Minn .
Louie Jerdy, Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis,
William Judge, Buena Vista Nursing Home , Wabasha ,
Minn.
Theodore Swenson, Ettrick , Wis.
Melvin Hanson , Lake Pe*pin Manor , Pepin , Wis ,
\ / j THE \ "
Edward Wnmbsgans , Whitewater Manor , St, Charles ,
; JWORLOl I
Minn.
Jennie York , Grand View Home , Blair , Wis ,
/ / AT Yo<*aV \
Alcda Nelson , Harmony Nursing Home, Harmony, Minn.
/HHGERNPS ^
John Konkel , St. Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis .
Helmer Johnson , Lake* Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis.
Ida Herreld , Grand View Home, Blair , Wis ,
WINONA DAILY NEWS
Lillian Zimmerman , Grand View Home , Blair , Wis,
Joseph Rebhahn , St, Joseph Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Ed Siujen , Lake Pepin Manor , Pepin , Wis .
WINONA SWAf NEWS
CORRECTION : The name of the late Adolf Ftcglin ,
WINONA , MINNESOTA J»»7
Cochrane, Wis., was inadvertently included in the list on
Thursday.
(Continued from pagel)
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CHRISTMAS SINGING AT THE MIRACLE MALL
Central Lutheran Junior Choir

St. Matthew 's Senior Choir

TONIGHT - 7:30 O'CLOCK

TONIGHT - 8:00 O'CLOCK
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Premier needs
combat reporter

body fell. A camera collided
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK - Next time I with Marty Erlichman's head
co'ver a Broadway movie pre- and blood spurted. Yells crackmier, I'm talcing a pad, pencil led through the house.
and Mace spray can.
Unless these hysterical celeViolence broke out — not on brity-chasers are controlled by
the screen — things weren't too police soon, we're going to have
bad up there — but in the black- same deaths, and in what an abtie socialite audience at "Hello, surd cause.
Dollyl" at tbe Rivoli.
"I was with Marilyn Monroe
After years of covering dan- and Elizabeth Taylor at pregerous assignments such as nu- mieres but this was the worst,"
dist conventions, I was terror- said press agent Patricia Newpunched ba the
ized when photographers rolled comb¦ —' who
¦' ¦ got
¦
around on the floor exchanging ribs. . ¦ '
punches with mild-mannered Barbra — who should be OsMarty Erlichman, who man- car-nominated for this picture
aged Barbra Streisand into mil- — (so should Walter Matthau)
lions. Sulphuric language hissed — table-hopped at the supper
through the restless crowd. How dance greeting friends. Carol
could they say such words in Claiming in a lot of white fox
,"
the presence of Charlotte Ford pajamas, the original "Dollywe
Niarchos, Mrs. Henry Ford II had trouble getting tickets,
. David Merrick gave her
and Mrs. John Mosler , the heard
of his tickets.
Beautiful People biggies pro- same
Producer
Ernie Lehman said
moting the benefit for the Po- "I wish I was
important enough
lice Athletic League?
have something to do about
Blood covered Erlichman's to
tickets. I was not satisfied with
formal shirt collar. He had blodd ray
own '.''
on his cheek. He sent home for
Let
me add, everybody was
another shirt
just
doing
his job, the photo"I slipped," he grinned laand Marty Erlichman.
ter at a Big supper dance at the graphers
I was ' doing my job too*. I
Pierre, when everything was And
was
cowering in a corner.
peaceful.
"1 will never go to another TODAY'S B E S T LAUGH,
premiere," Barbra vowed. "It's Bob Hope explained why Jackie
had . to lose weight:
inhumane. I was devastated at Gleason
"He was being seen on all three
what happened to Marty.'*
at once. "
"How did you like your pic- networks
WISH I'D SAID THAT: "Why
ture?"
about sex education,"
"I'm not sure I even saw It." worry
said
a
father. "They'll teach
Here's what happened: it's
like they do any other subtypical of premieres in recent sex
ject, and the kids will. so*on
months, which have become in- lose
interest." — Saturday Recreasingly perilous.
The "fans'' — not all kids - view.
;. Q U O T E:
mobbed Barbra's. limousine "IfREMEMBERED
you
in
the
right, argue
're
when it was still two blocks from like a man ; if you
in the
the theater . . . slowed it to wrong, argue like a 're
woman.
"
a crawl . . . Barbra knew she EARL'S PEARLS: "Agnew's
was holding up the picture but been
quiet lately, "
was afraid to get out. Photo- noted astrangely
reader.
"Is
there.such
graphers, frustrated at getting a thing as mouth fatigue?"
a picture of her entering the Bob Melvin told of the hippie
theater — she had to be rushed who exclaimed anxiously,
"I
through in a flying wedge — found out my phone conversatried to" get one inside. Some- tions are being recorded!"
"Great, man," said his friend.
"On what label?" . . . T h a t ' s
earl, brother.
¦
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LaPlant sentenced Carlson on
Dec. 12 to: $300 fine on each
count and 990 days in jail to bn
served concurrently. The sentences are stayed pending the '
appeal,
Constitutionality of the nevf
Rochester ordinance apparently
will be tbe target of the appeal
action.
ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP) - Carlson also has been cited on
The operator of a sex-oriented similar charges in St. Paul and
bookstore here who has drawn Duluth.
:; . ¦
. .' : •
a sentence of $3,300 in fines and
90 days in Jail will start his ap- No Yuletide shopping
peal route to Olmsted Co*unty
<
District Court.
WASHINGTON (AP ) _ PresiHis attorney filed notice of dent
Nixon says he was unable
appeal Friday on behalf of Robert O. Carlson, 42, St, Paul, wh6 to do any Giristmas shopping
was convicted in Rochester Mu- this year, but a friend in New
nicipal Court on 11 counts of York acted as his agent in buying gifts for his -wife arid daughselling obscene literature.
ters,. ' ¦ . ' • .
Supreme
Court
The Minnestfta
Friday turned down a petition Nixon- said he gives presents
for a writ to stop enforcement that people ordinarily wouldn't
of fines and a jail term imposed buy for themselves, but h»
didn't say what his choice**
against Carlson.
Municipal Judge William S. were.

Will appeal
obscenity
conviction

By Ed Dodd

..

Mothersof
Mongoloids
plan appeal

Otter Ta iI Power Urge quick
denies conspiracy desegregation

in deep south

FERGUS FALLS, Minn. (AP) tical" account but was not.
— Funds from general opera- He listed one instance a $480
tions used to campaign against advertisement in the Velva, N.
WASHINGTON (AP) -An or- proposed municipal electric sys- D., Journal campaigning against WASHINGTON (AP) — Civil
ganization of mothers of Mongo- tems were not improperly allo- municipal ownership, when ads rights lawyers nave urged the
loid children plans an appeal for cated, according to President were inserted under sponsorship
private money if Congress' fis- Albert V. Hartl of Otter Tail of the Committee for Sound Gov- Supreme Court to require
TO
\
immediate school desegregation f
cal tax cuts off federal funds lot Power Co,
and the Committee for
a promising research program Hartl's comment Saturday ernment
SERVE
under
/
in
1
1
deep
south
districts
\
was in conflict with a contention Free Enterprise.
against Mongolism.
desegregation
plans
best
"the
Connelly
also
said
Otter
Tail
by
William
Connelly,
a superviThe research program is refinanced a lawsuit filed by available."
ported to be the only one ef t. its sory auditor for the Federal had
taxpayers association to In an appeal filed Friday,
local
Power
Commission.
Connelly
type still in existence in the
try
to
block municipal . owner- they said , the court should re- V
BETTER- ' lj r ^
United States and is aimed at was quoted, as having said in ship at Hankinsorj,
verse summarily—without a
.
N.D.
He
addmmmmm9mmwmm
testimony
before
the
FPC
that
determining whether a still-exdecision
by
hearing—a
Dec.
1
chan200
was
ed
that
about
$2,
perimental drug can improve such expenditures should have
the U.S. Circuit Court in New
the serious mental retardation come from separate funds. . neled through that association
Orleans
that these districts and
firm
,
law
N.D.,
to
a
Wahpeton,
of Mongoloids.^
The Otter fail Power case
may delay student
five
others
,
Please use the following Daily & Sunday
and
Bullis.
Lewis
was cast against the background
The mothers' organization, a of an attack by Sen. Lee Met- Among other expenses, Con- desegregation until the fall.
Nev/s Telephone numbers :
Washington-area group called calf D-Mont., last week, On nine nelly said, were some $10,000 in "Constitutional rights, denied
"Mothers of Yotihg Mongo^ Midwest utilities compa- improperly accounted payments to the thousands of school chil. . . to put a classified or want
are
to
be
loids," recently mounted a na- private
dren
in
these
districts,
ShenanInc.,
Survey,
to
Central
ad in the paper, call
Metcalf contended they had
tional letter-writing campaign nies.
now," said NAACP
against community- doah, Iowa , public-opinion poll- vindicated
protesting what it said was a conspired
Legal
Defense
and
Educational
ing firm ; dinner expenses of sevthreat to tne program because owned utilities and said he was eral thousand dollars for local Fund lawyers for groups of
asking
federal
and
state
authorof proposed cuts in appropriaofficials and state legislators; black families.
tions for the National Institute ities to investigate.
and
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Calling a halt
to debasement

Dr. Benjamin Spock, everybody 's baby doctor
who took to the street to protest the draft , now
has taken pen in: hand to protest the rising avalanche of obscene movies, plays, novels, articles,
paintings and photographs.
'
He writes in the current issue of Redbook maglaws to curb the shocking
wants
azine that he
manner of presentation because (they) "assault the
carefully constructed inhibitions and sublimations
of sexuality and violence that are normal for all
human beings and that are essential to the foundations of civilization. "
He'd like to see laws that would determine guilt
simply on the basis of judges' and juries' sense of
shock and revulsion.
Up until now the only consolation we have been
able to find in the current swing toward toleration of even the basest pornography is that society's
attitudes toward matters of this kind have a way
of swinging back and forth and we're confident
the pendulum hasn 't stopped swinging. It's nice to
have a man of Dr. Speck's stature speed the swing
back. — A.B.

A Christmas gift
of dubious value

Americans will react personally to the conference-approved legislation on changes in the federal
tax structure. Since .there's a tax cut for nearly
everyone, plus a 15 percent boost for those on social security, most of us will find it palatable and
think of it in terms of "reform " legislation ; especially also because the Congress is moving . to
extract more dollars from the "rich ." Tax-sheltered
incomes are losing part of the roof oyer them, the
oil depletion allowance is reduced, the capital gains
tax will rise after $25,000; hobby farms will be subject to higher taxes, the income tax surtax is retained at 5 percent and the investment credit on
expansion expenses is repealed , etc.
What the conference committee has done is
make up a package, using a few Christmas stocking stuffers, that will make it palatable to one
person in particular , President 'Nixon. The White
House indicated Saturday that , although the overall tax cut is unwelcome, as is the 15 percent social security increase, the possibility of the veto
has been reduced.
It will be a difficult decision for the President
who is intent on stabilizing the economy. Tax cuts
and increased pay-outs seem to be an illogical method to attain that coal.
Should the tax proposals become law, it also
will become more difficult to provide a realistic
response to the myriad demands now falling on
the federal government for satisfaction of social
needs.
Christmas gifts, such as tax cuts are most welcome; the
¦ bills will begin arriving in January —
A. B. ' -

WASHINGTON - This will surely
be the bleakest of Christmases to
those Americans who carry the rifle
in Vietnam — but let them know at
least that there are those among us
¦who have not forgotten them and
never will.
It is no longer chic — or even permissible, in some circles — to wave
the flag. Still, it is not yet an indictable offense to salute those men
across the world who have fought so
brave and so lonely a weight with
so li Ule honor from a country whose
loudest politicians and shrillest cornmen tators are so busily engaged in
demeaning them and the cause in
which they serve.
THE DOUGHS, tfm dogfaces, tha
G.I. Joes might well be pardoned
if it appeared to them that -we back
here "were so preoccupied with the
alleged excesses somewhere of some
possibly aberrant and combat-maddened handful of soldiers that we had
no compassion . or thought to spare
for the hundreds of thousands whose
quiet and dogged gallantry has had
no parallel in all the history of warfare.
It is, as the saying goes — and
goes and goes and goes — an "un-

another Christmas upon the «ndless
belt will nevertheless come to rescue
and relieve them, after all.

popular war, as one can hear every
day from New Left senators whose
"sensitivity '* : is- so often self-proclaimed and whose concern for those
who die in war stops so oddly short
of these, our own troops. So it is
that one must wonder whether the
forward lines in Vietnam can hope
for a single Christmas remembrance
apart from that of the President
and those from immediate next of
kin here at home.
Perhaps not. But history has a
long memory and it may yet come
about that self-sacrifice and duty
done in this war will be no badge
of- .- , un-hip disgrace in the year
ahead . And let them know, too, that
it was not ever thus and that, as an
impossible square English writer
called Dickens once observed, there
are also such things as the ghosts
of Christmas past and future^ There
is one concept that the spirit of
Christmas moves —upon a rope of
time without beginning or end and
thus , that if a single Christmas rewards men with stones for bread ,

LONDON - "I have no doubt that
this, great Eastern Slav empire,
created by Germans, Byzantines and
Mongols, has entered the last decades of its existence. Just as the
adoption of Christianity determined
the date , of the fall of the Roman
Empire but did not save it from
the inevitable end, so Marxist doctrine has xlelayed the break-up of
the Russian : Empire — the third
Home — but has been powerless to
avert -it."
/.
The extraordinary thing about this
gloomy forecast is that it Is made
by a Soviet citizen in Moscow — a
young writer and journalist from the
samizdat group of dissidents who,
unafraid of Soviet bureaucracy, have
developed a self-published underground of writing.

Any reader ol his article cannot
doubt that Russia 's toughly Intolerant ; regime will not wait long
before it again sends Amalrik to
jail. For, using George Orwell's famous fictional date of 1984 , he arrives at conclusions catacylsmic for
Russia. He begins by asserting ; that Soviet bureaucrats "once having gained power, possess a brilliant capacity for keeping it in their own hands
but have no idea whatever of how to
use it" and "regard any kind of
new idea as an assault on their own
rights." Although conceding that citizens now feel freer and more secure
than in Stalin's day, Amalrik insists:

ANDREI AMALRIK Is the 31-yearold author of an article called "Will
The U.S.S.R. Survive Until 1984?"
in the current issue of "Survey,
a Journal of Soviet and East European Studies." The article •will appear in a book soon to be published
in America and has obviously been
sent out of Russia by unofficial
means.'

"THE DEGREE of freedom which
we enjoy is still minimal as compared with that needed for a developed society." He reasons: "If , however, we consider the current 'liberalization' not as the regeneration but
as the growing decrepitude of the
regime, then the logical result will
be its death, after which anarchy
will follow."

A day on the podium

And I will gather the remnant of my f lock
out of all countries whither I have driven them,
and will bring them again to their f olds ,—Jeremiah 23:3.
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AMID THIS FURY , Amalrik sees

Moscow's "bureaucratic regime unable by its habitual half-measures

gested at a meeting of the American Geophysical Union in San Francisco that a small nuclear device
be detonated on the moon, so thai
the various quiverings and wobbles
that would be set off would tell the
instruments that have been planted
on the lunar surface what Is Inside
the old ball of cheese. No doubt ,
this is of great importance to know,
but can we be sure that the
knowledge would be worth the possible cost?
Aside from the obvious questions about the effects of nuclea r
fall-out in the moon's atmosphere
ind political fall-out in the earth' s
atmosphere , what might be the total environmental consequences of
such an explosion — for the moon
itself , for those who will be visiting
it from earth , for other objects in
the solar system? Based on past
performance , it is a good bet that
there would be some unexpected and
probably unwelcome result.

Wearing a helmet won 't prevent motorcycle accidents; but the helmet might save a life . — A.B.

¦

His scenario is a horror story starting with war between Russia and
China which he predicts "will start
sometime between 1975 and 1980."
"As soon as it becomes clear that
the military conflict between the
U.S.S.R. and China is assuming 'a
protracted character ," Amalrik forecasts disaster for his country. The
Germans , seeing Russian forces
switched into Asia , will reunite. This
will encourage "desovietization " of
East European lands.
. "The 'desovietized' East European
countries will dash round like bridleless steeds and, finding the "U.S.S.R.
powerless In Europe* will -put forward territorial claims that have not
been forgotten , though long hushed
up: Poland to Lvov and Vilna, Germany to Kaliningrad (formerly Koenigsberg), Hungary to Transcarpathia, Rumania to Bessarabia. It is not
excluded that Finland too may possibly advance claims to Viborg and
Pecnenga and Japan to "the Kurile
Islands, at first, then to Sakhalin and
later, if China gains successes, even
to part of the Soviet Far East."

^NEW
j iL^&^^ilS
YORK — It has been sug-

Many motorcycle riders may find the helmet
inhibiting their enjoyment and perhaps even unattractive, but the helmet does seem to save lives,
which also is an important consideration. The Minnesota Safety Council says that since the adoption of motorcyle helmet laws by 38 states , fatalities
on those vehicles have decreased 10 percent despite
an increase in motorcycle registrations. The decline was from 2,043 in 1906 to 1,800 in 1968. In
Minnesota there were 44 such deaths in 1966; so
far this year there have been 25.

Throughout our history, with almost every racial
or ethnic group, we have had lo learn that open
access to all the rights of citizenship, far from
threate ning anyone 's security, in (he long run makes
for a stronger , more prosperou s nation. The most
fundamenta l of ihesc rights , even more-fundamental than Ihe right to vote, is the right to work.
Somerset, Ky., Commonwealth-Jour nal

THE SEASON of Christmas Is n«

time for recriminations; butt one observer cannot forbear a single remark that is no doubt bare of charity : I, for one, should not like lo
carry on my conscience the awareness that in opposing a war policy
made by high authority I had curled
my. lip, as many a famous dove has
done, at the poor, bloody infantr"
that had to carry the load.
United Feature Syndicate

IN PARIS, FOR instance, a group

Harvard' s dilemma on Negroes
From an editorial In
Washington Post

Last week , Harvard suspended a
large number of black students pending consideration of thei r conduct
by a student-faculty disciplinar y
cnmmitlce. Tho students were doninnding Hint at least 20 percent
of Ihe workers on Harvard construction projects be blacks or members
of minority groups such ns Puert o
II leans or American Indians.
The responsibility for racial discrimination in the employment r»f
construe! ion workers at Harvard is
nol easy In assess ; some of it undoubtedly belongs lo Ihe construction
trade , unions and is moled in longsi rinding practices which have kept
minority group workers from apprenticeships and other rungs of the
ladder toward seniority . But the discrimination is rr-nl, nnd Harvard hits
undoubtedly been a patron or benefivi ;iry nf it. And , in any rase , one
can hardly hold Ih.-il. pro |f\sl against
il as iinhoeoiniii R lo black students ,
It was a recognition of the fact

simultaneously to wage a war , solve
the economic difficulties and suppress or satisfy public discontent. "
It will consequently "lose control
over the country and even contact
with' . reality-' ,' . . . power will pass
into the hands of extremist groups
and elements and the country will
begin to disintegrate in an atmosphere of anarchy, violence and intense national hatred."
This is m unreal and most unlikely prospect but boldly set forth , in
Amalrik' s provocative nightmare.
The vital fact is that idealists exist
in the U.S.S.R. who are brave
enough to proclaim their shattering
deception with the communist
dream, although aware they must
suffer for . it.
A new generation of revolutionists in revolutionary Russia worships truth as freedom and , as the
postStalin regime is bitterly discovering, one cannot hope by rationing freedom to obscure truth . This is
more important than Amalrik's morbid forecast.
New York Times News Service

Seeding the clouds

"What did we do wrong? "

Opposition to the motorcycle helmet laws has
caused their repeal in Illinois and Michigan. In
Minnesota lower courts have upheld this state 's
law requiring wearing of the protective helmet, but
one case has been appealed to the Minnesota Supreme Court and will be heard early in January.

¦

thus. One man recalls a Christmas
of 26 years ago, when other American troops stood far from home in
the wet and special blackness of
an English wintertime while their
superior officers in a headquarters
called Cossack were making the
plan for the invasion of occupied
France. We, too, were gone away;
but , so achingly unlike the generation of Infantrymen now in Vietnam,
we had a united nation at bur
backs and we had the glowing,
the unforgettable, privilege of the
remembrance of those who had stayed here at home.
So it was that in England then
no man could really be alone on
Christmas Eve. Every material
thing was in short supply — and
most of all whiskey. But every material thing (and every spiritual
thing, too), however scanty, was
shared out gladly from man to
man , and for . that matter from
English civilian to American soldier.
And so all through the enveloping

Another kind of 1984 - USSR.

Motorcycle helmet
law proving worth

Conductor Arthur Fiedler of the Boston Pops
Orchestra is one of these rare persons lucky enough
to see lifelong ambitions fulfilled. The other day,
on his 75th birthday, he got to put on a fireman 's
hat and take a ride on a screaming fire engine ,
something he had wanted to do since childhood. A
very fine thing, of course , but you wonder if he
might be having second thoughts these days - such
as, somewhere in all the ranks of the Boston Fire
Department there just has to be a member who all
his life has yearned lo lead a band . . . — F.R.U.

(NEED, it wai cartalnly net tv«r

darkness there shone the great light
of comradeship and shared hope that
is so poignantly denied today to
those who stand alone in Vietnam.
What we have done to these, th«
least of us in terms of privilege, of
comfort and of elementary compassion withheld, will stain our heritage
for generations to come. This it will
surely do, irrespective of history 's
ultimate verdict upon the wisdom
of the war itself. For these, the non"kids" who have borne the ghastly
burden of our first action at arms
ever to be refused even the pity of,
so many of the unengaged, will at
length present us with a moral bill
for which no repayment can ever be
made.

that blacks have been victims of educational discrimination that led
Harvard , imaginatively and generously, to RO into ghetto schools and
recruit black students who would
not have Rotten Into Harvard under
past patterns of selection. In a sense,
the protes t of the ' black students in
behalf of their race represents a
confirmation of Harvard' s confidence
in Ihem. All tha t Harvard can complain about , is Ihe manner of th«
protest. But would any more moderate or decorous manner have obtained attentio n? And , anyway, it
will be a pathetic , end to a nobl o
experiment, will it not , if, after going
to all Ihe trouble of recruiting theso
black students , Harvard expels
tlieni ,
Maybe Harvard could strike a dramatic blow for human equality by
refusing flatly lo be a parly In any
way to racial discrimination. That
would undoubtedly be cosi ly and oxIremely inconvenien t , nut it might
open up one nf Hie most educational
experiences In the university 's history .

of hydrologists and other scientists
have been finding out a lot this
week about what man has wrought
in the name of progress. The new
Indus and Ganges River irrigation
systems, they were told , have
raised the water table in the flat
plains of India , and In tho process
have contaminated much topsoil with
salt that rose from the earth with
the water, The net result is a loss
of arable land, The Aswan Dam is
spreading disease with its irrigation
waers and damaging the fertile
Nile Delta by interfering with the
ancient silting p rocess.
These are rather spectacular examples of the unforeseen consequences of great technological feats,
but they arc by no means isolated .
Here In the United States, a horrid
recent example is the virtual ruin
of the Santa Barbara Channel off Ihe
California coast because of oil leaks
from the ocean floor , set off hy the
latest scientific drilling techniques .
Just. 60 years ago, the Wrigh t
Brothers Rot their strange-looking
crate. Into the air above Kill Devil
Hills for the few seconds it took to
Introduce a whota new epoch of technology. Whatever the
Wrights
thought powered flight might do for
mankind , it is a reasonably safe bet
that neither thr-y nor anyone els«
thought It mipii t ehnke, him to
(U'alh, Yd, between the automobile ,
which nt about the same time was

getting a good start on creating
smog, and the airplane, man may
yet expire for lack of unpolluted air
to breathe. And the end is by no
means in. sight, Wait until the Boeing 747 and the Concorde and the
C-5A and the American SST with
their monstrous engines get into the
air, along with all the other burntkerosene spouters already spewing
their poisons on mankind.
ONE OF THE most critical problems of this kind — although it
should have been foreseen , and probably was by the kind of people who
are dismissed as idealists or crackpots — is the runoff of agricultural
chemicals into lake, river and stream
waters. This poses the usual dilemma agonizingly ; the chemicals increase food production for a starving world, but they also pollute fresh
waters and kill off fish , so that the
dead seas that result foul the air
and earth in their turn.
What are the relative values in
such a conflict? Must men choose
between Malthus and the "Silent
Spring? " Surely, more foresight , caution and sensitivity can prevent the
necessity for most such eilhcr-or
choices. It may not pro-ve literally
true, as was suggested at the Paris
meeting, that diverting the Yukon
and Fraser rivers south to water
the American plains could tilt the
earth on its axis by the weight of
shifting surface water; yet, that is
the kind of possibility that man 's
almost limitless technological ingenuity now forces him to consider.
Anyone who thinks, for instance, that
paving over the Everglades for a jetport is damaging only to Ihe wildlife it would kill and displace ought
lo remember the social and economic consequences for humans — thn
so-called dustbowl — that followed
the indiscriminate ploughing up of
the Great Plains.
YET,

INDEFATIGABLE

Summing Lippart U

I have struggled for a formulation,
and it is this. There is Insufficient evidence that Washington has thought
through the meaning of Vietnamization. It is perhaps unfair to put it
in quite that way, so let us settle -for
saying that there is abundant evidence that Washington has not communicated to the American public
the true meaning of Vietnamization.
You need to keep reminding yourself , when you think of Vietnam, that
there was never a war like it fought
in history. You see whole legions of
pilots and bombs and machine guns
and helicopters and godinowswhat
which are entirely but entirely unnecessary, because their, sole function is to track down and eliminate
supplies which entered into the
country in the first place Via a couple of bottlenecks visible to every
seagull on the coastline of North
Vietnam and Cambodia, let alone
our super-bombsights. Why do we not
block these accesses? There is no
questioning that that would be the
humane thing to do. Blocking those
accesses would save not only American lives, not only South Vietnamese lives, but also North Vietnamese lives; ¦ - .
Now. Any military authority capable of neutralizing a peashooter
would proceed at once to do at least
some, and probab ly all of the following: 1) block the harbor at Haiphong; 2) block the harbor at Sihanoukville; 3) : effect an amphibious
landing north of Haiphong cutting a
swathe across central North Vietnam and dividing the country; 4)
march a column of troops west extending (roughly) the Demilitarized
Zone, thus cutting off the Ho Chi
Mirth Trail.
Now the question before the houss
is: With the assumption by the South
"Vietnamese of military authority
and , progressively, the human brunt
cf the war (during the week I
was there; 80 percent' of the battle
casualties were South Vietnamese , 20
percent U.S.), are we also prepared
to rescind the political considerations
which have hampered our own movements? It is one thing to say that
blocking Haiphong or invading North
Vietnam would be interpreted as a
threat by the United States to Red
China. It is altogether something else
to suppose that South Vietnamese action of the identical kind would represent a threat to Red China.
China is as much threatened bv
South Vietnam as we are threatened
by Costa Rica. South Vietnam's enemy, North Vietnam , cares nothing at
all about violating the territory of
Laos, or of Cambodia, for the purpose of introducing aggression into
South Vietnam. So under what reasoning should South Vietnam care
about moving into Cambodia and
Laos in order to repress that aggression?
HOW WOULD IT look fcr the So-

vlet navy — for all that it is given
nowadays to swaggering about in the
Indian Ocean — to command its
dreadnoughts to shoot down South
Vietnamese gunboats engaged in
closing down a harbor which it is
entitled to do under international
convention when that harbor is being used to supply aggressors
against it? Now there would be true
escalation , calling for reprisals by
the United States , symmetrical or
asymmetrical. But that is our problem. It ought not to be the problem
of South Vietnam.
True, the South Vietnamese would
be using our materia l; so what. The
enemy continues to use material
made in the Soviet Union and in Red
China. True Vietnamization would set
up true equilibrium , but the question now is whether we are so stuck
in our fear of escalation that we will
seek by reflex action to impose on
Vietnam inhibitions which are only
questionably defensible as they weigh
down the United States but would
be unquestionably indefensible as
they weigh down South Vietnam. If
we pass along our political repressions to South Vietnam , the strategic outcome is clear. Victory for the
enemy.
The Washington Sla r Syndicate.

f ^m ^

man

plunges on, gripped in his tiny genius by the Everest syndrome ,
climbing every technological summit
because it. is there. It seems not in
his nature to let. well enough alone,
nven In his environment, so that in
his impulse to build he plant s the
seeds of his destruction.
Ultimately, can man master anything that really matters? Certainly not nature , and least of all, himself; rather , it is altogether likely
that if the biblical flood someday
engulfs (he earl It . it will flow fro m
seeded clouds, That might wm be
a flttln R end.
New York Times News S ervice
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Thomas A. Martin ,
Director
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LeVander rejects
special session
ST. PAUL (AP) — Proposals
for a new plan o£ state-local revenue sharing will be the aim of
a tax study group -which Gov.
Harold LeVandei is appointing.
The proposal announced Sunday is the second major tax
study, panel the governor is resorting, to in a mtfve to prepare
for action in the field at the
next Legislature.
Meantime, LeVander h a s
again rejected the idea of a special legislative session some political opponents have urged.
The governor said he will appoint James J. Solem as director of urban research in the
State Planning Agency and executive director of the Urban Affairs Cotincil. Solem formerly
worked in the State Tax Department.and is now. on the faculty
of the University of Missouri at
St. Louis.
LeVander said the State Urban Affairs Council will be the
focal point of the new study. He
noted that local" governments
should have the responsibility of
helping formulate the policy,
since they 're in daily contact
with police, fire, utility and education problems that take local
revenue. .
He further explained: "For
this very reason, I feel very
strongly that neither I, as gover-

nor, noi the 202 members of the
state legislature, should dictate
a single solution to those problems without some strong, clear
consensus of elected representatives of local government in this
state."'
LeVander outlined his proposal for the tax study panel in a
four-page letter to legislators
and spokesmen for local governments who took part in a Dec. 8
confere nce
He suggested that local governments should outline their
problems, and proposals for solving th em, to the urban council
and interim commitbees of the
legislature. '- . .

turns annually, some monthly
and some quarterly. The first
quarterly return under the new
tax isn't due until Jan. 30, and
this may not be a representative
total on which to base projections since it will include the
Christmas buying season.

Wisconsin residents
cut down on smok ing

Savings, loan
groups now can
UD interest rates

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's savings and loan associations will be allowed to hike
the interest rates for their largest depositors from 5.25 per cent
to 6 per cent, the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board has announced.
The new rates will be available to depositors of record last
Monday who had accounts of
$10,000 or more provided they
agree to leave the money for at
least two years. The move is an
effort to make more money
available for longer periods of
time.
Authority to issue the hew
expires next July
Tonching on the subject of a certificates
'
special session, LeVander said: 31..
"It has .been variously suggested that I call a special session
of the legisJature immediately,
or that I take upon myself the
sole responsibility for development of a state tax program on
behalf of local governments tobe presented to the next regular
session.
"I b-elieve neither course is
practical.
"I arm prepared to work affirmatively with the legislature,
with local government leadership and the citizens of Minnesota in 1970 for action in 1971."

MADISON UP) — Wisconsin
residents are cutting down on
their smoking, according to
State Revenue Secretary James
Morgan.
Morgan said that cigarette
tax revenues indicate a 4.3 percent drop in smoking consumption, compared to a decline of
about 2 percent nationally.
THE STATE'S higher cigarette tax may have something to
do with the cutback , but Morgan said tie decline trend
showed up even before the rate
was boosted 10 to 14 cents per
pack Sept. 1.
Morgan's department checked
the smoking trend by tracing
the portion cf the tax — one

cent per pack — which goes to
support the Outdoor Recreation
Act Program (ORAP).
Statistics showed that 195.6
million packs of cigarettes were
sold during July, August, September and October. That compared with 204.5 million during
the same period a year ago, a
decrease of almost nine million
packs.
REVENUES from tie cigarette tax, however, have increased. Through October, the tax
had produced $22.2 million in
revenues, compared with $17.9
millioa during the first ten
months of 1968. However, the
1969 figure includes about $3.1
millioa gained from a one time

¦
¦
¦
¦

stock inventory levy.;
Morgan also said the effect of
the expanded 4 percent sales
tax which also went into effect
Sept. 1 is still unclear.
Collections received so far indicate the tax is producing
about $17 million a month — a
figure that would fall far short
of the $237.7 million anticipated
in the first ten months of the
current fiscal year.
"ON THE basis of these figures, it appears we're falling
way short," said Morgan. "But
I don't know what they mean."
He stressed that the picture
is still not complete because of
varying collections methods.
Some collectors file their re-
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NEW YORK <AP) - CBS
News says the White House has
agreed to re^eve Ambassador
to South Vietnam Ellsworth
Bunker of his post.
However, State Department
and White House spokesmen in
Washington said they could not
confirm the CBS report.
The CBS Evening News with
Walter Cronkite quoted White
House sources Friday as saying
President Nixon has agreed to
let Bunker go as soon after the
New Year as possible.
The report said - the White

. .- • ¦: '

GIANT ELEPHANTS
CHANDIGARH, India (AP)—
Enormous elephants with tuski
as long as 14 feet inhabited forests in this area two million
years ago according to fossils
discovered by Punjab University researchers.
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HAM SALE!

CARNATION BRAND

Report Nixon has
agreed to
relieve Bunker

House has discouraged speculation that Bunker might go to th«
Paris Peace Talks as a replacement for former chief negotia^
tor Henry Cabot Lodge.
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It 's been a p leasure serving you!

ROGER'S MEATS

SPECIALIZING IN U.S. CHOICE BEEF
AND FLAVORFUL HOMEMADE SAUSAGES
¦955 West Fifth Street
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FLORENTINE BRAN D

LAND 0' LAKES
ICE CREA M
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Gallon
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C 39c

Top off your Holiday Feasfs with
Delicious Land O'Lakes Ice Cream.
This Special Available at th* Following Store*:
L&lfold's Grocery
Rupport' * Grocery
Morf s Market
Horrwr Store
Klolnsclimldl's Grocorv
Klnd»'« Grocery
Tumor 's Market
Northlflno Market
Potato Market
Johnson Grocery,
Grlesol Grocery
Marshland, Wis.
Rod Owl Store
Randall' *
Midland Service Station
Albroclit'a
Mayan '* Grocery
Barney 's,
National Food Stora
Stockton , Minn.
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Israelis angered
Mideast peace proposal

JERUSALEM (AP) _ The Ii
raeU Cabinet met in special session today to discuss the US.
peace proposal for Israel and
Jordan and the strain it has put
rfn Israel's relations "with Washington.
The plan reportedly calls for
Israli -withdrawal from most of
the Jordan River's west bank
territory captured in the 1967
war,- and Israeli-Jordanian talks
about the status of Jerusalem ,
which was unified as Israel's
Capital following the 1867 fighttag.
Israeli Foreign Minister Abba
Ebaa, returning home from
Washington and Lbndtfn for the
Cabinet meeting, said; h» lad

"very strong and sharp" talks
with State Department officials
in Washington. Political informants said . there also bad been
"tough talking" between Israeli
Ambassador Yitzhak Rabin and
the State Department after Rabin received the new U.S. proposal, Rabin returned with
Eban. ¦:

The proposal was the sequel
t6 another for Israel and Egypt
which angered the Israelis when
it was publicly announced two
weeks ago.
The Israelis insist that they
will not withdraw from the occupied territory without a peace
treaty negotiated in face-to-faoe
meeting with the Arabs. They

are growing increasingly resentful at the U.S. prescriptions for
peace, which they feel are continually chipping a-way at thenposition while the Soviet Union
stands firmly behind the Arab
refusal to negotiate with Israel.
On the frontier, Arab commando gunners in Jordan fired
rockets into five Israeli settlements in the Beisan Valley, including the industrial town of
Belt Shear*. Sources in the area
said the rockets caused no damage, but an Arab spokesman in
Amman claimed they caused a
heavy loss of life and property.
Israeli artillerymen returned
the fire.

Rockets were also fired at Israel's potash works in Sodom,
on the Dead Sea. The Arab
Palestine Armed Struggle Command said the attack destroyed
all the factory's housing units
and some other installations,
but Israel denied there was any
damage.
In Rabat, Morocco, Arab leaders from 14 nations and the
Palestine Liberation Organization entered the second day of
their summit meeting. Three
viewpoints emerged as the Arabs sought a new strategy
against Israel. Some leaders favored continuation of efforts for
a political settlement of the
Midle East crisis.

30 known
dead in
Viet crash

NBA TRANG, Vietnam (AP)
— A South Vietnamese airliner
skidded off the end of the Nha
Trang Air Base runway today,
smashing into a schoolhbuse
and a cluster of slum homes.
Initial reports said 30 persons
were killed. But the toll was expected to climb as rescue teams
dug through the rubble of the
homes and small school and the
burned-out fuselage of the Air
Vietnam DC6.

Police at the scene said of the
30 known dead, 21 had been on
the ground and nine were
aboard the aircraft. Twelve of
the dead were believed to be
school children.
wmi^mi^mmK^m^mmmmtm^KmmmM^m^Kmmmmm^mtmtKmmtmm^mKKmmmt^m^KtK^^tm^mK^KKmm
A passenger list drawn up in
Nha Trang indicated that there
were no Americans aboard. The
list showed two or three Indians, and all the rest were Vietnamese.
EVE—
Will
CLOSE
AT
4:00
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CHRISTMAS
—WE
Twenty persons were injured ,
including two American soldiers
who were in a Jeep that was hit
by the plane as it slid across a
road at the northwest end of the
runway.
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He said the pilot and a woman
passenger were injured, apparently by flying metal from the
engine, but the pilot managed to
keep the plane airborne. The
plane made a seemingly normal
landing, but as it hit the runway, the brakes failed and it
hurtled off the end of the strip,
across the road and into the
populated area.
The steward said he could offer no further explanation of the
explosion. Officials also were
puzzled by it. The DCa was
flying off the coast when it occurred, and tills made it unlikely it had been hit by Viet Cong
fire.
It was the third Air Vietnam
flight to crash in the country
this year . One of the airline's
DC4s collided with a U.S. Air
Force Phantom jet on approaching Da Nang Air Base last Sept.
20 and crashed, killing 77 persons. On April 2, a DC6 crashed
on landing at Phu Bai airport ,
injuring five of the 81 persons
aboard;
¦

RABAT, Morocco m —
Three different
viewpoints
emerged today as delegates
from 14 Arab states and the
Palestine Liberation Organization met in private session seeking a new strategy against Israel.'. ;
Sources at the .Arab summit
conference said the first lengthy
discussions on Sunday produced
these suggested courses of action :
1. Several rulers want to continue the search for a political
solution although they do not necessarily subscribe to any of
*he formulas proposed since the
1S67 war.
2. A number of states, reportedly including Egypt and Libya,
favor launching a general war
against Israel in an attempt to
recover the territory lost in
1967. But some leaders doubt
that the Arabs are ready, for another round of hostilities.
3. One group of leaders holds
the view that territories occupied by Israel—the Sinai Desert,
the west bank of the Jordan
River and the Golan Heights of
Syria—would provide ideal base
areas for Palestinian guerrilla
raids against Israel.
The Palestinians, these leaders believe should form a government in exile under guerrilla
chief Yasser Arafat. Tne guerrillas should be given maximum
backing by the Arab states, they
say, because guerrilla action
would eventually force Israel to
negotiate with tne Palestinian
provisional government and

reach an agreement under that Syria and Morocco have dewhich both sides could live with- cided to restore diplomatic relain Israel's pre-19-67 borders.
break
Sources in Arafat's delegation tions after a four-year
said the Palestinians are not in- caused when the Syrian radio
terested in forming a provision- insulted King Hassan.
al government because this Another inter-Arab dispute,
could cause "political complica- the recent border fighting betions!' for the guerrilla move- tween Saudi Arabia and South
ment.
Yemen, has been shifted to the
Arafat himself was treated al- sidelines of the conference,
most like a chief of state by the sources reported . Tbe two counArab leaders, and was seated on tries agreed to accept an offer
the same level as the kings and by Nasser to mediate.
presidents of Arab states.
Conferences sources said Arafat asked the other Arab leaders
to "strengthen the Palestine
revolution" by giving his movement more money and arms
and by granting the guerrillas
complete freedom of action on « :
H
F
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SI
territory adjoining Israel and f t
the occupied territories.
Delegation members said
there is generaf agreement on
support for the guerrilla struggle against Israel, but differences remain over whether to
concentrate first bn recovering
territory lost in the 1967 war, of
to give immediate and unconditional backing to , Arafat's call
SALES & SERVICE
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for total liberation of Palestine.. t
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One result of the first day's
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Jackie in London

LONDON • «¦) , — Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis is spending
Christmas in London.
airs. Onassis ilew from Athens alone Sunday but said her $
112 East Third St. on
§
husband, Aristotle Onassis, g
the Plaza
9
would Join her within a few
days. .
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[ bright red hassock for..." I
Hassocks make the "j ust right" gift
|
|
list!
\ ' - ' far¦ everyone on your Christmas
:
r V . ;.. .;;
. - : >;;:Vv - -^:- -^ : .^ 'J
Smart Santas this Christmas are giving hassocks to
everyone on their shopping list. One of the most
versatile gifts you can give or
receive, hassocks are the sure way
to add color and comfort
to any holiday ' :- ^^»v ¦- .¦ . , .
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Two other soldiers in the Jeep
escaped by leaping out. The vehicle was smashed over and
turned into a: charred wreck by
the fire that followed.
The plane carried 63 passengers and a crew of seven , according to the steward. He said
all of the crew members survived although the pilot was seriously injured, first by a mysterious explosion that occurred
aboard the plane and possibly
again in the crash.
He said the explosion appp'"ently occurred in one of the
left-side engines as the aircraft,
bound from Saigon to Da Nang
via Nha Trang, was flying near
Cam Rani Bay, about 28 miles
south of Nha Trang.

Three^ viewpo/nfs emerge
in Arab summit discussions

G A B E R 0 N E S, Botswana
(AP) — Stiff penalties have
been provided in this African
state for racial discrimination
following alleged insults to Botswana nationals on trains in l
their own country.
The trains , operated by Rhodesian Railways, pass through
the country from Rhodesia to
Botswana's other white-ruled
neighbor, South Africa. A senior
government spokesman said
train officials are sometimes
less helpful to African passengers or speak of them in derogatory >erms despite warnings
from the railroad management
not to practice discrimination.
He said train staff warn Botswana nationals to use the international coach on trains if they
wish to avoid unpleasantness.
Passengers of all races are allowed to stay on this car
throughout the j ourney and do
not have to switch to segregat- I
ed coaches when the train
crosses tbe border into apartheid-ruled South Africa.
An amendment to Botswana 's I
penal code now provides fines of
up to Rands 500 ($700) and Imprisonment of up to six months
for discrimination on grounds of
race, color, nationality or
creed.

"The Ideal
Fireplace
Fuel"

CANNEL
COA L
AVAILABLE FROM

JDSWICK FUEL
& OIL GO.
¦

V ..

18" DIAMETER ...$9.79

MODEL SHOWN ABOVE — $29.95

{/
MODERN STYLE ... $9.29
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16" DIAMETER ...$7.59

I Winona Furniture Co.
1

5PEN MONDAY AND TUESDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

Mobil Fuel Oil Coal

FREE LAYAWAY

A SIZE AND GRADE
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

j PHONE 452-3145

Phone 452-3402

j

FREE DELIVERY
EASY TERMS

"Furnishings of Acclaim Are Found at 166 Main "
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George Goodreid and Miss Barbara Steele , sister of Mrs.
Clark. Mrs. Clarke is the former Peggy Steele, daughter of
Mrs. Ray Steele, Winona! The Clarkes and their three children arrived Thursday and will remain here until Jan . 2.
(Daily Nevis Photo)

/CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON . . .Mr: and Mrs. Allan Clarke,
Honolulu , Hawaii , were honored guests at a Christmas luncheon Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mertes,
, Homer . Approximately 75 friends : and relatives attended
Back row, from left, Mrs. Mertes, Mr. and Mrs. Clarke,
Mrs. Paul Heise and Mr. Mertes. Seated are the Rev

Curtis Rohrer , Mrs. Gerald Matejka, James McCabe, Mrs.
Norbert Mills, Stanley McMahon and Mrs. Grant Zachary.
Chairmen for the event were Mrs. James Frankard , Mrs.
Norbert Mills and Mrs. William R. Tomashek. (Daily News
Photo)

COCKTAIL PARTY . . . Mis . Vincent Boland, left,; and
her husband , were host-and hostess at one of four parties
held Saturday evening as part of the first Teresan Holiday
Dinner Dance. After the parties, a dinner was served at the
Oaks followed by dancing. From left, Mrs. Boland, Dr.
, TS ""X'$? !V*$S.<
J <-"
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e lects council
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ChRlStmAS IS QIV1DG

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) A parish council has been established at Our Lady of Perpetual Help Catholic Church
here. ,
Elected to three-year terms
were John Killian , Bernard
Abts and John Kostner ; two
years, Lyman Maloney, Dr. J
M. LaLiberte and Joseph Ternholz; one year, Norbert Schlesser, La Verne Dworschak and
Lloyd Fernholz.
The council will hold its ini
tial meeting soon to begin
drafting a ¦' constitution.
'
.
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St; Martin's PTL
has Christmas party
The Parent - Teacher League
of St. Martin 's Lutheran School
held their annual Christmas
party Friday evening for ihe
school children.
The Rev . Ronald Jansen led
mw i ?utt%w^-':v/::::.»HaaHi ^HH»: ^««H^^wH^
^—— ^———»»»:/-re
devotions
and presented a vocal
DINIVEK DANCE . . . Winonans attended the first Ter- Mrs. C. W. Biesanz and Dr. M. L. DeBolt. The event was
solo. A film entitled , "The
esan Holiday Din ner Dance Saturday at the Oaks. Cocktail
sponsored by the Winona chapter of the Teresan Alumnae Greatest Gift " was shown and
parties were held at the James Frankard , C W . Biesanz,
Association. Proceeds will go to a scholarship fund for a local the Rev. A. U. Deye led the
- Vincent Boland and Art Cunningham homes. Pictured from
student and the foreign student fund at the College of SaLnt group in singing. Gifts were disleft , at the Oaks, are; Dr. Nels Minne , Mrs. Cunndngharn,
Teresa . (Daily News Photo)
tributed followed by refreshMrs . William Wieczorek , Mrs. John Gernes , James Rowan,
ments.
Refreshments were served by
the sixth , seventh and eighth
CONCERT
PARTICIPANT
WW I auxiliary
grades with Mrs David Stark,
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - Mrs, Delmar Bunke and Mrs.
installs heads
Mrs. James Bade, Blair , a jun- Robert Wolf as chairmen.
Officers of the auxiliary to ior at Wisconsin State UniverWWI Barracks 1082 were in- sity, La Crosse, majoring in ' vo- KUMMER OPEN HOUSE
stalled by Miss Bertha Miller cal music, was with the 65 MONDOVI , Wis . (Special) at a recent meeting of the voice university choir which Mr. and Mrs. Curt Kummer
presented the annual LCU will celebrate their golden wed
group.
ding anniversary with open f z
New officers are Mrs. Floyd Christmas concert Dec. 10.
house at Our Savior 's MethoErickson , president; Mrs. Rob- NEW PRESIDENT
ert Nelson Sr., senior vice pres- CENTERVILLE , Wis. ( Spe- dist church here Sunday fr om 2 !
ident; Mrs . Gertrude Phillips , cial ) - Mrs. Merlin Klein will to 4 p.m. The event is being !<
junior vice president; Mrs. Ly- fill the unexpired term of pres- sponsored by their children and
dia Cierzan , treasurer; Miss ident for North Center-ville grandchildren.
Bertha Miller , secretary ; Mrs. Homemakers, Members a r e
Elmer Hammann , chaplain; to have their favorite recipe
Mrs, Fred Zimmerman , con- ready by Feb. 1 for the county
ductress; Mrs. Minni e Michael , hoTnerndker cookbook whicJi is
patriotic instructor ; Mrs. Louis being compiled.
Gicson, historian and M rs.
FOR A
NOTES 82 YEARS
Hugo Beck, guard.
Following the installation , me LEWISTON, Minn. (Special):
¦
auxiliar
y joined their husbands Charles Raddatz Sr,, observed
^
yr
*¦
*W
i for a Christmas
f
his 82nd birthday Dec. 15 at
|
|
parly .
the home of his son and famELECTED PRESIDEN T
ily, Mr. and Mrs. , Charles
ETTRICK , Wis . (Special) - Raddatz Jr., with whom he
Miss Paulino Solbcrg has been lives. Mr. and Mrs. Julian
elected president of Delta Tau Gromer , Grand Rapids , Mich.,
Chapter of Alpha XI , Delta Na- also attended the celebration .
tional Social Sorority at Wiscon- Mrs . Gromer is a daughter of
sin State University, Oshkosh. Raddatz , A family dinner -was
She is a junior , majoring in li- served,
¦
brary science in the school of
education. She is the daughter
of Mr . and Mrs, Francis Sol- Pope blesses manger
Winona , Call 454-3262
berg, French Creiek.
VATICAN CITY (AP)-Popc
La Crosse, Call 782-4484
Paul VI was driven to St. Pe1730 George St.,
ter 's Square Sunday and placed
La Crosse, Wis,
a figure of the Christ Child in a
DUE TO IACK OF FOOD * manner,
¦
BULK IN yOUR DIET
The Pope blessed the manger
''Let's Trim Up
T
and two small babies in the
BRAN
S/>f/f
with Trim Gym!"
arms of Vatican employes.
•
vmiyfi BUDS® The manger wa.s built by
Rome children.
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. . . that add splendor to
your finest candelabra
J
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or your festive table
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10% DISCOUNT !

I ON ALL REMAINING STOCK
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LOWEST PRICE EVER!

•Uni Dial Control Ids you wash,rinse,ami iliy your dishes
.. then shuts off automatically in just 60 minutes.
•Sound shield for whisper soil operation.
•Porcelain inside lull protects agafmsf acid, stains and nisf.
• Automatic water control prevents waste of wt-sli and rinse wafer,

.

| •Sell cleaning ffvsh-away liltcr traps food jwlicb and completely
| liters water every lour seconds.

I
|

Gail's Appliance

iff 215 Ecist 3rd St.
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Make everyone happy
this Christmas with
Hush Puppies
casual shoes.
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Lead Crystal from Germany In a
choice selection . . . many pieces ,
hand cut. Vases , Decanters, Pitchers ,
Bowls. Compotes and many more
lovely pieces.

from $1.50 to $22
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Hippies find it toughe

By STEVEN V. ROBERTS
New York Times News Service
TOPANGA Calif. - A housewife sees a long-haired hitchhiker, hesitates, and drives by.
A bearded man walks into a
store and the clerk asks, only
half in jest , "Did you have anything to do with the murders?"
A shaggy couple walking ia the
hills gets chased away with a
shotgun. ;
"I can just see my mother
reading the stories and saying,
•Oh , so that's the kind of life
she's been living,'" said one
girl the other day. "They just
confirm what everyone wants to
believe."
THESE HAVE been some of
the reactions since Charles
Manson and five members of
his. "family " of youthful nomads were arrested in connection with the murder of Sharon
Tate, the actress, and at least
six other victims,
The police and the news media identify the group as "hippies," and, as the long-haired
community would put it, "A lot
cf hate has been coming down
since." Actually, Manson specifically rejected the name "hippie," and to many observers
his "family " did not fit that

description.
"The true hippie wouldn't
hurt a flea," said Richard Dear,
a restaurant owner who employs many of them .
"MANSON WAS reaUy a mirror image of the hippie," added
a psychiatrist who knows tlj e
community well. "The hippie
stresses the beatific side of his
character almost to the exclusion of everything else. Manson
embodied the demonic characteristics that are in all of us
but seldom come out."
Nevertheless, the arrest in the'
Tate case focused new attention
on the world of the "hippie. "
Definitions cannot be very
Erecise. It ia easy to affect long
air, scruffy clothes and a few
words of hip lingo and there are
plenty of "weekend'1 or Aplastic" hippies floating around.
There are also many "straights"
who share the hippies' values,
if not their appearance. But a
few descriptions are possible.
THE "HIPPIE" movement Intruded on the public consciousness in the summer of 1967,
\yhen thousands of young people
-the "Flower Children "—flooded the Haight-Ashbury district
of San Francisco.

The true hippies, open and
generous to a fault, were quickly overwhelmed by both curiosity seekers and the hoodlum
element pushing hard drugs,
rape, and even murder. But the
hippie idea sprouted in other
places.
Some hippie-types fed up
with the agonies of city life—
particularly police harassment
—have established new communities in remote areas throughout the West. Others have settled ui-places like Topanga, a
small mountain communis on
the edge of Los Angeles neaa
Malibu.
.. ;

TOPANGA'S small gtone and
wood hemes, set in rolling hills
that have somehow managed to
escape the bulldozer, have long
attracted Bohemians, beatniks,
artists, and other refuges from
the mass culture, Topauga also
has its Chamber of Commerce
and American Legion post,
and relations between the two
factions are not always peaceful.
The "war on the long-hairs,V
as it has been called, has become worse here since the arrest of Manson and his foflowers, but it has always been a
problem. Police arrests for ma-

TV review

Sullivan show
disappointing
By CYNTHIA LOWRY
NEW YORK (AP) — Ed Sullivan's Sunday night hour on CBS
was a patchwork of entertainment highlights of the past decade.
While bits and pieces were
fascinatingy the idea was more
inWguio.fi than the execution .

Ruling made on
determination
of population

ST. PAUL (AP) - The Minnesota Municipal Commission
can determine a city 's population when new territory is annexed, the attorney general's office ruled.
The ruling affects an attempt
hy the City of Willmar to annex the Willmar State Hospital
grounds and apparently makes
it unnecessary to have the annexation completed by Jan. 1.
The city recently canceled a
fire protection contract covering
the hospital but later extended
lire coverage until early next
year. Willmar officials told the
state the move was designed to
force an early decision.
At issue was the question of
how Willmar's population would
be computed in connection with
the payment of certain stateshared taxes which are on a
per-capita basis.
There had been concern that
the hospital population would not
be counted as part of the city if
the annexation took place after
Jan. 1, since the 1970 census
would be under way. Willmar
thus would lose tax money until
the 1980 census.
The attorney general's office
said , however, that a new law
allows the Municipal Commission to determine the population
of a new or enlarged municipality. This figure then will be used
until the next federal census.
In another opinion, the 'attorney general's office said the
Brooks school district in northwestern Minnesota cannot spend
$100,000 in firo insurance proceeds to build a new elementary school.

We saw a moment of Richard
Burton in a monologue from his
Broadway show "Camelot."
There were two "Dollys"—Ginger Rogers and Pearl Baileysinging the same song in their
own ways. There was a lot of
Barbra Streisand and the Beatles. .

Richard Nixon/ 6,
gets greeting
from President
HOOPA, Calif. (0 - Richard Nixon the 6-year-old got a
Christmas card Friday from
Richard Nixon the President.
Little Richard lives on the
Hoopa Indian reservation here,
about 60 miles north of Eureka.
Last summer, he said, he was
confused because "people kept
saying my name en the radio
and television."
The boy's mother, Mrs.
George Nixon, first managed to
get him clarification from the
President in the form of a letter.
The President followed, up
with a snowy -white card Friday
and an admonition to "always
stand as tall as the redwood
trees and be proud of your Indian heritage."
Richard's dad is a woodsman
on the reservation.
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make great gifts!

New York Times Netus Seruice pill, should change their brands.
LONDON — An official committee on drug safety is warn- SCOWEN would not give the
ing British doctors that contra- figure on which the committee's
ceptive pills containing a high warning was based because furcontent of the hormone estro- ther analysis is necessary.
gen probably carry a greater A final assessment will be
risk of thrombosis, or blood-clot published in about three months.
formation.
warning of the committee
It recommends that only pills Thebased
on figures that indiof lower estrogen dosage should was
cated
the
incidence
of ventfus
be used. The committee said
and complications
that it had no evidence that thrombosis
from it were enhanced when the
oral contraceptives with a low dose
of estrogen in the pill was
dosage of estrogen were less ef- higher.
fective than others.
has indieat"IF I WERE a doctor, I , THE COMMITTEE
,
should like to see my patients ' ed, however that this does not
changed to a. pill with a lower mean there were no complicadose of estrogen as soon as possible: Today, if it could be arranged," Prof. Eric Scowen said
recently. He is chairman of the
Committee on Safety on Drugs.
About half the oral contraceptives prescribed in Britain contain 75 micrograms or more of
estrogen, and the rest have 50
micrdgrams There are about 30
contraceptive pill: preparations
on the British market.
It is estimated that about
700,000 women, or slightly less
than half believed to be on the

One dead in
Owatonna fire

— always in
good taste "

BAKER'S Mux s
123 East Third St.—On the Plaxa—In Downtow n Winona
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PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP)
— As the hot air balloon ascended, the bride, wearing a blue
jump suit, shouted "I do." So
did the bridegroom.
Then, from the ground 200
feet below, the Rev. Philip Gehlahcr of St . John 's Luthera n
church pronounced—throu gh a
bullhorn—Dr. George Elmstrom , 44, and Lois Mercer, 37,
man and wife ,
Elmstrom met his bride while
parachuting 18 months ago.
Some 200 guests chased the
balloon to a landing spot in a
nearby canyon , where the wedding Sunday was celebrated
with traditional champagne .
Elmstrom ia an optometrist.
His bride is a hotel publicist.

LOFQUIST'S
AN OCCASION
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time svith her during the day. both very common , although
. "I WANTED to live some- they are usually used with diswhere other than a box apart- cretion. To many hippies,
ment, and I just didn't want L.S.D. and other consciousnessthe compeition. I wanted a re- expanding drugs are a central
laxed environment, a simple factor in their3 liberation from
way of life where people were the past, ¦ '• ' :¦ .
in to their children and got back "Drugs tend to erase the culto the basics. Here women take tural forms experienced becare of themselves, they bake fore," said the psychiatrist.
their own bread and do a lot "They rape you, they rip eff
of things society stifles out of a whole lot of falseness, they
people."
x
ask a whole lot of hew ques"No one here is trying to tions."
climb to the top of some hier- For weak and unstable peoarchy," said a psychiatrist who ple the doctor admitted , drugs
lives here. The most important can be "very dangerous" and
thing to them is people-to- induce a lingering "psychosis,"
people contact. They feel more or distintegratitfn of the .persensitive to nature, tiey feel a sonality, and have to be used
part of nature. They'd rather with caution .
watch a sunset than a televi- MANY HIPPIES are also
insion set."
terested
in
various
Eastern
re"They enjoy primal pleasure,
such as making their own ligions which, as one put it,
the development of
clothes," he continued. "What is "stresses
your
spiritual
rather than
important is that it is their own the acceptance life
of certain rules
product, not how gorod or ex- and dogmas, like
the Western
pensive it is. They feel they de- religions.
serve pleasure and are not : There "is a considerable beafraid to seek it. Most Ameri- lief
>
in reincarnation, and many
cans seem to feel that pleasure should be avoided at all agree with Lydia, who said : "I
make eye contact many times
costs.''
a day with people I'm sure I've
MARIJUANA and X.S.D. are kndwn in other lives."

tions at the lower dose, only
that the chances-Of thrombosis
increased with a higher dose of
estrogen.
"There is still a lot of work
to be done, and this is not the
final answer," Scowen said.
"The work would not have been
possible without the cooperation
and help of doctors and institutions up and down the country, and it has made us the
first in the world to be able to
see the relation which has
come to light."
Manufacturers of oral contraceptives were told of the findings of the committee at a special meeting.

NO BAN IS being imposed
by the committee. It will be up
to doctors and birth control
clinics to decide whether to follow the committee's advice.
Manufacturers of oral contraceptives have not been forbidden to continue making pills
with the high estrogen dosage.
The Drug Safety Committee's
warning follows considerable research here, and increasing
concern, in recent years on a
link between the contraceptive
pill and thrombosis. It has been
unofficially estimated here that
the present rate of risk is two
deaths among every 100,000
users of the pill.

While the more stable group
of hippies are usually tolerau$
of each other, they can be verg
critical of the more youthfiff
wanderers who come through
looking for food and a place to
"crash" (to say nothing of their
suspiciousness of the straight
world). These nomads are particularly numerous during the
summer and on weekends, when
many Topanga residents, even
the hip ones, hesitate to visit the town's shopping center.;
AS ONE local hippie put 1$
"They, take but they don't give.
There is plenty here for people -who help themselves but
many of these kids will do nothing for themselves."
"It's easy to identify these
kids as hor^ble messes, and
there is a tredendous avoidance ,of responsibility among
them.y » said the psychiatrist
"They are experiencing ap
odyssey, a passage from the
dependency of adolescence to an
adult awareness of themselves,
and it is very threatening to
have such chaotic people
around. But only through that
chaos do they become themselves, do they earn the right to
become a person.
\t

Abandoned cars
a new business

NEW YORK (AP) - More
than SO.OOO cars were abandoned in New York City during
1969 and the Citizens Budget
Commission has called it a
"new growth industry." ;
The commission said Sunday
that more efficient methods of
removing the eyesores were
needed. The Sanitation Department said it had already towed
or carried off 55,926 cars this
year and was doing . the best it
could.
The department defines an
abandoned car as one that has
no license plates, has been
stripped of parts and "has; all
the earmarks of not .being
owned."
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only recently been rebuilt after
a mysterious fire last year.
The hippie community really
contains two distinct elements.
One is the older, more stable
group , usually with families,
which has started to settle down
and think about the long run.
The other is made up of the
wanderers usually young and
single, who come through for a
few days or a few months, and
then move on.
WHAT UNITES them Is the
rejection of the culture from
which they have come, and
their search for a new:life style
fitted more closely to their
needs and values.
One of the more stable group
is Lydia (that is not her real
name), who lives in a small
house with her 6-year-old
daughter and works nights at a
local bar. ( Most .of the stable
hippies who are not creative
artists, and many who are, work
at odd jobs to support themselves; few are panhandlers.)
"I was working eight hours
a day in a doctor 's edifice and
I realized there must be another way to live than putting my
child with a babysitter all the
time," she said recently. "Now
I work at night so I can spend

Recommend pill low,oestrogen

The vaults of The Sullivan
show must be a treasury of performers' material, but his summary was surprising and disappointing because the archive
material took second place to
the evening's guest stars—Petula Clark, Robert Goulet, and
Diana Ross and the Supremes.
Goulet, for instance, presided
over a sketchy summary of the
top show music : of the period,
but much more interesting were
a few seconds of old tape showing a boyish Goulet making his
TV debut. Equally interesting
was an old black-and-white tape
of Barbra Streisand in her Sullivan debut hi 1962 singing ''Cry
Me a River," followed by a recent color tape of a very sophisticated Streisand performing in
Las Vegas.
Andy Williams' show each
week is a handsome, tuneful
hour of music and gentle comedy done in excellent taste. And
the annual Williams' Christmas
show when the whole family- OWATONNA, Minn. (AP)-An escape. The officer added, "He
parents, brothers, sister, wife elderly man died and several
and children—takes part con- other persons were rescued apparently was groping through
veys the spirit of the holiday from fire that did extensive tbe smoky hall and felt the door
better than any variety show damage early today to the Kah- knob of the next room and colsince Perry Como's day.
ler Inn Towne Motel in Owaton- lapsed."
McGuire said the room door
The program broadcast Satur- na.
day night with its holiday music The dead man was identified was scorched by heat but the
and the reflection of genuine by police as Charles D. Mason, bed clothing and other furnishfamily affection resulted in a of Eclipse, Va. He was believed ings didn't burn , Mason apparvery fine, happy hour. One of its to be apout 68. Mason checked ently died of smoke fumes, he
built-in attractions is that the into the motel Sunday evening, said.
A woman desk clerk smelled
viewers can see how ,much his
Sgt. Dale MeGnire of Owaton- smoke about 3 a.m. and called
children have grown in a year.
There was no glamor but na police said about 10 of the police. McGuire, in the first car
plenty of adventure and danger 14 persons registered at the mo- to arrive, said that when the
in NBC's actuality special Fri- tel were rescued by police and woman came out ol the building
day night. "Sahara " was an ac- firemen. Some suffered cuts she was "followed by a big puff
count of a caravan of men and and burns and were taken to an of black smoke."
camels carrying a cargo of salt Owatonna hospital for treat- McGuire said that as he and
ment.
other police were arousing
cross the vast desert,
The danger—lack of water , "They were caught in the guests an explosion shook the
getting lost, sandstorm—was al- heavy black smoke and couldn't building. "The smoke really
ways present, The men plodded find their way out ," McGuire came after that ," he said.
ahead , carefully rationing food said. "We got five out of one The blaze started in the west
and precious water between pocket , two out of another , and end of the building where the
three at another spot. The kitchen , basement party room,
oases.
The photography was striking, smoke was so heavy they didn't and motel offices were located.
Heaviest damage was in the
the script was filled with the know where they were at. "
small and fascinating detail and McGuire said Mason was par- west end. The remainder of the
was well presented by Charles tially dressed and was trying to building sustained smoke damage .
Boyer. It certainly destroyed
The motel was built in 1S6Z.
any romantic notions about
An addition was built later.
shirks anrl Bedouins.

Marriage based
BAK ER 'S SHOES #m
%km *mmmm on hot air
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rijuana are common and the
chamber has tried to prevent
hippies from getting licenses to
open shops and restaurants.
The hippie community here is
many things: It is a Fourth of
July picnic -where 100 people
get high on mescaline; it is
mothers taking their kids fer
walks in the woods;, it is signs
on the community bulletin
board advertising homemade
cloth, poetry, and astrology.
IT IS drifters looking for
a handout — or a check from
home . '¦— ' and itinerant philosophers who say things like,
"No one knows where it's at,
because where it's at is always
changing." It is people donating
furniture to a girl whose house
burned down — or helping her
to deliver her baby. It is the
music of the Beatles singing,
"I'd love to* turn you on."
It is also loneliness and despair, bad drug trips and fear
of a future east adrift from the
moorings of the past. And there
can be violence — either from
the emotionally disturbed or
from those who prey on defenseless people they do not understand . Just last week a motorcycle gang ripped up a
neighborhood bar, which had
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The house of Herod and Jesus—

Infants slain; J esus survives

The altars showed relief birth of their longed-for son,
works of Mithra , the bullslayer, Benjam in.
his dagger driven into a prone The Tribune summoned his ofbull, while dogs, serpents, birds ficers and gave them their final
and other animals drank the orders. The cohort would split
victim's blood, and a scorpion into three sections, two centurions in each, moving in from
clutched its genitals.
three sides of the town, spearlegendary
birthday,
The
god's
By GEORGE W. COKNELL
Dec. 25, was celebrated in the men in advance.
AP ReUgion Writer
annual Saturnalia, a gaudy, ri- The cavalrymen and charioThe pale riders swung out oJ
bald extravaganza in Rome and teers would remain in reserve.
much of the empire. (That same The mission was specific and
Jerusalem's Fountain gate at
only
feast later would be taken over restrictive—to destroy
daybreak and took the road
males under two.The men must
and
observed
as
the
birthday
of
Kisouth descending along the
But
the child whom the followers of judge the ages themselves.
dfori valley and then winding
let none escape^ Heed no pleas
kill.)
Mithra
marched
to
again
toheights
back up the
But Mithra was only one of or tears.
ward-Bethlehem.
multifarious gods imagined There will be no spoils, no
Their armor rattled. Hoofthen; people could have then- looting. Attend only to the limitbeats drummed a rough tattoo .
pick. There was sornetfiing ed objective—speedily, decisiveThe tramp of many boots on the
vague and pointless about it. as ly, professionauy—for the glory
chalky stone stirred up an ashen
the Tribune saw it,"' ,and had of Caesar.
pall of dust.
scant relationship to the hard "Shall we decapitate them or
A Tribune in plume-crested
facts of the world, the tortures, dash them to pieces?" a centuhelmet rode at the head of a
dungeons, the atrocities on the rion asked.
company of cavalrymen , folrefusal
meant
death
or
But
poor and the weak, including "Whichever is most expelowed by three chariots mountdient, or simply run them
ed with scythes and a cohort of torture. There had to be strict the Bethlehem innocents.
600 foot soldiers, equipped for measures, the Tribune as- He wet his ups, feeling the through . That should be suff isumed , to keep a subject race dust between his teeth. "Would cient. But make certain they're
combat.
responsive to its masters. As a this condemned Jewish lordling, dead. If you encounter troubleBut there were muttered member of Rome's equestrian said to reflect the will of their some opposition , have a bowoaths and grumbling among class, he judged that rank must one just God and manifest it man put up a " fireball;. ' I'll be
them. They headed on a vile always enforce its prerogatives. among men , have offered any there." He pointed to a nearby
mission—to massacre the male .' It was about 50 stadia (six better way?
hilltop.
infants of a legend-steeped Jew- miles) from Jerusalem to BethThe officers returned to their
Under
the
present
imperial
ish town south of the Judean lehem, situated on a rise just off
units, which deployed toward
religion,.
the
innumerable
gods
capitol .
the main highway leading to
were as capricious and brawling their separate sectors as the
The Tribune knew the object Hebron farther to the south. ;
of King Herod's fury—an uni- As the cohort progressed, the as humans, with similar vani- column moved up the slope. The
the horsemen and
dentified toddler under two who Tribune left his forward post ties, deceits and rivalries, offer- Tribune, with
was rumored as a promised di- and rode back along the line of ing no clear standards of com- chariots, headed to their vanvine champion of mankind, an march , checking it, taking the passion, mutual responsibility tage point on a hill.
He planted the ensign there
emancipator of the fallen, the salutes of the centurions in their or peace among men.
So the leeching of the defense- and watched , the silence heavy
broken and the lost.
cape-like orange sagums.
Certainly this oppressed land Swinging their "vitus " staffs less went on, unchallenged. And as the three wings closed in on
and other conquered provinces of command, one strode along- debaucheries and perversions the town, then the faint , desperon the
of the empire swarmed with the side each of the six centuries of flourished in the cloisters of Ish- ate screams borne
breeze, swelling to a steady,
tar. '
victims of defeat and bleak de- footmen.
wail.
spair, the beggars and bloated The Tribune reached the rear At a three-way crossroads, piercing
children wailing on the wayside, echelon, and spun about, gallop- where a branch cut westward to It was almost as if those
the manacled slave caravans , ing back to his position. The out- Tekoa , another continued south haunting words attributed by
the tyrannized, trampled popu- fit seemed in order and ready, and a lesser road wound up the the natives to one of their
the Tribune prophets echoed from that tomb
lace.
though a bit sullen. He won- hill to Bethlehem,
planning
the
disposition down there at the crossroads.
halted,
But the king, a truckling cat's dered. The assignment wouldn't
"A voice was heard in Raman ,
paw of Augustus Caesar, would take long, nor involve any real of his troops for the advance.
wailing
and loud lamentation,
The
town,
of
about
5,000,
stood
have his further cargo of flesh danger.
Rachel weeping for her chil—to eliminate this unknown Yet it would be an unpleasant on a ridge, 2,350 feet above sea
child, this whispered savior of affair, briefly. He didn 't want level. In Jewish lore, it was the dren ; she refused to be conthey were no
soled, because
¦
the world.
the use of the customary punish- place where the Mphabite girl,
: "/
It was a messy business, this ments inflicted on invaded cities Ruth, pledged her loyalty to her more;*' .
hard disciplining of the hoi pol- —the pillaging, the taking of native husband , Boaz, where the When It was finished, and the
loi, in order to uphold the Pas captives, the mutilation of male shepherd, David, tended his blood-smeared troops returned ,
Romana. And the despotic He- citizens, the impaling of heads sheep, and where Samuel an- they brought word of a couple
rod went at it "with a vengeance. or disemboweling of pregnant notated him kingr
that had fled the town the night
It was a history-laden place before for Egypt, a carpenter
The Tribune's grip tightened women.
on his lance, held erect in its fit- The orders simply were to ex- for these sons of David. They and his wife, with a small child
ting. Beside him rode the stand- terminate the male youngsters, were a peculiar people, overrun named "Yeshua" or "Jesus,"
ard-bearer, with the Eagle em- and he would limit it to that. It and dominated successively by meaning the "Salvation of
blem, and the trumpeter. He wouldn't make much of a splash Assyrians, Babylonians, Egyp- God."
.
glanced back at the rest of his in the chronicles of Roman tians, Macedonians and now Ro- The information was relayed
troops. ;
triumphs. Tto historian likely mans, yet still with an implaca- to the dying Herod, rapidly disble passion for liberty and their integrating now from the ravagTheir bronze helmets, wifh would even mention it.
comprehensive God of justice.
the elaborate cheek pieces, and There were more spectacular They remained stubbornly con- ing intestinal ulcers becoming
the polished strips of their vest- blood-lettings to record in this vinced that the righteous would cancerous, the edema drowning
his flesh in purulent matter , his
like cuirasses glittered in the recalcitrant province, particu- at length inherit the earth.
maniacal
delusions of persecularl
y under the ruthless Herod. But it didn't appear so at this
sun. They also wore metal
greaves fastened to their legs And Jews themselves were point. Off to the side of the town tion.
with thongs. Leather shields, af- strange people, insisting on one stood one of Herod's impressive "I shall die without being lafixed to wooden frames swung all-inclusive God, spurning any fortresses, a "Herodium," built mented," he groaned. "The
Jews will make a festival upon
others.
from their shoulders. *
on a breast-shaped prominence, my death. But 1have the power
The detachment
included As for the Tribune s men, encircled by round towers, its
archers, javelin throwers and most of the Roman legionnaires massive portcullis approached to compel them to mourn at it,
swordsmen, also carrying bat- worshipped the dagger-wielding by a gleaming stairway of 200 on whatever account, as befits a
king."
tleaxes, in addition to the horse- sun god, Mithra, "Sol Invictus," polished stone steps.
men, with their thrusting a cult for men, whose weekly To the east, a broad gentle To insure it, he ordered the
noblemen,
lances.
"Sun Day" rituals were ob- hillside sloped down into Shep- city's chief Jewish
They were part of the 12tb le- served in underground chapels. herd's field, where sheepskin- already confined in the hippodrome, slain by arrows from
cloaked herdsmen, armed with archers stationed around the
their rods and slings, watched arena immediately upon notice
over their flocks by day and of his death , and also that bis lenight.
gions kifl one member of each
In the stillness, the Tribune native family.
could hear the high, sweet notes "Then all Judea , and every
of their reed pipes. It was told family of them, will weep at my
that these shepherds themselves death , whether they will or
first circulated word of the birth not," he said , panting for
of this child of hope that fright- breath , his eyes opaque and
ens the king.
staring.
Curiously, there at the crossroads, also stood a stone pillar , He died In screams in 4 B.C.
marking the tomb of Rachel , at the age of 70 at his winter
the beloved wife of the Jewish palace in Jericho , the hounds
atriarch Jacob. She died in the that pursued him still at his
bedside. "A man he was of
great barbarity to all men
equally," wrote the historian
Flavins Josephus. "He stole the
throne like a fox , ruled like a
tiger and died like a dog."
His will bestowed lo million
drachmae and Vessels of gold
1
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This
is the f ifth iusfoUmeut of a
Bix*part series viewing the
Christmas euenf throug h the
per spective of the House of
Herod and the Greco-Roman
world in which it occurred.)

gion, garrisoned at Fort Antony,
hard by the Jewish Temple. It
was one of 28 legions of 168,000
men, mostly assorted mercenaries, that policed the empire's 30
provinces from Spain to the
Arabian Sea.
Herod had four Roman legions of 24,000 men , the third,
sixth , 10th and 12th, made up
largely of Germans, Gauls,
Thraclans and Samaritans, to
keep this insurgent Judean territory under control.
The nati-ves turned their
backs and spat whenever a legionnaire went by.
They were an unsubmissive
lot, " these. Jews, refusing to
venerate the Roman ensign, or
the imperial gods, resenting the
law that permitted any Roman
soldier to impress them into
portage duty, on any occasion.
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and silver on Augustus Caesar,
and divided his kingdom among
three sons, Antipas, Philip and
Archelaus, survivors among the
10 sons and five daughters of his
10 wives. He had slain five sons,
including those of his only love,
Miriamne, whom he also killed.
His body, arrayed in purple,
the diadem on his head; his
scepter in his hand , was laid on
a golden bier, embroidered with
precious stones, and borne 30
miles from Jericho, through Jerusalem, to his fortified citadel,
Herodium, overlooking Bethlehem, for his burial. The procession included 500 slaves, his Galatian bodyguards and a Roman
cohort in battle regalia.
But his final orders for more
carnage were ignored. He was
not even mourned by Augustus,
who once called him "confederate and friend," but who in the
end remarked, "Better to have
been Herod's hogs than his
sons."

The king, the empire, the farspread domain of mighty legions and the glories and gods
of the world had sought to
stamp out a spark of sheer
goodness that entered into the
night of that age, but the light
burned on, greater than all the
panoplies of Caesar, waxing
ever stronger amid the dangers
of earth ,. freeing, healing and
unafraid , despite unending onslaughts against it.
And Bethlehem, the place
where Herod the Great first
tried in vain to extinguish that
Christmas light, marks his own
grave. . ' . .
Tomorrow : T h e Stretching
Shadows.

FBI joins search
lor three who
assaulted teen

SPRINGFIELD, Mass . (AP )
— The Federal Bureau of Investigation has joined the search
for three men who abducted and
criminally assaulted blonde
Rosalyn N ewhouse, 18, daughter
of the general manager of the
Springfield newspapers, police
said.
A $1,000 reward was posted by
an anonymous donor for information leading to the men's arrest and conviction .
A widespread search was under way for a blue and white sedan into which the men forced
the girl outside her home at
12:25 a.m. Friday while her parents looked on from an upstairs
window. Rosalyn: was returning
from work at the Springfield
Union.
She was thrown out of the car
in nearby Agawarn about IV4
hours later.
Miss "Newhouse, who works in
the composing room of the
Morning Union , is (he daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Newhouse. Her father is a cousin of
S.I. Newhouse, owner of a group
of 22 newspapers, five radio and
five television stations.
She was treated at Springfield
Hospital Medical Center and released.
"Walter Brady, head of the
Springfield office of the FBI ,
said his men entered the investigation because of the possibility
that the blue and white car may
have crossed a state line while
Miss Newhouse was in it.
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DAVID'S TOWER . . . David's Tower
is located near the Jaffa Gate entrance to
the old wallet city of Jerusalem. The heavy
stone building dates back to the days of
Herod the G-reat . For over three thousand
years this area has been the main entrance
to the walled city , and there always have

been fortifications on the site. Herod , a great
builder , had three towers constructed, here,
which were destroyed, together with most
of his other works, by the Epmans in 70
AD. The superstructure of the building as
it is today is medieval; it is now used as a ,
museum. (AP Newsfeatures)
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Tho next "Do It Yourtolf" School to

ba held tha weak of January 12, 1970.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF WINONA

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

The weather

The daily record
At Community
Memorial Hospita l

Two-state deaths

MONDAY
DECEMBER 22, 196?

Winona funera ls

Mrs. Minnie Srutzriem
Mrs. Mary M. Wysocki
LEWISTON, Minn. - Mrs. Funeral services for Mrs.
Minnie Stutzriem , 93, Lewiston, Mary M. Wysocki, Sauer Memdied, Sunday at 5:45 p.m. at orial Home , were held this
Community Memorial Hospital, morning at the Cathedral of
Winona. She had been in failing the Sacred Heart. Mass was
health the past several years. concelebrated by the Rt. Rev.
SATURDAY
The former Minnie Frey, she Msgr. H. J . Dittman and the
ADMISSIONS
was born May 26, 1876, in Minne- Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. R. Feiten. St,
Royal Them, 1351 Glen View apolis, to Mr. and Mrs. John Elizabeth Society formed an
Rd.
Frey and was married to Ed- honor guard at the church. Burr
Mrs. Carl Thiede, Altura, mund Stutzriem here March 7, ial was in St. Mary's Ceme18S5. She spent the first 13 tery.
Minn.
years of her life in Minneapolis, Pallbearers w e r e William
DISCHARGE
Kenneth Justin and baby, the next 65 years in Stockton Basse, Henry Brom , John Jajj;
WEATHER FORECAST . . . Snow is predicted today 302Mrs.Mankato
and the past 15 years here with zewski, Arthur Wohlhaefer ArAve.
^
In the Midwest and Northeast. Showers are forecast for the
a daughter. She was a member nold Mayer and Charles ,MetSUNDAY
Northwest. Cold we*ather is expected in much of the East
of Stockton United Methodist tille.
ADMISSIONS
and iri the Southwest. (AP Photofax Map>
John Mayzelc, 406 E. Broad- Church and an honorary member of its ladies aid.
Mrs. Rose Brang
wayFuneral services for Mrs.
Survivors
are:
Two
daughters
,
Bernard Meier, Valley View
Mrs. Mabel Smith , Winona, and Rose Brang, a resident of the
Towers.
Mrs. Delia Lawrenz, Lewiston; Convalescent & Rehabilitation
Earl Matzke, 553 E. Belleview
Readliigs for the 24 hours ending at noon today :
¦
four
grandchildren; eight great- Unit, Community Memorial Hos¦
-. . ;
Maximum temperature 21, minimum 5 below, noon 5, St. ¦ ¦ ¦:
grandchildren ; a brother, Felix, pital, were held this morning at
precipitation trace.
Mrs. Eleanor Both, 407 E. Lanesboro, and two sisters, Mrs, St. John's Catholic Church, the
A year ago today :
... . , '
Howard St.
Gertrude Gibbs, Siren, Wis., Rt. Rev. Msgr. James Habiger
High 32, low 19, noon 32, .86 of an inch precipitation.
John Knutson , 326 Chatfield and : Mass Elsie Frey, Minne- officiating. Burial was in St.
Normal temperature range for this date 27 to ldRecord St. . ,
apolis. Her husband died Sept. Mary's Cemetery.
high 59 In 1877, record low 21 below in 1R72.
Michael Bayly, 973 Gilmore 8, 1941. Two brothers and seven Pallbearers were B e r n a r d
Sun rise's tom orrow at 7:39, sets at 4:32.
Cerney Jr., Mark Johnstone,
•
Ave.
sisters also have died ;
Lon Sonsalla , Arcadia Rt. 2, Funeral services will be Wed- John W n u k , John Murtinger,
nesday at 2 p.m. at Jacobs Fu- Frank Matejka and F r a n k
Wis.
Schultz.
Cindy Lafky, 463 Chatfield St. neral Home here, the Rev.
Richard Stenzel, United Church
Bennie Benson, Valley View o£ Christ, officiating, Burial will son officiating. Burial will be
Towers.
be in Oakland Cemetery, Stock- in St. Paul's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Strum
Mrs. Arthur Bakkum , Hous- ton. "
Church Chapel this evening and
ton Rt, 1, Minn.
Friends may call at the ' fu- Tuesday until time of services.
1st Qtr.
DISCHARGES
Full
Last Qtr.
New
neral home after 3 p.m. Tues- Arrangements were made by
Jan. 15
Dec. 23
Dec. 31
Jan. »
day and until time of services Oftedahl Funeral Home, Osseo.
Mrs.
¦ ¦ Bert Gile, 122 Winona
Wednesday.
.St.
,
A memorial is being arranged,
Two-sta te fune rals
Elsewhere
Mrs. Henry Przybylski, 625
Mrs. Maria Soli«
44th
Ave.,
Goodview.
William Zempel
The Wea ther Elsewhere
Mian. (Special) —
WHALAN,
S.E. Minnesofa
ELEVA,
Wis.
BIRTHS
— William Zem- Tuneral services for Mrs. MaBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS \
Mr. and Mrs. David "Weiler, pej, 70, died early Sunday morn- rie Solie, 90, were held WedTravelers warnings toHigh Low Pr. 875 47th Ave., Goodview
, a son. ing at Buffalo Memorial Hospi- nesday at Whalan Lutheran
night. Cloudy with, snow con- Albany, snow . ...... . 31 28> .17
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert Horn- tal, Mondovi, w h e r e he had Church, the Rev.. Stanley
tinuing through Tuesday.
berg,
Albuquerque,
"Winona
clear
.
62
33
..
Rt.
2,
a daughter. been a patient some time.
Klemsrud officiating. Burial
Accumulations of 2 to 3
'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
.
Clarence
Dow, .A retired farmer , he was born ¦was in WTiafan Lutheran Cemeinches likely. Not so cold to- Atlanta, cloudy .. .. ... 39 35 .71
Nov. 14, 1899, in the Town o£ tery. Pallbearers were Paul
night, otlerwise little tern- Bismarck, snow.:. ., 25 ft .06 503 Westdale , a daughter.
Otter Creek, Eau Claire Coun- Hoff , Norman Larson, Leland
peratwe change through Boise, cloudy .... .. 59 30) .15
ty, to Edward and Bertha Ziels- Reason and Adolph Evenson of
Tuesday. Lows tonight 12- Boston, rain ...... 36 32 .09
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
dorf Zempel and married. Helen "Whalan, Gordon and Clarence
18. Highs Tuesday 16-26.
Probability of measoreabJe Buffalo, snow ...... 31 28 .04 Bruce Donald Cummings, Schiefelebien in September 1924. Larson of Lanesboro.
They farmed in the area until ; She died Dec. 14 at the Comprecipitation 90 per cent to- Charlotte, ra in ..... 40 32 .84 Homer, Minn., 3.
night and 70 per cent Tues- Chicago, clear ..... 30 23 .01 James Ross Monahan , Wino- 1SI36 when they moved to Ele- iorcare Rest Home at Austin
va. He was a member of Zion after eight years of illness.
day. Outlook for Wednesday, Cincinnati, snow ... 37 29 .11 na Rt. 3, 10.
The former Marie Wilhelmine
Lutheran Church, Mondovi, and
partly cloudy and colder.
Cleveland, cloudy .. 29 28 .15
Holt was born Oct. 15, 1879, in
its organizations.
Denver, cltfudy' ,'. .... 65 41
Honefuss, Norway, to Peter and
Munici pal Court
Des Moines snow .'. 30 17 T
Minnesota
Survivors are; HiS; wife ; a Greta Holt. She was married
Detroit, clear ...... 31 28 .. .
¦ ¦ '. WINONA
son, Harvey, Onalaska; three to Nels G. Solie Jan, 5,, 1905, in
Travelers warning for late Fairbanks, clear ... 2 -13
foster daughters, Mrs. Dan
Steven
P.
Runkle
, 19, 419 (Debbie) Gibson Green Bay, Norway. They came to the
afternoon a n d
tonight. Fort Worth, cloudy . 65 36 ..
,
Cloudy -with sno>w spread- Helena, clear ...... 43 32 .09 Chatfield St., pleaded not guilty Wis.; Miss Dorene Powers, Eau U.S. in 1910, settling at "Westby,
Wis. They moved to Whalan ¦in
today
to
a
charge
of
careless
ing across the state late Honolulu, clear ..... 82 65
and*
Miss
Darlene
PowClaire,
this afternoon and toniglit Indianapolis, cloudy 31 25 .05 driving. Judge John D. McGill ers, at home; two grandchildren 1922, where her husband operwith accumulations of 1 to Jacksonville, cloudy 70 45 .64 set bail at $100 and scheduled and a brother, George, Osseo, ated a store. She was a member of Whalan Lutheran Church,
trial for 9:30 a.m. Jan. 13. Run3 inches, possibly becoming Juieau, cloudy ..... 32 21
the Ladies Aid here and the
heavier. Snow continuing Kansas City, cloudy 35 28 .. kle was arrested at 8:40 a.m. Wis.
Tuesday with smaller addi- Los Angeles, clear .66 60 .02 today at East King and St. Funeral services will be Wed- Sons of Norway. She was Whanesday at 1:30 p.m. at Zion Lu- lan Red Cross chairman during
tional accumulations. Not as Louisville, snow .... 35 32 .40 Charles streets.
cold tonight, otherwise no Memphis, cloudy ... 39 34 .12 David M. Griffen , 19, pleaded theran Church, Mondovi, the World War I.
Important changes in tem- Miami, clear .....;. 74 68 - - ,.' . guilty to a charge of failure Rev. Norman Rtithenbeck offi- Survivors are: One soa, Norperature/ Lows tonight 2 Milwaukee, clear ,. 26 12 .07 to pay child support. On rec- ciating. Burial will be int St. Pe- man, Austin; seven grandchildren, and one brother, Radar,
"below to 14 above north and Mpls-St.P,, eltfudy .. 24 O .. ommendation of Assistant City ter's Cemetery, Foster.
12 to 20 south. Highs Tues- New Orleans, clear 72 44 .23 Attorney Prank Wohletz, Judge Friends may call at Kjentvet and one sister, Mrs , Gerda Sonhusband
day 18-32.
New York, rain ..:. 37 34 .29 McGill sentenced Griffen to 90 & Son Funeral Home, Mondovi, gard of Norway. Her
sons,
Erling
died
in
1962.
Two
and
until
after
3
p.m.
Tuesday
Okla. City, cloudy .. 53 28
days in the Winona County jail
daughter,
and
one
and
Harold,
and
then
aft1
1
a.m.
Wednesday
Wisconsin
Omaha, cloudy ...,. 31 16
and suspended the sentence for
Mrs. Guidun Lillie, also have
Philadelphia , rain ,. 38 35 .35 a period of five years on condi- er 12 noon at the church .
died,
Mostly clondy and not qwiie Phoenix, clear ..... 73 47 .. tion that Griffen pay
$25 per
Mrs. Nellie Church
so cold tonight with sxow Pittsburgh, cloudy .31 28 .29
southeast , chance of snow flur- Ptlnd, Ore., rain ... 55 43 .43 week child support while re- TREMPEALEAU, Wis. - Mrs. Minnie Haeussinger
(Speries northeast. Lo-ws tonight 5 Rapid City, cloudy . 32 25 .02 ceiving unemployment compen- Mrs. Nellie Church, Trempea- FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis.
below to 8 above north, 8-18 Richmond, cloudy ,, 44 34 .84 sation and $40 per week when leau, died at 9:30 p.m. Sunday cial) — Funeral services for
sotrtli, locally higher hear Lale St. Louis, cloudy ... 32 26 .06 employed .
at Community Mt morial Hospi- Mrs. Minnie Haeussinger, 94,
Michigan.
Tuesday
mostly Salt Le. City, clear . 67 36 .19 McGill further ordered that tal, Winona , following a short Fountain City Rt. 2, will be at
2 p.m. Tuesday at St. John's
clondy and cold, chance of a San Diego, rain . . . . . 65 57 ;02 $100 bond posted by Griffen be illness.
little sno-w or snow flurries. San Fran., cloudy . . 6 4 51 .64 turned over to his wife for sup- The former Nellie Newcomb, United Church of Christ, the
port of their one minor child. she was born Feb. 1, 1909, in Rev. Robert Goessling officiatHighs Monday 8-15 north , 15-23 Seattle, rain
... 53 45 .35
•onlh.
Tampa, cloudy ..... 72 5*3 .72 Griffen was arrested at 1:15 Arcadia to Mr. and Mrs. Hor- ing. Burial will be in the FounSunday at police headquarCity Public Cemetery.
Washington, rain ...42 36 .70 p.m.
ton Newcomb and was married tain
ters.
Friends
may call at Colby FuIMPOUNDED DOGS
Winnipeg, cloudy ,. 10 -14 ..
in 1928.
A charge of careless driving to Arthur W. ChurchTwo sons, neral Home from 7 to 9 p.m. to(M—Missing) T-—Trace)
against Marilyn Dragonwick , 19, Survivors are:
Tto, 182 — German shepherd
Beach, night.
Huntington
653 W. Sarnia St., was dis- James,
Pallbearers will be Wallace
and black Labrador pup, availSgt.
Charmissed upon recommendation Calif., and Air Force
and
Walton Haeussinger, Merton
able.
able.
les A., Madison , Wis.; two
Wo. 206 — Tan female pup, No, 241 — Brown and white of Wohletz. She was arrested daughters, Mrs. Irvine (Car- Sutter, Edwin Schaafner Sr.,
at 12:14 a.m. Sunday on Minneand two grandsons, Charles
available.
male, part beagle , available.
oline) Diamond , Trempealeau , Wagner and David Merles.
sota
Street
75
feet
north
of
GilNo,
236 — Small cream colorNo, 223 — Small tan male pup
and Mrs. Dennis (Linda) Hoied part terrier and Chihauhua more Avenue.
with red collar, available.
Albert Lea, Minn.; sevOmar Grasberg
almen,
Robert P. Benedict , 19, 4719
No. 225 — Small, black fe- female pup, available.
en grandchildren ; two brothers, BLAIR , Wis. CSpeciaO-FuneW.
5th
St.,
pleaded
guilty
to
a
No. 27 — Small -white, male,
male, part cocker, available.
Lincoln, Nodine, Minn., and ral services for Omar Grasberg,
part poodle and terrier, avail- charge of driving without a li- John Arcadia; and two sisters, 71, were held at Great Falls,
,
No, 231 — Medium l a r g e , able,
cense and was fined $15. He was
"Mrs. Arthur Thompson , Gales- Mont., Nov. 28. He died in a
brown and white male, part
No, 238 — Small male beagle arrested at 6:58 p.m. Friday at
ville, and Mrs. Wesley Picker- Great Falls hospital.
beagle, available.
with Massachusetts license. Sec- West Broadway and Bierce ing, Trempealeau, Her husband
He was born April 26, 1898,
Street.
No, 238 — Small female, tan , ond day.
died in 1946. A son also has at Blair and went to Great Falla
part cocker and long haired ter- No, 239 — Small brown male DISMISSALS:
in 1921. He worked for the
rier , no license, fifth day.
Pomeranian , no license, second Joseph G. Heublein, Stockton, died.
Minn., driving without license In Funeral services will he Wed- Anaconda company 11 years, on
No. 239 — Small black and day.
at 1 p.m. at Federated
white male pup, part Da Infla- No. 240 — Fem ale golden re- possession, 11:53 p.m. Saturday, nesday here , the Rev. Wesley the Fort Peck dim 17 years,
Church
Highway
61-14
dismissed
upon
returned to Great Falls in 1949
,
triever , available.
tion , available.
B u r i a l and worked for Cascade Electric
officiating.
of
license
ownership
Schirmer
withproof
No, 241 — Small brown male
No, 240 — Large white and
in 24 hours of arrest.
will be in Trempealeau Ceme- until illness forced him to retire
brown male, mixed breed , avail- part dachshund , available.
David T. Pfremmer, Rolling- tery.
In 1960.
stone , Minn., driving without liFriends may call at Smith
Survivors are : His wife , Clacense in possession, 7:55 p.m. Mortuary, Galesville, Tuesday ra: three daughters , Mrs . John
Friday, West Broadway and Mc- from 7 to 9 p.m. and at the (Mae) Dernpsoy and Mrs.
Bride Street , dismissed upon church Wednesday after 12:30 Phvllis Sanborn , Great Falls ,
proof of license ownership with- p.m. An order of Eastern Star and Mrs . Robert (Lois ) Dernpin 24 hours of arrest.
service will be conducted Tues- soy, Kallspell , Mor.t.; )2 grandTen years ago . . . 1959
FORFEITURES:
day nt 8 nt the funeral home.
children ; two great-grandchilJohn
Nelson
,
46,
Minneiska
,
S.
dren;
one brother , Milton ,
The big Western powers laid their long-ra nge summit
Rormindttad
$75, reckless driving, Mrs. Ragna
Minneapolis,
and three sisters ,
plans before the smaller members of the North Atlantic Minn.,
12:25 a.m. Saturday, West STRUM, Wis. (Special)-Mrs. Mrs. Sadie Nelson and Mrs .
Alliance today for endorsement, Moscow already has hinted
Strum
76,
,
Belleview and Olmetead streets. Ragna Romundstao,
Minnie Madsen, Minneapolis ,
Soviet Premier Khrushchev will accept the invitation to a
Samuel R, Murray, 259 W. ¦Wis., Rt. 2, died at Luther Hos- and Mrs . Clara Orcll , Chicago.
top-level meeting,
eveSaturday
Claire,
Mill St., $20, crossing double pital , Eau
Cloudy with snow and occasional light freezing drizzle yellow line, 1:40
a.m. Saturday, ning.
Frank F. Danckwart
's
high
at
30.
with
today
this afternoon
The former Ragna Rindal , LAKE CITY, Minn. fSpfdnl )
between
West
Broadway
Huff
Roy K. Carpenter h.as begun serving his second five- and Winona streets
she was bom in Norway , May — Funeral services for Frank
.
year term as a member of the Winona Housing St RedevelopRichard L. Wall , Utica , Minn., 16, 1893, to Andrew and Mall F. Danckwart "will be Tuesday
ment Authority.
$15, disobeying stop sign , 6:35 Rindal. She came to this coun- at 2 n.m, at St . John 's Luthera.m. today, West Sarnia and try In 1910. She married Oscar an Church , tbe Rev. Ralph A .
Twenty-five years ago .. . 1944
Romundstad , Feb. 23, 1913, at Goede officiating , Burial will
Huff streets.
Eau Claire , The couple lived in be in St. John's Cemrtcry.
Paul
E.
Beck
,
Northrop,
Neb.,
Winona is the "warmest" spot in the state with a
Friends mny call at the AnEau Claire until 1924 when they
careless
driving,
$50,
10
p.m.
rc'ading of 4 below.
Saturday, Pelzer Street between moved to tho farm in Clear derson Chapel this afternoon
West Broadway and Kraemer Creek , rural Strum . He died in and evening and until noon
Fifty yea rs ago . . . 1919
Tuesday nnd from 1 p.m.
Mny 1968,
Drive.
Tuesday at (lie church .
one
son,
vSurvivors
include
,
Michael
J
Womblc
1014
W.
,
The Christmas party at the Margaret Simpson day nurHe wan born Feb. 15 , HOT, in
daughters
,
Strum;
four
Hardin
,
Wabasha St., $30, speeding 65
sery wns very much enj oyed by 3(1 little guests .
Wabasha County to Mr, and
)
Myhres
(Ruth
Ingvald
Mrs.
rn.p.h.
in
a
30
zone,
1:09
o.m.
The new telephone directories of the Tri-Sta te Telephone
and Mrs. Don (JcannclUO Fisch- Mrs, John Dnnckwnrt , He marSaturday, West Broadway.
t Telegraph Co., were distributed today.
11)13,
Mrs. Ronald Galowsk.1, 725 er , Strum; Mrs, Eugene ( Ar- ried Hilda Bensln Nov . .1,
at Lake City. They farmed in
Minn.,
lene)
Miller
Crookston,
"
With
Ave.,
,
Goodview,
driv.
$20,
Seventy-five years ago . . . 1894
West Albany area until he
ing wrong way on one-way nnd Mrs. Lester (Virginia ) the
retired. He was a member of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Croswell are visiting friends In the street; II p.m. Friday, West 3rd Wold , Eau Claire; l;i grandchil- the former Dint , 22 school
Street between Walnut and La- dren; five great-grandchildren ; board , He was employed at the
city .
three brothers , Michael, Strum; Lake City Municipal Hospital
Mrs, C. W. Warner loaves tomorrow for Denver to visit fayette streets,
John Woodworth , 257 W. Wa- Arne and I-elf, Eau Claire , nnd for some years after moving
her brother Frank L. Cook.
basha St.,-$10, parking too close two sisters, Miss Mollie Rinda l, here. H« WAS B member of St.
to fi re hydrant, 9:13 a.m. Nov. Osseo, and Mrs. Ellen Hnugen , John 's Lutheran Church.
One-Hundred Years Ago . . . 1869
3, Winona Senior High School. Lewiatown, Mont.
Among his survivors are 13
Jon Lee Maintenance ServThe streets have been lively today -with teams from the
Funeral services will be at 11 grandchildren and 12 • greatInterior.
ice, 309 E. 4th St., $5, overtime n.m. Tuesday at Strum Lutheran grandchildren , His wife died
The Winnebagoes were in town today.
pa rking, Nov, 20, Walnut Street. Church , tfie Rev. Luther Mon- Sept . 7. 1903.
Maternity patlentr; 3 to 3:M art / to
1:30 p.m. (Adult* only J
Visitors to • eatlsnt llmllto n> two
pstlantc J to 4 ind 7 to l:3t o.m (no
•t o«i» tint*
Vlslllng noun: Medical *na «urglcs<
children undtr .12. )

Local readings

Forecasts

..

In years gone by

NATIONAL AWARD . . . Mrs. "William
Kees, Alma school art instructor, was the
. only Wisconsin teacher receiving an award
-. from "Grade Teacher ": magazine as one* of .
the nation 's 50 outstanding grade teachers.

Around her , left to right, are Supt. Vernon
Martzke , her husband , Victor Arnold and
William Freese , elementary and high school
principals. (L. S,: Purringtbn photo)

Alma aft instructo r
Wins national honor

ALMA, Wis. — Mrs. William
Kees, who teaches art in Alma
Public Schools, has been named one ot the nation's outstanding teachers by "Grade Teacher," the professional magazine
read by more than two-thirds
of the elementary school teachers in the U.S.
Mrs. Kees is among 50 men
and women whose unusual
achievements in guiding youngsters toward creativity were
called an inspiration for all
teachers. Each of the outstanding teacners has received an
award certificate. Mrs. Kees is
the only art teacher in Wisconsin to receive this award.
The magazine's search - far the

Former Whitehall
publisher dies

FIRE CALLS
SATURDAY
8:47 p.m.—167 W. "Wabasha
St., Mrs. Eunice Reed, extinguish fire caused by candle
tipping onto rug, minor damage.

nation's top art teachers was
conducted to provide recognition HARMONY PATIENTS
for exceptional service and to HARMONY, Minn. (Special)—
develop information about effec- Mrs, Charlotte Olson, who has
tive and imaginative classrotfm been in Lutheran Hospital , La
techniques which can. he shar- Crosse,; the last several weeks,
ed by cfJier teachers in all parts has returned to Harmony and
of the country. This is the is at Harmctay Corrimumty Hosfourth year that leading teach- pital. Mrs Annetta Vail, patient
ers have been recognized.
at Harmony Hospital, was
Mr« and Mrs. Kees live on a transferred by ambulance to St.
farm south of Durand. He is Marys Hospital , Rochester.
an employe of Purina Ralston Mrs. Margaret Sauter is at
in Ellsworth.
Harmoay Hospital, having been
They are the parents of six moved oy arribulance irom her
sons: . Sill, a chemist in St. home Thursday morning. MilPaul ; John, on the administra- ford McKay was injured in a
tion of the University of North- fall and is receiving treatment
ern Illinois; Curtis, a student at St. Mary's Hospital , Rochesat the University of Minnesota ; ter.
Lowell, on the faculty of Hudson schools; Robert, a student
at River Falls State University;
and Bruce, sophomore in Durand High School, and four
daughters : Mrs. Charles (Sally )
Weisenbeck, Durand ; M r s .
"
Dean (Nancy) Johnsdrii on the DUE TO LACK OF FOOD ¦
BULK IN YOUR DIET
faculty of
the Arkansaw
¦ ¦ : ' ¦' ¦
schools; Mrs. Rod ( Roberta )
Bauer , Eau Claire, and Can- ™!t/a/f
• BRAN
dance, serior in Durand High
School.
CTso^r.t-ms^ft^'mg'^w^^
"9
'
'
¦
¦
'
¦

IRREGULAR?

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Albert H, Gauger, 70, retired newspaper publisher, died
athis home in Whitehall Sunday
at 9:30 p.m. from a heart attack. He had not been ill previously tut had suffered a heart
condition several years^
The. son of Ernest and Anna
Gauger, he was born in Marshfield, Wis* Dec, 9, 1899. He attended grade school and one
year of high school and at the
age of 15 began learning the
printing trade at the Marshfield newspaper. His first newspaper -was in partnership with
his cousin at Greenwood, Wis.,
where he met and married the
former Elsie Andrews.
In 1921 he purchased the Linn,
Kan., Digest which he published
for two years before going to
Cuba, Kan., to establish the
Cuba Tribune. In 1929 he sold
out and returned to Marshfield
where he purchased an interest
in the Journal. He remained
there until 1939. In June, 1939,
he established The Arcadia
News at Arcadia , Wis., and in
October of that year he purchased the Arcadia Leader and
combined the two papers Into
the Arcadia News-Leader which
he published 23 years before
selling to tho present owner .
In 1902 the ccuple moved to
Whitehall where he had been
helping his son at the Whitehall
Times, continuing to still pursue the trade in which he had
spent 5,1 years.
He was a member of Our
Saviour's Lutheran Church ,
Whitehall , and the Masoni c
Lodge «f Cuba , Kan.
Survivors include his wife ;
one son, Robert , Whitehall ; two
daughters , Mrs. C. G. ("Virginia)
Rein , St. Paul , Minn., and Mrs.
L. F. (Betty) Barry, Silver |
Springs , Md.; eight grandchildren ; one Rreat- RrandchiW; and
two sisters , Mrs . Sam Zeidlei
and Mrs. Hnrry Ebbc . both ol
Marshfield. Two brothers and
one sister have died.
Funeral services will be nt 2 i
p.m, Wednesday at Our Saviour 's Lutheran Church , the
Rev , Clifford Tlitland offic iat- |
ing. Burial will be in Lincoln
I
Cemetery.
Friend s may call at Johnson
Funeral Homo from 2 to 5 nnd
7 to 0 p.m. Tuesday nnd at the \
church Wednesday unt il time ol j
services.
i
Pallbearers will be newspap- !
er publisher friends .
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25 years ago today

Asked to surrender Bastogne
Gen. McAuliffe replied "Nuts'

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN what is now a Belgian artillery are bright with Christmas deco
AP Special Correspondent
unit barracks, to see the bare rations, but along with the tinsel
; BASTOGNE, Belgium (AP ) - wooden table, still decorated and the trees and the figures of
The four-letter word that with a field telephone, where Father Christmas are huge
stopped a German army has the doughty defender of Bas- blown-up photographs of bodies
added immensely to the tourist togne scribbled himself into im- scattered in the snow, wrecked
delights of this lovely little mortality.
Jeeps; bombed-out buildings,
town.
On the third floor of the Nuts block after block of them.
The "Nuts" Museum and the Museum the whole scene is done This is the 25th anniversary of
Nuts Fair and the Nuts Garage up in wax effigy, with the Ger- the Battle of the Bulge, and
are as much a part of the local man surrender team clad in Bastogne has not forgotten .
scene as the trout streams bab- their white snowsuits and Mcbling through the surrounding Auliffe, in crisp fatigues, smil- Here the legend of "the batArdennes Forest and the hams ing a waxy smile, as if the sly tered bastards of the bastion of
Bastogne" lives as vividly as
hanging in shop windows.
line had just come to him.
the day four German soldiers
Place MacAnliffe, Bastbgne's "Nats " is inscribed on the carrying a white flag came
main square, is named, al- rusting tanks and gun turrets across the snowy fields bearing
though misspelled, for Brig. that protrude from the snow the note from Gen. Heinrich von
Gen. Anthony McAuliffe, the ar- everywhere in town, in a way as Luttwitz.
tillery officer who 25 years ago fitting a memorial to the great Despite many problems,
today wrote the one-word reply, siege as the impressive star- things were going so well that
"Nuts," to the Germans' invita- shaped monument to the Battle the Americans thought it was
tion to surrender.
of the Bulge on the outskirts of the Germans who wanted to surEx-GIs and other visitors are town.
render. As word of the whiteled down to the cellar, beneath The shop windows of Bastogne flag team spread down the line,

NASON ON EDUCATION

Fundamentals are
still essential

By Leslie J. Nason, Ed. D.
University of South. California
Can the 3 B's be replaced
by modern technology? Will
people stop reading books and
newspapers?
My prediction is NO! To handle the modern cpmmuniciation
and modern technology to come,
students must be even more
grounded in the fundamentals.
One educator has predicted
that movies and television, with
educational films and training
tapes, will replace books in a
•student's life. He feels that the
furor over teaching every child
to read is unnecessary and that
we should put our attention to
developing the new techniques
Instead
Each new development brings
forth the same sort of extreme
statements. Why teach handwriting when we have type*,
writers? They forget that most
•xaminations, problem - solving
and arithmetic, science and
many other important activities
of a student must be done in
longhand.
WE HAVE computers — why
teach arithmetic? They forget
that the operations of arithmetic must be mastered by the
person using the computer. The
operations of arithmetic are
necessary, not only for problemsolving on examinations in
school, . but for the affairs of
daily living.
Granting that a carefully prepared film script might explain
and illustrate an idea better

Lady school bus
driver tosses off
30 students

Gls began emerging from their
foxholes, building fires to get
warm and dry their clothes,
shaving and visiting neighbors.
"We are parliamentaries,"
said the German captain in dictionary English to Sgt. Oswald
Butler «f the 327th Glider Regiment, who first saw tbem coming across the fields. Butler tore
off a portion of the white flag,
blindfolded "the four Krauts,"
as he called them in his field
phone report, and had them taken to headquarters. ; \
McAuliffe nad his acting chief.
of staff , Lt . CoL Ned Mioorei
read the note.
"What's it say, Ned?"
"They want us to surrender."
¦
"A-w, nuts."
The word later was made the
formal reply to the Germans.
McAuliffe—Moore dialogue is
reproduced in several languages
on the walls of the Nuts
Museum, and even today German tourists can't quite dig
what is so funny about a general
saying "Nuesse."
The big memorial outside
Bastogne gives the statistics for
the entire Battle of the Bulge
along the whole 88-mile-long
front :
Allied: 76,890 killed, wounded
or missing.
Germans: 220,000 killed,
wounded, missing, captured .
Rebuilt now and thriving,
Bastogne remembers.

Another case
scheduled over
grooming code

Stormy sailing
for Italy in 1970

Ex-policeman
slain in
Applefon

MADISON, Wis. «)' - Another
case involving a school's enforcement of students grooming
rules has been scheduled for a ROME (AP) - Italy ap- Many nave likened the situa- APPLETON CAP) ~ Winnehearing before U.S. District peared today to> have "weathered tion in recent months to the at- bago County authorities yere
Judge Jam* E. Doyle, who has four months of labor rebeUior mosphere of desperation that investigating the weekend slayruled against schools in similar topped off by a string of terror- preceded the rise of Mussolini'
s ing of a former Appleton policeinstances.
ist
bombings.
But
officials
and
fascism
ini
the
1920s.
But
the
man whose body was found ia
Doyle scheduled a hearing
Friday for Dec. 29 on a suit commentators agree the matkto Italians now are better off fi- a ditch early Sunday.
from Lorraine Cash, who said has more stormy sailing ahead nancially, better educated and The victim was identified as
her son, Dennis has been held in lOTO.
more worldly than they were
out of school unconstitutionally The strike-filled autumn oi la- then. There is no evidence that Frank Frye, 63, of Appleton, a
*
night clerk at a motel near the
because he refuses to abide by
bor unrest strained the econo- any of the present extremist city. His body was found along
a grooming code.
The youth attends ninth grade my. Often there were street cliques are backed by any sig- a county road near the comin Spring Green. Mrs. Cash said demonstrations and violence. nificant organizations with pow- munity of Zittau.
the principal, Kenneth Radtke, Bombings that caused 14 deaths er and money.
required her son to sit in his and more than 100 wounded in Although some think there is Coroner Art Miller said Frye
office during class petiods be- Milan and Rome Dec. 12 stirred a possibility that rightists might had been shot in the stomach
cause of an alleged hair-length fears of¦ revolution or coup try a takeover in reaction to -with a shotgun..
violation. .
leftist extremism, most knowl- Authorities said $260". was misd'etat. ;¦ ' ¦:. .
The suit cites a hair regulaedgeable Italians dismiss the sing from the motel's cash regtion of the River Valley School Then a wage agreement Sun- idea. ' '¦
day between the biggest striking Economically and politically, ister. Frye's relief man reportDistrict.
ed him missing when fce arrivlabor group, the 1.2 million met- many difficulties lie ahead.
al workers, and industrialists all Strikes by.transport workers, ed for work.
Good deed multi plies but put an end to the "hot au- and by farm arid state employes Frye, a former detective sertumn." Relatively few labor dis- will continue for a while. A 48- geant, retired from the AppleST. LOUIS (AP) - The good putes remain unresolved.
ton police force in 1959.
deed of a woman at the LosAn- The bombings, in the words of hour walkout halted buses and
trams
today
geles International Airport is the Milan daily Corriere della
going to result in a $100 Christ- Sera, •"could have exasperated Production losses ha-ve cnt All in the family
mas gift to the Central Institute the spiral of violence and beat down ihe industrial growth,' and
for the Deaf in St. Louis.
to* death already weakened re- increased labor costs and infla- LEBANON, Ohio (AP) - Lee
Marine Lance Cpl. Patrick A. publican arid democratic institu- tion threatens to damage the Amburgy, 70, and his former
Fogerty, 19, of St. Louis, said he tions." Instead they aroused economy further in 1970.
sister-in-law, Mrs: Floyd Amwas $12 short of airfare home widespread horror, and Corriere The bureacracy is growing, burgy, ft , were married over
from Camp Pendleton, Calif., said: "There is no doubt: The with meme public money going the weekend in tie presence o*f
their 23 children.
last Thursday when a woman democratic system, as a -whole, into it than into investment.
stepped forward and offered the has withstood the test. There The impasse between the Lee Amburgy's wife died last
money.
was no splitting of the country Christian Democrats, Socialists year, leaving 12 children and 35
Fogerty asked the woman for in two, as was awaited by the and Republicans over revival of grandchildren. Mrs. Amburgy's
her name and address so he opposite extremes."
the center-left governing coali- husband died about the same
could repay her but was given There has been no* significant tion threatens to go on indefi- time, leaving .11 children and 20
only the name of the institute. violence since the bombings, nitely. The crucial issue—should grandchildren.
He said he will send $100 from and Premier Mariano Rumor's the big communist party share The ceremony Saturday was
his savings account to the Christian Democratic govern- in government power—is unre- performed by Mrs. Amburgy 's
school.
ment is still in office.
solved.
son, the Rev. Kash Amburgy.
.¦
' ¦

¦¦ ¦
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SEABROOK, N.H. (AP) - An
unidentified lady school bus
than an average teacher, there driver threw about 30 students
is still a fundamental fla-w , off her bus "Friday for pelting
which prevents its use exclu- her with peanuts.
sively in the teaching-learning Officials of the bus company
said the driver was harrassed
process.
flying peanuts for four miles
To grasp a new idea the in- by
during
toe morning trip and she
formation must reach the student at the TIME that he is finally stopped the bus and gave
ready for the information. In the exit command.
teaching a new concept, hands Some parents called and comgo up in the classroom through- plained because their children
out a. period, and sometimes oc- —all attending Winnacunnet
casionally for the next day or Cooperative High School at
two. Each student asks approxi- Hampton Beach—had to hike
mately the same question. The home in 28-degree weather. Othteacher answers the question ers called their parents and
three, four or five times in the were driven home.
process. The students hear the The bus company owner,
words the first time the idea Shaun Berry of Northampton,
is explained, but it does not said he would move the lady
become a part of their thinking driver to another route.
until they are ready and have
the background to accept the MONDOVI PROGRAM
specific idea and fit it into their MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) —
own thinking.
Students in grades 1 through 6
at Sacred Heart School, MonWITHOUT BOOKS and with- dovi, will present their annual
out the ability to read, stu- Christmas program- today at 8
dents would not be able to p.m. in the church hall A sostudy ahead and prepare their cial hour will follow the prominds to: accept materials to gram.
« ffW |^ m\9
?V % V% |
be presented in class. Neither
MI ¦
¦
would they be able to review choice and gets the information |M^k ¦
R ¦
I 0 H
the ideas later and get them he wants WHEN he wants it. i
l
l
l
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properly organized in their The accumulated knowledge
I
K
V
thinking.
H l l I I' IK' : aPA
of the human race is stored in
While the news of the day is vast libraries. It would take
presented by radio and on tele- many years to transfer this to
IT
l\H I I H f\
vision, this method of presenta- some other medium through I U¦ ¦ I II II M mi l lI
^ W . m%w.: 4a ^m *.. m%y
tion does not replace newspa- which the patron could be given
AW0
.
M
\m
pers. A newspaper with its sum- the knowledge he wishes with- 1;-^
mary of news, its features, edi- out his having to read it.
tors and commentators provide Wonderful as our technology
a broad spectrum in several is, the 3 R's are more than
ways. The: reader makes his ever essential to success in life.
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GIFT HANKIES

. . . the little gift that means

- •'

« much, snowy white with em- the f ragrancethat can shake your world
broidery, applique or frosty lac»

trim.M

Christmasjewefswfch Intensebegullemenl
thatlaste and lasts... for hourat /
Essence De aantilly CrystalCollection
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Get that Christmas Accutron at Morgan's, where you
can choose from 22 models, and at Morgan's your wa tch
purchase is backed by their ful ly staffed and equipped
in-the-store service department.
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T m • &**M * <,afe ~"a" Perfect,v e°-

ordlivated by a tiny electronically pow«red tuning fork that splits a second
into 360 «qual parts, guaranteeing
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Teach bim a lesson with Bravu ra. Bold in fragrance . ,.
passionate in intent. A proud gift for your muy hombre
man , in a magnificent hand-formed decanter with carved
¦walnut top, and a handsome package with the texture of
«rass cloth,
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ACCOTHON DAY/ DATE "r*

Applied full Roman numer»Ji on Hlvor <ll»i...4W5^»

ACCUTRON DAY/ DATE "tr

14K tolld gold. Silver or
«llt dl»» .„
_..»250*0

ACCUTRONDAV/ DATE "B-

14K solid gold. Silver or
gilt dl»U
^..„..4275.0O

^hRistmas

FULL SERVICE JEWELERS SINCE 1M1

*W« will adjust to thli tolartnc*. If MCiiiny, Outran!** I* for on* ftifl ytt.

Cologne

from $3.50
from $5.00

MEN'S DEPT. -FIRST FLOOR
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"AT HOME" SLIPPERS
BY FOWNES AITO MERCURY
Favorite* in fashion and comfort Basic
moccnsln or colorful shoe-like Rt yleg In
new CrinklekMha
Pntent , genuine leathers nnd
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^ BARONET
A wide, selection of stylw, in Clutch
or French purses, Cignrelte Cn«os.
Keynes, In leathers and simulated
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Match a complete set . . . in color
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On the hous&i

House of the week

House to accom

Bath decor
a neat aid

By ANDY LANG
Need a small; two-bedroom
house with a simple charm?
Need a four-bedroom house
with the identical dimensions?
IF THE answer Is "yes" to
either question, Design S-24 can
accommodate your needs. The
basic house has a habitable area
of 1,104 square feet within dimensions of 36 feet 6 inches by
33 feet 6 inches. Utilize the expansion space upstairs for two
extra bedrooms and a bathroom, and you add 570 square
feet of livability without changing the dimensions. Build the
house with a breezeway, porch
or family room between the
house and the one-car garage
— . and the outside figures become 61 feet by 33 feet 6 inches,
Design S-24 has a living
room, dining room, kitchen,
foyer, two bedrooms and a
bathroom on the first floor,
with a habitable area of
1,104 square feet. The expansion floor upstairs, divided into two bedrooms
and a bathroom, totals 570
square feet. The covered
breeieway . ' between the
house and * one-car garage
can be made into a 14-foot
by 12-foot enclosed porch or
extra room. Overall dimensions, including the breeze*
way and garage, are 61
feet 6 inches by 33 feet 6
inches. The plans include a
basement.

wood shingles carry out the generally traditional exterior
FRONT GABLE, brick planter, window box, breezeway,
. .
cupola and shutters are among the warm touches that give -¦theme,, - ¦
this small house an appearance of hospitality. Hand-split

Buildinq in Winona
1969 Dollar Volume .. $8,751,059
Commercial ....... 4,790,142
Residential ........ 1,266,618
Public (nontaxable ) ......... 2,664,249
46
.. New houses ........
Volume same
date 1968 ........ $7,706,942

WinGrafl
remodeling
new plant

still ¦requiring only a modest
lot. ' •
With all these possibilities,
this house can take care of a
young couple with a growing
faniily or satisfy older persons
who don't want a large home
yet would like some extra
space for visiting children or
friends.
Architect William G. Chirgotis has eliminated any possible box-like appearance with
an interesting gabled affect
over the entrance doorway. A
living room picture window
and a long planter stretching
from the chimney to the front
door enhance
the charming exterior.. ' ¦ ' ¦:.
THE LIVING room, mora
than 20 feet long, is to the left
of the center hall entrance and
features an attractive corner
fireplace. Note that it is a
"dead end" room, so that it
cannot be used as a passageway to get to some other area
of the house, an especially
desirable feature in a room
where there is likely to be
a rug. It also has a large
amount of wall space, convenient for food furniture placemeat. "
Straight ahead from the foyer
Is the dining room, properly
placed next to the kitchen for
easy serving. The kitchen has
an L-shaped arrangement of
cabinets and appliances, including a built-in range with
ventilating hood. To the right
of the foyer are two bedrooms
feparated by a bathroom. There
are six closets in this area.
The optional breezeway can
be made into an enclosed porch ,
family room or playroom for
youngsters. Since it is adjacent
to the kitchen, it can serve as
an outdoor eating area If desired.
If the space upstairs is finished, either at the time of
construction or later , the second floor plan provided by the
architect divides it into two
bedrooms, with a bathroom between.
Styling simplicity assures
that this type of house will
fit into any surrounding with
no loss of appeal over the
years .

CHICAGO - Make your bathroom so attractive that family
members will be inspired to
keen it neat al all times.
This suggestion comes from
Jeanne Ndrwood, styling consultant to a leading manufacturer
of knitted deep-pile bathroom accessories and rugs.
"Assuming that floor, walls,
and plumbing fixtures are
sound, there's no need to spend
a fortune on your 'bathroom
beautiful' project" Miss Norwood said.
She advises beginning the
project by planning a decor that
will put pep into the room.
Using generous splashes of vibrant color is an easy way to
achieve the desired effect , Miss
Norwood noted:
"Because they make the room
look smaller, bold patterns and
strong colors don't belong on
the walls of small bathrooms,"
Miss Norwood noted.
A proper place for strong
ccflor and plenty of it —is in
bath accessories and matching
non-slip rugs or carpeting.
Accessories may include any
number of things, from doorknob covers and tissue bonnet
to.a tank set and lid cover, bowl
brush canister, laundry hamper, scale cover, wastebasket,
and tissue box. All come in a
rainbefw range of colors.

-What 's new
onthe market?
CHICAGO - What can and
what cannot be put down the
home garbage disposer?
To answer this question and
to outline how to operate the
disposer properly, Ernest J.
Prlaulx, -vice, president, customer service, for maker of disposers , prepared these 10 basic
tips::
1. Use cold rather than hot
water when using the machine.
Cold water compresses grease
into globules that are easily
flushed down the drain. Hot water creates a slimy substance
out of the grease that tends to
coat the pipe.
2. Turn on a full flow of cold
water oefore you start the unit
and allow water to run for 30
seconds after the unit has stopped grinding. This is to make
sure that all loose particles have
been flushed away.
3. Don't put lye or other
chemical cleaners into the disposer. Disposers are self-cleaning and cl.emical cleaners are
injurious.
4. Don 't put glass or metal
into the disposer. They can wear
down the mechanism. Heavier
than water glass particles can
also deposit in the plumbing and
eventually clog the lines.

5. It's safe to put paper napkins and cigarette butts (with
filter tips removed) dffwn the
disposer as long as they're jmixed in with food scraps. Other
types of paper shouldn't be used.
6. Donft stuff large, bulky
wastes into the disposer opening. Wastes like watermelon
rinds and citrus skins should be
cut into smaller pieces that drop
readily through the opening.,
7. Fruit pits and bones can ba
grdund up and liquified by tha
disposer/ Make sure, however,
that the bones are neither too
long aor too wide for the depth
•
or length of the unit.
8. Most quality disposers will
grind up fibrous materials such
as corn husks, pea pods and
lettuce leaves. Let the cold water run for two minutes afterwards for thorough flushing oi
fibrous material.
9. When ¦introducing a largi
amount of waste, feed it in a
steady flow. Newer units reverie
their direction automatically to
avoid jamming from an overload.
10. Replace the cover whei
the disposer is idle. This pre
vents tableware, hair pins, bob
by pins, and other injurious ma
terial from accidentally fallinj
into the disposer.

Flowering plants add to
colorful holiday scene

With the Christmas holidays make this the time to add a few ing in the saucer after half an
near at hand, florist shops, nur- flowering varieties to your dec- hour.
Permits for remodeling dom- series and markets everywhere orative scheme for the holidays. The old standbys are around,
tod. The magnificent cyclamen,
inated the Winona building are beginning to look more colThree oY four kalanchoe plants with Its butter-fly-like blossoms
, than ever. The increased
orful
scene last week according to
numbers of plants available will enhance any indoor garden in pastel shades or deep reds,
applications on file at the City
and these long-lived beauties is too lovely to ignore. Every
Engineers Office,
will continue to open their col- house plant enthusiast deserves
Novelty manufacturer Win
orful red blossoms for many one, so if nobody buys one for
weeks, as long as they are pro- you, make sure you treat yourCraft, Inc., 107 Lafayette St.,
perly
watered. Tbe easiest way self. If you water cyclamen regdrew a permit for remodeling
to do this is select kalahchoes ularly — whenever the topsoil
the newly purchased Warner
in clay pots and . set these in in the clay pot feels , dry — and
Swasey Manufacturing Building
deep saucers that can be filled keep the plant in a cool atmoswith water every few days so> phere, every bud will open and
at 1124 W. 5th St. The remodelmore will continue to pop up
ing will consist mainly of adapt- CHICAGO (NFS) - People the plants can absorb moisture for many weeks.
through porous pot walls.
'
on
everything
from
have
slept
ing offices and manufacturing
areas to Win Craft needs. Cost goose feathers to horse hair, THE HOLIDAY fruit plants A MARVELOUS hostess gifl
of the remodeling will be $25,- but until recent years it is like cherry and pepper are also for the holidays is the faithful
doubtful if any of them — Icings appearing; These like a cool chrysanthemum. We appreciate
ooo.
temperature so select the proper the decdrative value of mums
or peasants — ever really got spot in tbe house for them. One more than ever when they
OTHER PERMITS:
're
way to keep them comfortable placed on coffee tables, bookLeroy Gudmundson, Homer a good night's rest.
Road, $3,000, remodel apart- Mattresses have been stuffed make sure they are in clay shelves or in window gardens.
with corn husks, straw, leaves, containers, which keep plant They make excellent sentinels,
ment at 164% Walnut St.
roots cooler. The porous pot too, when flanked on either side
Marvin Witt, 206 E. King St., rushes and cotton in one rt- wall serves as an air-condition- of a doorway. Matching clay
$2,500, apply sidings
tempt after another to end a ing system — as moisture is re- saucers are an additional nice
Ray Dubois, 216Vi E. 3rd St., futile search for the elusive leased through
pot walls the soil touch when mums are : floor$1,500, remodel 202 thru 205 E.
inside
stays
cooler
than the sur- standing. And they'll bloom for
Morpheus.
3rd ' St.; Gene Maroushek.
rounding air.
a long time if watered on a regA
helpful
hints
book
publishMilton Meyer, 478 E. Sarnia,
ular basis.
Dwarf
citrus
also
fruits
$1,000, repair fire damage in ed in Worcester, Mass., in 1851 abound at this time of year. The Nothing can replace
th* ppin
apartment at 117 Mankato Ave. suggested that a good home- calamondin is a favorite with settia for holiday decoration
Hot Fish Shop, 965 Mankato made mattress stuffed with indodr gardeners because it Not only bright red and white
Ave., $500, remodeling, Leo husks could last from five to usually bears flowers and fruit but exquisite pinks are avail
10 years.
Prochowitz.
all year round It likes full sun able. Warm water is the rule fo:
John Burbach, 660 E. San- They may have lasted for 10 when indoors, and in summer this plant, and it must be kep
born St., $390, remodeling, years, according to Sally Ames, can be used as a patio plant . out of drafts and set back fron
sleep consultant for a mat- Calamondin does well in a large cold windows. Another go*o<
Tloiigan-Rusco.
James Robb, 752 W. Bums tress company in Chicago, but clay pot set in a deep saucer idea is removing foil or othe
Valley Rd,, $300, remodel 215 such mattresses probably caus- to catch excess moisture. Water decorative wrapping from cla;
W. Broadway, Gudmundson ed more bad backs than they thoroughly several times a week pots; they can interfere witi
Construction Co.
ever helped.
and spill out any water remain- drainage.
WRECKING PERMIT:
"In fact , " according to Miss
Merchants National Bank , 100 Ames, "it wasn't until 1922,
E. 3rd St., dismantle building when innerspring construction
at 108 E. 3rd St., Nels Johnson was introduced , that there was
Construction Co.
any significant improvement in
Total valuation for permits the mattresses in use since the
drawn so far this year is $8,- days of Cleopatra. "
751,059 compared with $7,706,- Along with progress in mat942 for the same period in 1968. tress construction have come
Forty-six permits for new new concepts of sizes, too. It
houses have been drawn this used to be that a 54-inch wide
year compared with 36 on the mattress was considered ideal
same date one year ago.
for two people. But now the
queen-size mattress, 60 inches
143-167 West Front Street
Phone 452-5945
wide, has taken over and proCLIMATE CONTROL
vides better sleeping conditions.
To prevent shrinkage when
6aneling a wall, leave boards in
le room for a week so they can
adapt to temperature and humidity conditions. Then use a
sealer finish before installation,
One-third of California 's homeowners want a three-car garage
In their next home , one survey
indicated recently.
Outdoor fences and screens
are a good Investment, for privacy Is increasing In demand
among home buyers.
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Of all the nation's natural resources, timber Is the only ono
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that is renewable.

Corn husks horsehaif-what next?

FLOOR PLANS: Architect has e*xtra
challenge in floor area of limited size, especially in the matter of privacy. Note here how
O'HARE PLAZA
CHICAGO -- By the time
O'Hare Plaza is completed, contractors will have poured over
1.8 millipn manhours into the
project. That's enough to keep
one .man working eight hours a
day, five days a week for 9G0
years. O'Hare Plaza, a joint
development of Seay & Thomas,
Inc., Chicago, and Connecticut
General Life Insurance Co,,
Hartford , Conn., is a six-building, one million square feet
office complex located along
the John F. Kennedy Expressway near Chicago's O'Hare International Airport.
¦
SUGAR-COATED PI1LS

two walls of closets act as sound barrier between the two bedrooms at the right side of
house and the rest of the rooms.

More detailed plans
Full study plan information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
each : "Your Home - How to Build, Buy or Sell It" and
"Ranch Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes
that have appeared in the feature.
The House of the Week
Winona Daily News
Winona, Minn., 55987
Enclosed is 50 cents each for —— baby blueprints
Of Design No. S-24
; . ., . . . . .
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet
Enclosed is $1 for Your Home booklet ..,.
•• ,,,.

Name
Street
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NEW YOBK - High-speed
State
Zip
production methods may put an City
end to the sugar-coated pill.
For decades pharmaceutical
¦
¦ ¦
companies have coated tablets
'¦!- '. |.V !- !.!.!.!.!.!.?.!'.!.|! :.;lii!::IW !'IJ- ' ' ! ! ! " I MM !¦!¦ ' ' . H ^^ !,l .i.f.!JII. |l|¦! |l; .^|. ^^nmgBg^WW^WIHM
with sugar syrup, but the current trend in the industry is
film coating , according to U.S.
Industrial Chemicals Co. Coating a batch of tablets with
film takes only one to four
By ^NDY LANG
wet concrete, but you can use
hours while it takes up to 72
AP Newsfeatures
any object you wish, including a
hours for skilled artisans to put
a sugar-coa ting on the same Question—I bought a paint stick. Test it first to*see whether
roller that Is marked "lambskin it is making the appearance of
batch of pills.
shearling." Can the roller he separation you want to achieve.
i-"- --""**** vv«vvvw«innnniv «innnnfwvv«viiwnnravw
used with a water emulsion Be sure to make irregular depaint?
signs slmilai to those of flagAnswer—Not If you want good stones.
results. That kind of material
absorbs water and gets messy. Question—I have the instrucIt is intended mainly for oil tions for a concrete project I
paint. You can use a synthetic plan , out ono term—"bull float"
for water emulsion paint. The —throws me.
lesson ytfu should have learned Answer— A bull float is a
is that you should select the professional term for a kind of
kind of paint first and then buy oversize concrete smoother , ofa roller which works well with ten home-made. It's merely a
il. Most hardware, paint stores flat piece oi board , about 4 feet
and lumberyards carry charts long and 8 inches wide. A oneshowing you which rollers go inch thick dowel is then atwith which paints.
tached to it as a handle, but it ia
fastened so that it is at an angle
Question—We've lust had alu- similar to that of a pushbroom.
minum gutters and downspouts When smoothing a large area of
installed. We've decided to paint concrete, the bull float handle is
the downspouts , but leave the lowered when pushing, raised
gutters as \s Do we have W put when nulling. There's a knack
anything on the aluminum be- to it. buggest you try to kibitz a
H
|
concrete project where it is
• 963 West Fifth St.
]
|
fore the regular paint?
j
being used—or , at Wast , have
H
j
Answer—New
[
• Phone 452 9275
a
l
u
m
i
n
u
m
|
someone
in the business show
should be washed with turpentine or mineral spirits. When it you how It is handled .
Is dry, roughen up tho surface
with steel wool. Wipe off the Question—I want to give two
wool particles , apply aluminum old commoYfes an antique finish.
Are the antique finishing kits
primer and then paint.
sold In hardware stores any
Question—Some years ago, good?
while visiting a friend in anoth- Answer—Like nil products,
er city, I commented about the they vary in quality . Most are
flagstones on his rear patio . He excellent. They usually consist
said they weren 't flagstones , but of paint for tho base coat, an anregular concrete into which cuts tiquing glaze, wiping cloth,
had been raado. Now I'd like to sandpaper and instructions for
do something similar. How do I producing different of fleets. BuyWill PolachoU
J make 'he cuts In the concrete?
ing an intlquc finishing kit will
Answer—The flagstone effect not Insure a perfect result. Only
Residential • Commercial • Industrial
J you saw i.i usually made hy your own careful work can do
drawing a bent pipe across tho that.
l
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• t Finish*! or Unfinished
• Oak or Birch Wood
• Special Cabinet Built
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• Vanity Cabinet*
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• Count* rropi
FOR A FREE
ESTIMATE ON YOUR
KITCHEN CALL

GAIL'S
APPLIANCE
115 E. 3rd St.

Phone 452-4310

We have been in business for one year , and it has beon a Rood yoor for us. Therefore , wc
want to take this opoprtunily to thank all of our customers for their patronage and hope
thnt we may continue to be of service in the years ahead. May we wish you and yours a
Joyous Holiday Season !
MANAGEMENT & SMPlOYES OF . . .

WINONA ELECTRIC Inc.

1157 East Broadway

Phone 454-4293

Wrought iron accessories
add 'certain something'
CHICAGO - If there's a room
in your home that's decoratively
adequate but lacks that "certain something," you can probably supply the missing ingredient by adding light and lacy
accents made of wrought iron.
"The interesting patterns that
can be achieved with wrought
iron make it a natural for acces-

sories,' according to style consultant June Woodard.
""They're transitional enough
in design to blend beautifully
with existing furnishings, and
yet they're strong on decorative
impact."
"Also, if you're in a quandary
about a special occasion gift
for a creative homemaker, con-

Safety: a must
for Christmas

Property Transfers
In Winona County

Millions of Americans are
soon to begin their annual purchases ¦. of tree-trhnming and
decorative materials. However, the prevailing holiday atmosphere always overshadows
one essential aspect of a completely merry Christmas: Electrical safety,
At no other time of the year
are as many potentially hazardous electrical fixtures and
flammable materials used in
the home. Therefore , at no other time of the year do as many
people leave themselves so sus"^ctible to open disaster,
wnether it be Ios.-. of life or
property.

WARRANTY DEED
Donald H. Dlekrager et ux to Herman
Dlekrader er ux—SWA of SE'A oi Sec.
33-106-5.
fYlnnle H. Michael to Walter H, Alk
et ux—Lots 4 and J, Block Al, OP St.
Charles.
Ervin Kletst et ux to Elmer R. Schueler—Part of SW'/< of SWVi, Sec. 34,
anti of SEYi of SEW, Sec. 33-105-8.
Herman Dlekrager et use to Donald H.
Diekrafler—SV/'A of SEW of Sec. 3310S:5. .

Harriden A. Corey et ux to Henry
Przybylskl, et ux—NEW of NEVi, ex.
pa ri; part of SE'A of NEW of Sec. 24-

ios-7.

Fred Relfsteck et ux to Charles J.
Waldo-Part ot .NE'A of NE'A, Sec. 2105-7, lying N'ly and W'ly of 1-90.
Victor E. Berlel et ux to Michael Clchanowskl et ux—Lot 5, Block 10, Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
Margaret F. Kohner et al 16 Modern
Concrete Co., Inc.—Part of Lots 5 and 6,
Rudolph's Plat.
Susan J; Day to Jeanette Morrison—
U r ly 53 ft, Of Lot 10, 6*ly' 6 ft. of N'ly
S3 ft. of Lot 9, Block 101, OP Winona.
Twallen-Gunceraon-Evans Development
Co, to Herbert D. Gunderson—Part of
Lot 2i, Subd. of Sec. 7-T0S-4.
Jonathan Paul Wllkle «t al to Southwtrel Orchards Partnership—Lot IS, part
of Lois 16 and 20, Subd, Sec. 12-105-5;
N. eb rods of E. 60 rods ot NE!4 of
UViVt, Sec. 13-105-5; NW diagonal 20
acres In NWV« ot NE'/<, Sec. 13; SWA
of SEK; SE'/4 of :S\NVA ; N. 30 acres of
SE'A of SEVi; SEV« of'¦' INBW and NEW
of SE'/*, Sec. 1M0S-5.
Robert J. Wllkle et al io Sally A.
Brown et al—Lot 15, part of Lots 14
and JO, Subd. Sec. 12-10*5; N. 40 rods
of E. 60 rods ot NEW of NW</<; Sec.
13M05-5; NW diagonal 20 acres In NWW
o: NEW, Sec. 13; SWW of SEW; SEW
of SWVi; N. 30 acres of SEW of SE!4;
SEW ol NEW. and NEW of SEW ef See.
11 -105-5.
Paul C. Slater et ux fo Chester Langowskl et ux—WV4 of SEW, Sec. 25;
NW cf . NE'i, Sec. 36-104-6.
Arthur W. Salisbury et ux to Robert
H. Wittenberg et ux—hot 4, Block 7,
Bolcom's Add, to Winona, ex. S'ly 71
ft- of W'ly 69 ft. ;'

Here's how

Adhesives
help solve
sticky jobs

Common sense needed
f or fire preve ntion

The nome handyman's abilsider wrought iron accessories,"
ity to stick to a jefb and get it
she said. "They're so versatile
leaves and brush outdoors and grease splatter and the fire
By VIVIAN BROWN
done, may be due in part to
Leave tires untended.
that they're sure to please." ; the
spread, so avoid using it on a CHICAGO - Water . . . and
AP Newsfcatnres Writer
availability of new and efFamily awareness <tf fire grease fire.
plenty of it .. . is the basic inPopular wrought iron acces- fective adhesives.
Last year, property losses should
center on commoa-stense
... if you are throwing gar- gredient for a healthy, green
sories that go well with any The building retailers' trade from fire damage in the "United precautions. Local fire departstyle, from contemporary to journal, Bunding Supply News, States were more than $2 bil- ments should be encouragect to bage into an incinerator , be lawn all summer long,
lion, but, vastly more imporMediterranean to traditional, in- terms the variety and con- tant, entire families were instruct communities in the dan- sure that you do not have a But an increasing number of
quantity of flour in it which
clude tea carts, table lamps, sumption of adhesive, glues burned to death because of gers connected with fires and might explode—one woman lost community water usage restricgive
warnings
on
how
they
can
,
planters, sconces, and bed head- and epoxies — used for home carelessness or ignorance.
her eyebrows and hair this way. tions are turning green lawn*
get started.
People
do
foolish
things.
... fie long hair back while brown.
boards. Even compact nesting remodeling a n d commercial
Many fire departments team
fireplace
According to Joseph R.
...
They
cook
in
a
cooking.
tables qualify as accessories. jobs — "vast." A survey of the
up with local groups to help
and then leave dying embers in along these lines. Last year, in Experts recommend tossing Schmitt, director of marketing
Most of these accessories lead adhesive market drew manu- it that can ignite the grease.
some areas empty coffee cans handfuls of baking soda at the for a leading maker of private
a double life. They're pretty facturers' estimates of $22 mit ... they let youngsters, who were collected by young people base of a stove fire. When heatand they ¦¦ serve a practical pur- lion sales for wall and floor are at home alone, cook bacon and fire labels were affixed to ed, the soda creates a carbon water systems, one solution is
your own private water system
and other greasy foods.
pose.- " ¦ ' ¦
them carrying instructions for dioxide gas which smothers the
adhesives; use of two million
small
.
..
Many
parents
leave
.
for
n<ta-drinking usage only.
.
hostess
who
owns
a
"Ask the
gallons 01 adhesive annually for children at home with portable extinguisning fires, safety tips fire.
These
systems are being inwrought iron tea cart," Miss
and
space
for
recording
phone
If the family has a wall fire
Woodard said, "and she'll prob- ceramic wall tile alone; and a heat stoves that can be kiiocked numbers. The promotion includ- extinguisher in the kitchen, stalled in increasing quantities
ably tell you it's one of her total consumption of 3.7 billion over.
baking check the pressure gauge on it in the hundreds of communities
ed filling the pail
... They keep, inflammable soda, which can be with
thrown
on a
.
greatest aids to entertaining." pounds of chemical adhesives
that now restrict lawn sprinkand chemicals in the cel- kitchen fire in an emergency. from time tc time.
A wrought iron tea cart can for one year — "a fantastic cloths
lar
or
in
closets.
ling
altogether, and in the hunIhe drive was so successful that RAISE AIR CURTAIN
be used to carry food, bever- quantity," says Building Supdreds
more that restrict the
asd
silverware
ply News, "equal to the use of
ages, or dishes
One house was destroyed by other groups will be actively en- The next big feature for sintimes of day and how long you
from one area to another. It 18.5 pounds of adhesive by ev- fire when a ¦.l'2-year-iold boy was gaged in providing such fire ingle- - family homes is likely to can water your lawn.
also serves as a compact buffet ery person in the country.'' asked f o remove ashes from a formation this year.
be total "environment comfort" . Many communities allow the .
in
The phenomenal increase
or bar when needed.
fireplace and he left the paper
Experts suggest these precau- system. A national builders .
When toe cart isn't being used the use of ' adhesives results bag of bdt ashes on the wooden tions to keep the cooking area magazine says technology has use of non-potable water for
lawn sprinkling. Thus, in areas
for serving, it can brighten a from the wide variety suitable porch .
safe from fire :
made feasible for
homes where shallow underground wadrab corner by acting as a de- for practically any type of apA. housewife threw a dry
... If *he phone or doorbell "package " systems that will
corative display stand for plants plication job — plus their ease Christmas tret into a fireplace rings when you are cooking, do heat.and cool, control humidity, ter is unsuitable for drinking,
of
application
and
effective
and caused an explosion and not leave broiling or frying food purify air and eliminate odors. it still may be tapped for
or bibelots.
for
holding
power.
There
are
,
fire
that seriously injured her •without first turning off the Systems may even extend out- sprinkling, or for swimming
accessories
iron
"Wrought
pools, and car washing.
special
adhesives
for
:
instance,
and destroyed the home.
serve a major purpose in adding
doors, with "air curtains" that No pressure tank is required
heat.
Two people in a trailer were
textural and material variety Plastic laminates, wall panels,
... If a skillet blazes, leave it allow thermal control of patios for these systems, just a well, a
to a room without adding bulk," ceramic tiles acoustical ceiling asphyxiated by fire in a char- -where it is. in moving it, the hot and porches.
Dump, and a lawn sprinkling apoutdoor
cartiles,
indoor
and
coal burner used to keep warm.
Miss Woodard said.
paratus , if you want a truly selfgrease might spill, spreading
viny)
peting;
flooring,
foarn
intbe
available
oxygen.
It
used
up
For example, if a room ap- sulation, furring strips and unthe fire and burning you.
Finishes are «ptionaf and not contained lawn sprinkling syspears to be overcrowded or derlayment:
In dry weather, peopl* burn
... Water: will make the required on some wood sidings. tem.
simple
trick
try
the
monotonous,
of using wrought iron table
lamps with an airy open design
instead of conventional lamps.
The intricate metal base offers textural contrast to wood
table tops and the delicate openwork design adds a pleasing
contrast in form.
Other decorative wrought iron
accents that serve a practical
purpose are wall shelves and
serving tables;
The light, lacy look can also
be introduced with wall acces^^^v ^^^^^g
W
¦
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sories that have decorating as
purpose.
their one and only
The style consultant mentioned that a pair of wall planters
would be a good choice for adding interest to an informal area,
such as family room or den.
Sconces, used either singly or
:
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AS A PUBLIC service, Underwriters' Laboratories, a not-forprofit organization testing for
public safety, would like to offer the following .-afety suggestions in order tlu t you may
have a more complete holiday
season .
• Don't overload circuits.
• Don't work on light strings
while plug is still connected.
• Don't stretch string lights
or extension wiring.
• Don't use string lights or
extensions outdoors unless the
attached label specifies you
Robert Currle et ux to Edgar . A. Luehmay do so.
mann et al—Lots 34, 35 and 34; Blrge's
Second
to St. Charles.
• Don't use flood lights on GeraldAdd.
R. Melzer et ux to Romeo W.
or near flammable materials. Lleberman
et ux—Lot 11 and part of
• Don't place electrical fix- Let 12, Block 3, Grandvlew Add, fo
tures within a child's accessibil- Winona.
Arnold Wolter et ux to Roy D. Schroeity. ; .'
der et ux—S. 24 rods of W. 20 rods ef
SWA
..of SWVi Of Sec. 17; SEW of SEW
¦•¦ Do buy only UL labeled
arid all S'ly of highway of SWW of
string lights and cords.
SE'A of See. IB; N'A of NEW of Sec.
IP-loJ-5.
• Do inspect all wiring insu- Lester J. Fuerstenau et ux to Vernon
lation for possible deterioration, r>. Wick et al^E. 55 ft. of Lot 3, Block
Clark & Johnson's Add. to Winona.
especially if it has been stored 3r leona
E. Fuerstenau to Vernon D.
for an indefinite period.
Wick et al-E . 55 ft. of Lot 3, Block 3,
Clark
»
Johnson
's Add. to Winona.
• Do use rubber light socket
QUIT CLAIM DEED
gaskets where provided and re- Ella Wlemer
to Milton Wlemer—Part
Of SEW, Sec. 3-107-8.
place if needed.
CONTRACT FOR DEED
« Do make certain lamps Hamden A. Corey et ux to James Euare not loose in their sockets. gene Corey et ux—SWW of NEW; EV4 of
SEW , W'ly of h lghway ; part ot MINI-CIBCU1T
• Do use TJL listed, artificial S-W'Ai
SE'A ef NE14. W'ly of highway; part
DALLAS — ": A half-dollar-size
trees wherever available.
Ot NEW of HEW of Sec. 24-105-7.
Pari H. Harris to Norman Timothy disk, containing more electronic
WHILE NOT seeking to min- S lade—SEW; EVi of SWVt. Sec. 11; NW parts than 50 color television
NEW; N. 1 rod of SEW of NEW of
imize the importance of any of o-f
sets or 1,000 pocket radios, will
Sec. 14; NW/< Sec. 13-106-7.
the above points, perhaps two Edward L. Pruka at ux to Ralph R. be the new generation of elecHaedtke
et
ux-W'ly
of
Lot
12,
'A
should be stressed: Overloads Block 4, Plat of Taylor & Co.'s Add. tronics, according to Texas Inand physical inspections.
to Winona.
struments, a leading electronic
Overloads are primarily crePROBATB DIED
components manufacturer. Callated by placing more current first National Bank of Winona, as ex- ed an LSI (large scale integrae<utor,
to
Christ
M.
Rolfler
et
ux—S'ly
on a wire than it can handle SO «. Of (s'ly 48 ft, of Lot 1, Block 23, tion) circuit, the new componbut not enough to cause a fuse Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
ent is designed, wired and testCERTIFICATE
to blow. At Christmas this is State ofFINAL
by computer.
Minnesota vs. Cletut Walch ed for reliability
" ¦ ' . ' ¦:
usually due to placements of too et al—Part of SWW and NM. of SEW of
.
4; \N*A of NWW of Sec. ? and NW1/*
many bulbs on a single exten- Sec.
o>f NWW of Sec. 17-107-9, Lot 1, Marm- NEED 75 MILLION HOMES
sion cord. Result : Overheating; scler 's Add. to Altura.
TOLEDO — There are curmelting i nsulation ; exposed
FINAL DECREE
rently
60 million homes in the
wire; shock, electrocution or Leon F; Knopp. decedent, to Orphle United States. Seventy-five milKnopp—Part of NWW of NWW of Sec.
fire. Hence, always look for 2^107-7,
lion more — at a cost to home
DECREE OF DESCENT
the capability of the wiring supbuilders of $1.5 trillion — will
Knopp
Paul
Knopp,
deceased,
to
Agnes
plying the lighting,
—UV, of Sec. 30-107-7, ex. part; part of be needed to house the populaExamination of insulation is NWW of HWi/ i , Sec. 29-107-7.
tion of the year 2,000 accord
a minor task but one of major
DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Slim, trim RCA
ing to Charles E. Peck, Owens- I
importance. Wiring that has Anna Madland, decedent, to Alma Corning Tiberglas Corporation's
Block
3,
et al-Parf of Lot 12,
been stored in attics or cellars Mllda
Auditor 's Plat of Lewlston.
construction group vice presi¦
for a long period of time can
dent.
Vertical stylino,
ft
.
become vulnerable to the ele- "LUMBER NAMES
ments. Consequently, varying
Not all building lumber is BOARD TO THE MOON
temperatures can easily affect called boards. Most boards are CHICAGO - If the corruthe insulation to the point of one inch or less in thickness; all gated board produced last year
being incapable of serving its are under two inches. Pieces had not been used as it was
protective purpose,
from two inches up to five in —• in delivering the output of
IN
If you will attempt to follow thickness are called dimension, American farms and factories S
iw.iMUY
MMi7i . . .
.
the Do's and Don't's we have and are used for framing, joists, to our stores and markets an |
given, you'll certainly make rafters, studs and planks. Tlm- ll-3ane road could have been
your Christmas merry and, hers are five inches or more in laid to the moon , according to
the Fibre Box Association.
thickness.
more important, safer.
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Great family room embraces
spaces for myriad functions
laundry room, sewing center,
children's playroom, home office, hobby shop and guest
room. But, by merely closing
a door or drawer, any of its
work-time operations literally
disappears. Remaining is an attractive informal living room.
Bullt-ins are the secret of the
room's chameleon-like quality.
For laundry, Mrs. Kramer designed reomy closets holding
not only the washer and dryer
hut also clothes bins, treating
sink, ironing board, and shelving, In the washer-dryer closet,
a window admits daylight and
a fan exhausts moist air.
On an adjoining wall, a cupfcoard-counter installation houses the home office at one end
and the sewing center at the
other. Good ideas include mount-

ing the sewing machine on a
pull-up board , like those used
for mixers, and designing a section of counter that flips out to tS
a four-foot-wide dressmaker's |
I
cutting board.

GAMES, CRAFT supplies, the
children 's toys and books are
in another cabinet.
Even furniture: is multi-purpose. Three couches built for
the family room have thick foam
pads set into box-style frames
containing storage drawers.
Two are twin-bed size; the third
is only half as big. Mounted
on ball casters, the pieces can
be pushed under wall-hung back
ILLUSTRATING HER theory,
bolsters to become sofas or
Mrs. Kramer designed a family
pulled out to be used as beds.
room for a Portland , Ore., home
Along with its purposeful
which functions variously as a
bullt-ins, beauty also was woven
into the family room's design.
Butterscotch carpeting covers
the floor , and couches, bolsters
and window shades feature a
bold
cotton plaid of butterr^^Bill i V^^mt^B»2&&88LW
/gH&. 2*7 Wott
scotch , white and olive.
*'OWf
Belleview
i |ir
CAUT^I \l
|
j M|
!I "fl
Walls and built-ins were tailUk|fl^^giDiJiSJ ^L«#
ored in vertical grain western
^
^*-*
Phorw 454.3TJ4 hemlock lumber . A finish of
IS YOUR FURNACE
OPERATING PROPERlYf
scaler eimphasizes the
CiudotiL /B uUL clear
Call For A Fre« Inspection
hemlock's cimmpftgnc coloring;
— Your Ctrtllled Lonnox Dtalir —
top coats of matte plastic var• Kitchen cabinets
• Forml« Toes
nish make the AVOOCI soap-nnrf• WarOrotM
• T»t>pin Appllancei
QUALITY SHEET
• Store Flxiurti • Peski • Vanllln water
washable , Countertops
METAL WORKS , Inc.
FREE ESTIMATES
are white , and Chinese red ap.
¦
454HH4
Bro»<lw»V
1131
Phon*
pears in accessories.
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A good family room is like a
space capsule; it contains nearly
everything needed for life support. That , at least, is the approach taken by Interior Designer Binnie Kramer, A.I.D., whose
family room plans are both intriguing and sensible.
"Of course, different people
have different requirements,"
said Mrs. Kramer , "but for most
young, active families, ambidextrous space is the biggest need .
Combine the functions of several rooms into one, and you
get both convenience and versatility. "

H20 short?
private well
the answer
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Mets pulled ^

By FRANK ECK
AP "Newsfeatnrei Sports Editor
The unbelievable New York
Mets, 100-to-l shots in the spring
and a team with only four regulars, pulled one of the biggest
jurpxiseain baseball history by
¦winnung the 1969 World Series.
These ragamuffins of expansion,, five tones last and twice
ninth in seven previous years,
rose up to humiliate good pitchers while their own pitchers and
fielders thwarted opposing sluggers.
.
It was how they came ^om
%Vi games back in August that
confounded the experts. They
won their National League East
division by an eight-game margin over the Chicago Cubs.

against the Atlanta Braves,
West winners by three games
over San Francisco, the Mets
looked beaten. But they rallied
for five runs in the eighth inning
to win 9-5 for Tom Seaver, who
led the majors in victories with
25. They won the second game
11-6, the third 7-4.
Things even looked bad after
the first World Series game.
Seaver lost it 4-1 to Baltimore , a
team regarded as best in the
game because they had won the
American League East by 19
games over the Detroit Tigers.
But, a ninth-inning single by
Al Weis won the second game,
2-1, for 17-game winner Jerry
Koosman. In the third game
center fielder Tommy Agee
made two sensational! catches to
save five runs and the Mets won
5-0 with Gary Gentry and Nolan
Ryan sharing a four-hit shutout.

The Mets had new heroes almost daily in winning. 100 regular season games and really
earned their -way into the World
Series, made tougher because of Seaver won the fourth game,
a new alignment of six-team di- 2-1, after Ron Swoboda in right
visions, two in each league.
field made a diving catch that
In the opening playoff game prevented the Orioles from tak-

ing a 2-1 lead in the ninth. In the
tenth, J. C. Martin , batting for
Seaver, laid down a perfect bunt
on the most controversial play
of the year. Martin was hit on
the wrist while running inside
the foul line instead of being in
the three-foot.lane.
The interference was ignored
and runner Rod Caspar scored
all the way from second base on
the final play of the game.
In the last game, southpaw
Koosman held the Orioles to one
scratch hit in the final six innings, whirling 5-3. Swoboda
drove m the winningrun with a
double in the eighth and scored
an insurance run. But even here
the Mets found a bizarre way to
win. Trailing 3-0, their first run
in the sixth came after Cleon
Jones was hit on the foot. The
umpire refused him -first base
but when Manager Gil Hodges
came out of the dugout with the
ball, streaked with shoe polish,
Lou, DiMuro changed his decision. Jones -went to first and
scored moments later on Donn

Clendenon s third Series heme
run.
In two years Weis had never
hit a Shea Stadium -homer. But
he hit one bn the seventh to tie
the score. Then Jones and Swoboda unloaded two-base hits.
The Orioles got into the Series
by beating the Minnesota Twins
three straight in the AL playoff.
Met regulars were Jones, who
hit .340 for the season, Agee,
shortstop Bud Harrelson and
catcher Jerry Grote. Harrelson
fielded sensationally and was
one of six Mets who could have
been fingered as the star of one
of the most exciting post-season
classics ever witnessed.
The other standouts wer»
Clendenon, Swoboda, Koosman,
Weis and Agee.
The mystique of the unbelievable Mets was best shown the
night Steve Carlton, a St. Louis
Cardinal southpaw, set a strikeout record of 19. He lost the
game, 4-3, on a pair of two-run
homers by Swoboda. For winning the Series, ea ch Met got

were slugger Mickey Mantle of
the Yankees and pitcher Don
Drysdale of the Los Angeles
Dodgers. "Willie Mays reached a
milestone with his 600th home
ran. ' .
Most valuable players were
Minnesota's
Harmon Killebrew,
Minnesota, with 97 wins, won
the AL West by nine games over who led the AL with 140 runs
Oakland. The most disappoint- batted in and 40 homers, and
San Francisco's Willie McCovey
ing team was in St. Louis. The who
paced the NL with 126 RBIs
Cardinals flopped in their hid and 45 homers.
or a third straight pennant , finCincinnati's Pete Rose reishing fourth behind Pittsburgh
and 13 games back of the Mets. tained the NL hitting crown
The Mets lost only one season with ,348, three points higher
series, dropping 10 of 12 games than Roberto CLemente, Pittsto the Houston Astros who fin- burgh's four-time champion.
Rod Carew of Minnesota was
ished fifth in the NL West.
New teams added were Mon- best in the AL with .332.
treal and San Diego in the NL Tom Seaver (25-7) with a 2.21
arid Kansas City and Seattle in earned run mark was voted the
Cy Young pitching award in the
the AL.
Baseball found a new commis- NL. Mike Cuellar of Baltimore
sioner in attorney Bowie Kuhn (23-11) and Denny McLain of
after dropping Gen. William Detroit (24-9) shared the AL
Eckert. Near season's end, award.
Kuhn received a seven-year
Besides Moose's no-hitter, other no-hitters were pitched by
term.
Among those who retired Montreal's Bill Stoneraan, Cin$18,338, which was almost twice
as much as some of them received for the entire season.
Fortunately for baseball, the
two winningest teams met in
the Series. Baltimore won 109
games.

'

"

cinnati's Jim Maloney, Houston's Don "Wilson, Baltimore's
Jim Palmer and Chicago Cub
Ken Holtzrnan.
The National League won the
All-Star game, 9-3, for the seventh straight time.
Ted Williams, the last of the
.409 hitters, returned to the
game to manage the Washington Senators and they finished a
surprising fourth in the AL
East, ahead of the Yankees and
Cleveland Indians.
There were almost as many
managerial changes as franchises, Al Lopez retired as Chicago White Sox pilot and Joe
Gordon naoved upstairs after
one season with the Kansas City
Royals. Bob Skinner quit the
Phillies.
Fired pilots were Bill Rigney,
Billy Martin , Dick Williams,
Hank Bauer and Joe Schultz in
the AL and Bob Shepard and
Dave Bristol in the NL. Rigney
signed to manage Minnesota for
1970 while Seattle took on Bristol, who finished only four

games back in third place with
the Reds.
Other new pilots for 1970 will
be Eddie Kasko in Boston, Charlie Metro in Kansas City and
John McNamara in Oakland in
the AL. In the NL, new managers are Danny Murtaugh in
Pittsburgh; Frank Lucchesi in
Philadelphia and George (Sparky) Anderson in Cincinnati.
Despite lower pi tching
mounds and smaller . strike
zones, pitchers were helped by
expansion/ Fifteen of them won
20> or more games. Besides
Seaver, others to hit the
charmed circle in the NL were
Phil Niekro, Juan Marichal,
Fergy Jenkins, Bob Gibson,
Larry Dierker, Bill Singer , Bill
Hands and Claude Osteen. Back
of McLain and Cuellar in the
AL, 20-game winners were Jim
Perry, Mel Stpttlemyre, Dav«
McNally and Dave Boswell.
Cleveland's Sam McDowell
led the AL " in strikeouts for th«
fourth time with 279. Jenkins of
the Cubs paced the NL with 273.

Raiders bom b Oilers 56-7

By THE ASSOCIATED PKESS
Six touchdown passes by Daryle Lamonica led the explosive
Oakland Raiders to a 56-7 rout
of the Houston Oilers Sunday
and into the American Football
League's championship game
against the Kansas City Chiefs.
Kansas City won the other
playoff game Saturday, a hardfought 3-6 conquest of the defending world champion New
York Jets. The Raiders and
Chiefs will meet in Oakland on
Jan. 4 for the right to represent
the AFL in the Super Bowl at
New Orleans one week later.
Meanwhile, the National Football League tuned up for its own
playoffs with a full eight-game
schedule. The four division winners were already decided and
three of them—Minnesota, Los
Angeles and Cleveland — went
down to defeat while the fourth,
Dallas, turned back the ""Washington Redskins 20-10.

SLIPPERY GOING . . , Minnesota Vikings' John Beasley
(87) hits the mud during game with Atlanta Falcons in
Atlanta, Ga., Sunday during a steady cold rain during 3rd

the Raiders surged to a 28-0 from Pete Beathard to Alvin
lead in the first eight minutes. Reed but Oakland's Marv HubA 60-yard bomb from Lamoni- bard got that back with a fourca to Charlie Smith in the sec- yard run.
ond period made it 35-0 and the Minnesota , trying to match
AFL's all-star quarterback con- the NFL's one-season winning
cluded his day's work by firing streak of 13 set by the 1934
23 yards to "Sherman and three Bears, led Atlanta 3-6 on a 19to Billy Cannon for third-period yard field goal by Fred Cox. But
touchdowns before giving "way with 25 seconds left in the first
to George Blanda.
half , John Zook shook quarterTrailing 49-0,Houston finally back Gary Cuozzo loose from
scored on an eight-yard toss the ball and the other defensive

Rams arrive
here Tuesday

The Atlanta Falcons ended
the Vikings' near-record 12game winning streak 0-3, the
Baltimore Colts avenged an
opening game setback with a
13-7 triumph over the Rams and
the New York Giants beat
Cleveland 27-14 on two fourthperiod touchdowns.
MINNEAPOLIS (*> -^ Memo, white stuff so the Rams won't
Elsewhere, the Chicago Bears tlie Los Angeles Rams:
have to ' tromp through it while
lost to Detroit 20-3 and conclud- A cement contractor has been getting ready for the Vikings
ed their worst season ever at fixing up your practice field and the freezing temperatures.
quarter. The Falcons won 10-3. Beasley had just recovered
1-13, Green Bay battered St. next week in Minnesota.
"If it snows some more," said
a Falcon fumble early in the first quarter .(AP Photofax)
Ralph Lundeen, Macalester athLouis 45-28 as Don Horn passed
for five scores, New Orleans Macalester College officials letic director, "we'll have to
edged Pittsburgh 27-24 on a called oh the cemient contractor take some more off.—touchdown in the final minute Friday to make the field more Tenold said he is operating his
and San Francisco scored in the playable for the Rams, who four machines at $30 an hour fdr
late going to nip Philadelphia meet the 'Minnesota Vikings at each blower, or total cost of alMetropolitan Stadium for the most $700.
14-13.
Oakland ripped off four touch- Rams, who meet the Minnesota "Each machine blowi out 10
downs in a space of four min- Vikings at Metropolitan Stadium tons of snow a minute, Tenold
utes and' 22 seconds of the first •for the National Football" Lea- said . "And that is a" lot of
period and went on to hand the gue's Western Conference title snow,"
Oilers the wor st defeat in their Dec. 27.
, The Rams will be billed for
downs on their one. The ball allowing the fewest points in a history.
The Rams are coining to the the snow removal. They also
squirted out of Dave Osborn's season, 133, and finished the Lamonica, who completed 3 Twin Cities Tuesday to get are contracting privately, Lungrasp on fourth down.
regular season without allowing of 17 passes for 276 yards, used to the frigid weather and deen said, to have wire fences
It was an especially sweet
opened the scoring with a 13a single opponent to score a yarder to Fred Biletnikoff, will be using Macalester facili- around the field covered with a
ties.
canvas.
touchdown in the first quarter. George Atkinson raced 57 yards
STATISTICS
Sigmund Tenold, the cement
"The security is going to be
vikings Falconi
Fred Cox, who booted a 19- ¦with an interception and Lamo- contractor, had four 3^-ton such, said Lundeen , "that not
.
.
.
;
.
,
.
Flnl downi
.
9
»
yard field goal in the first quar- nica passed 24 yards to Rod snow flowers on the field Friday many people will be around to
Ruihing yardigt
135
42
Passing yirdag*
43
30
ter for Minnesota's only field Sherman and 31 to Biletnikoff as removing 11& inches tff the watch them "
Raturn yirdag* .,
11
77
Passes
aM7-l
4-1J-1
goal, wound up with 121 points,
iPunls
4-34
10-37
Fumbles lost
i
J
most ever by kicking in the
"Yards pmaltjld
40
4»
NFL
and most points in the
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victory for Van Brocklin , Camp- league this year.
bell and several former Vikings , But Humphrey's run wiped
including Atlanta quarterback out the 3-0 lead 25 seconds beBob Berry. Van Brocklin coach- fore the first half ended and
ed the Vikings in their first six Bobby EUer added the clincher
seasons in the NFL, 1961 for Atlanta with a 28-yar<] field
through 19(16, and Campbell was goal in the third quarter.
an assistant.
Minnesota starting quarterStill , the? Vikings can look back Joe Kapp played only the
back at 1069—regardless of the first quarter , ex cept for one
outcome next Saturday in Met- play after Humphrey 's run . He
ropolitan Stadium against the didn't complete a pass in four
Rams—as their greatest season, tries and had two intercepted.
They set an NFL record for
Berry completed six of 3
passes for 70 yards. Cuozzo connected on four of L3 attempts for
62 yards. Oscar Reed was Minnesota's top rusher with 751
yards in 10 carries,
The Vikings had 167 yards total offense to Atlanta 's 12 and
led in first downa 0-5. But the
Jnp#Nfi-"AL_
f t l m S Sf f ^ .
Falcons lost onl y two fumbles
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had
one
pass
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intercepted
,
twoWinona had upped that
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Somewhat of a consolation in
potnt halftime lead to 12 after
three quarters nt 50-30 and in the defeat was that the Rams
the fourth period , Winona out- also lost, their third straight
since the Vikings rhattered their
scored Harding 32-13.
For the game, the" Hawks 11-gamc unbeaten streak 20-13
made 30 of 70 field goal at- in Los Angeles,
t empts for 43 percent. The
Knights of Harding; shot 42 per- The Rams are U> arrive In the
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this
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al
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College,
second half.
Coach George Allen of the
Friday nlpht , the Hawks shot
<9« percent against Mayo. Steve* Rums said after Baltimore took
Cilbertson , who poured in 40 a 13-7 victory that his team prepoints for the Hawks Friday, pared only for the Baltimore
made 12 of 21 field goal at- game.
•'We didn 't spend five rnimitcs
tempts for a 57.1 shooting mark.
Ig ftpMp Hardin* (51)
on the Vikings ," he said, "The
W|non« (II)
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Idea of tying Bear record
thwa rted by six key fumbles

ATLANTA (AP") - Claude
Humphrey, the Atlanta Falcons'
big defensive end who likes to
talk to opposing players, didn 't
have time to thank Gary Cuozzo
Sunday—he was too busy running for the game - winning
touchdown against Minnesota.
The 6-foot-5, 255-pound Humphrey last season's Defensive
Rookie of the Year in the National Football League and a
second team All-NFL selection
this year, scooped up a fumble
by Viking quarterback Cuozzo
with 25 seconds left in the first
half and ran 24 yards to score,
boosting Atlanta to a 10-3 upset
victory over the Vikings .
The Vikings have already won
the Central Division title and
meet Los Angeles for the Western Conference crown , so their
season isn't over. But they wanted this one to tie Chicago 's 1934
record of 13 straight victories.

decided to win it for him, Everyone did his job and kept his
head and we won."
Falcon Coach Norm Van
Brocklin said he was delighted
with the over-all situation. "We
made great progress," he said,
"More than we anticipated. We
set a good tempo the last few
weeks and we intend to go on
from here."
_ The game was played in an
icy rain, mixed occasionally
with sleet and snow , pelted the
shivering crowd in 34-degree
temperatures.

"The weather is n great equalizer," said Viking Coach Bud
Grant.
The Vikings fumbled five
times—two less than the total
for the 13 previous games—and
had three passes intercepted in
those conditions.
Another key fumble came in
Minnesota lost its opener to the second quarter after the
Falcons had held for three
New York and wound up the
regular season with the Falcon
loss, but in between the Vikings
downed 2 straight opponents.
"I wanted to tel' him th ank s,"
Humphrey said , "but I didn 't
have time. All I could think
about when I started running
was not letting anybody each
mo. "
As Humphrey dressed after
"It was a real Rood weekend
the game , Falcons ' Vice Presi- for us and now wc sit and
dent and General Manager wflit for the tough month of
Frank Wall came up to th ank January," said "Winona High
him. Wall peeled off his cuff basketball coach John Kenney
links andn gave them to Hum- in evaluatin g the Winhawks '
phrey .
fortunes this past weekend .
"I told you if you scored a
The Hawks ended play nt the
touchdown I'd give them to Christmas break with a 75-51
you," Wnll said. "Here, you triumph over Rochester Mayo
might ns well hav«j the tie pin , Friday night In n Big Nino Contoo. "
ference gnnie and defeated nonHumphrey accepted with a big conference foe St. Paul Hardgrin and went on describing to ing B2-51 the following night.
The Hawks, now 5-1 overall
newsmen how the Falcons ' defensive unit rose to tho occasion. and 4-0 in tho Dig Nino , are idle*
"Wo knew we'd be in a bat- until Jan. 2 when they travel
tle, " he said. "We just decided to Mankuto , The following
to dedicate this geme to defen- game, (he Hawks host Red
sive coach Marion Campbell and Wing nt home, Austin and
Rochester John Marshall also
wait in the Hawks' path din ing
the month of January . ,
"Wo just went out utter thorn
and that started things going
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD "
¦ our way, " said KCnncy in exBULK IN YOUR DIET
plaining the change in comTRY
plexion of Saturday 's game with
Harding. Winona led onl y by
two at 28-2<i at halftime.

end , Claude Humphrey, lugged
it 24 yards for the game's only
touchdown.
The Vikings finished 12-2 and
the Falcons 6-8, best record in
their three-year history.
Despite their victory oyer Lo»
Angeles, the Colts finished with
an 8-1-1 mark, their worst since
1963. But Johnny Unitas looked
like his old self , completing 19
of 33 passes for 260 yards.
The Rams, who lost their last
three games after winning II. in
a row, face the Vikings for tho
NFL's Western Conference
crown next Saturday in Minnesota. ¦ ¦
Joe Morrison caught a oneyard pass from Fran Tarkenton
and then plunged over from the
two for both late New York
touchdowns as the G i a n t s
stopped Cleveland. Tarkenton
also passed a yard to Ernie Koy
for a score and Pete Gogolak
kicked two field goals.
Calvin Hill carried 18 times
for 73 yards, including a sixyard touchdown, in Che Cowboys' triumph over Washington.
The first-year man from Yale
finished the regular season with
942 yards.
The Skins' 7-5-2 mark wai
their first winning season since
1955 and reminiscent of the 7-5
record turned in by Vince Lombard!'s first Green Bay team.
Horn, the apparent successor
to Bart Starr, completed 22 of 31
passes for 410 yards, a Packer
record , against the Cardinals.
His five scoring passes tied another team record. Horn connected with Boyd Dowler on TD
losses of seven and 43 yards, hit
Travis Williams for 12 and fired
34 and lo yards to Carroll Dale.
Larry Wilson scampered 88
yards with a fumble for one St.
Louis score and John Gilliam
returned a kickoff 100 yards for
another.
The Lions turned two interceptions into touchdowns and
Errol Mann kicked two field
goals to finish 9-4-1, their best
record since 1962 and good for
third place over-all in the "Western Conference.

Seagram's 7 Crown
for Christmas.

Good weekend/
remarks Kenney
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Davis era ends, Horn era begins

AN OAKLAND TOUCHDOWN . . . A
Pete Beathard pass intended for tight end
Alvin Reed (89) of Houston Oilers, instead
is intercepted by Oakland Raiders defensive
back George Atkinson (43) , left, whb turns

back downfield, center, leaving fallen Oilers
in his path , and goes 57 yards for a touchdown, right. Final score in the one-sided
playoff Sunday was Raiders , 57, Oilers, 7.
(AP Photofax)

GREEN BAY, 'Wis. W The end of an era and the
possible beginning of another struck down toe St. Louis Cardinals with a vengeance Sunday.
Young Don Horn's recordbreaJring performance propelled the Green Bay
Packers to season-ending 4528 National Football League
victory over the Cardinals,
and gave a hint that the
Packers might really be on
the way back to prominence.'
"I really felt that the
Pack is coming back as a
team of great accomplishment," said defensive end
Willie Davis. "And, it'j
conning back sooii."
The Pack might be com
ing back, but Davis isn't
The defensive captain clos

Stra m talks about strategy

NEW YORK (AP) -Not even
a half hour had elapsed after
Kansas City's playoff victory
ended the New York Jets' hopes
of returning to the Super Bowl
when the first bit of psychological warfare certain to surround
the American Football League
championship game began .
It began in the Chiefs' dressing room after their 13-6
trhimph over the JeL Saturday
when Coach Hank Strain was
asked about the strategy he
might employ against the Oakland Raiders in the AFL title
game Jan; 4—still two -weeks
away.
The questioner asked pointedly if Stram might again disdain
the pass as he did just a week
earlier in a 10-6 loss to the Raiders. .. .
"It's hard to tell," Stram said
¦imply.
And so the questioner tried a
different approach, asking il
Stram might not open up with a
more diversified attack.
"It's hard to tell," Stram said
•nee more.
But it's really not. It's only
that Stram is not about to divulge his plan. At the same
time, he's not about to admit
that the earlier loss to the Raiders, the Chiefs' fourth in five
games over two seasons has had
any psychological effect on his
troops.
"What's happened in the past
is history," Stram said sharply.
"Pro football is a game of
now, "
Now is time for beginning preparations for the game against
the Raiders, who qualified for
the title game by defeating

Houston 56-7 in the other half of
the AFL playoffs, some 24 hours
after the defending champion
Jets were dethroned.
In that game, on a cold, raw
day in windswept Shea Stadium ,
the Chiefs battered and bruised
Jets' quarterback Joe Namath,
kept him from putting across a
touchdown and left him feeling
"like I was in a gang fight all
by myself."
The gang he was fighting was
the Chiefs, who made tie two
big plays that counted in the
fourth quarter—diagnosing a
Jets' play to keep them from
scoring a go-ahead touchdown
and diagramming on the sidelines the play that led to the
winning touchdown.

goal that tied it 6-6. And the way
the teams were defending each
other, it looked as if it might
stay that way for awhile.
It did, but for just two plays.
Then the diagrammer—0 1i s
Taylor—made bis presence felt.

A f t e r the ensuing kickoff ,
Chiefs' quarterback Len Dawson
went into the huddle and called
a pass play flanker Taylor had
traced just minutes before in
the dirt on the sidelines .
What Taylor suggested was a
play called the camouflage slot,
"in which the receiver lines up
to camouflage his movements
between the guard and tackle,
rather than in a normal slot formation between the tackle and
tight end .
The diagnoser, was Bobby
The same play had produced
Bell, the Chiefs aU-league linebacker, who prevented a possible Jets' touchdown. The Chiefs
had a 6-3 edge at the time, with
Jan Stenerud leading Jim Turner two field goals to one.
But an interference call on a
NEW YORK (AP ) — The firNamath pass for George Sauer
put the ball at the one yard line. ing of George Allen as coach of
Two plays gained just inches, so the Los Angeles Rams on the
Namath called a play the Jets day after Christmas, the emohad worked on during the week tional reaction pf "we'll quit,
—a fake handoff to Bill Mathis too," from a dozen players and
that was supposed to make Bell the eventual rehiring of Allen
be considered in any analcommit himself while Namath must
ysis of the 1969 Rams.
rolled right and hit Matt Snell The Rams came out blazing
with a flare pass.
and won 11 in a row before they
"Bell was supposed to go for ran into Minnesota, Dec. 7 and
the fake to Mathis," Namath ex- then the air went out of the balplained in the Jets' dressing loon. It remains to be seen if Alroom. "But he didn't. He didn't len can rekindle the spark (he 'II
go for the fake. He was out meed \t in Minnesota) in time for
there wit* Snell, and be had no the big showdown with the Vikright being there,"
ings in the snow country SaturInstead*, Namath was chased
out of bounds and Turner came
on to kick a seven-yard field

a touchdown the only other time
the Chiefs used it—in an earlier
34-16 victory over the Jets.
Taylor came off the left side
of the line, angled right , latched
into the pass from Dawson and
rambled some 20 yards after
grabbing it, turning the play
into a 61-yard gain that put the
"
ball on the Jets' 19.
Dawson went back to the huddle and called for a pass to halfback Mike Garrett, but as the
play developed, Garrett was
covered. So Dawson looked for a
secondary receiver and found
Gloster Richardson beating Cornell Gordon on the left side of
the end zone. He fired one out
there, Richardson grabbed it—
and, despite two more Jets'
drives, it was all over.
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by Booth Lusteg, his first as
a Packer in four attempts.
St. Louis, do-wn 7-0 in the
first period, took its only
lead on a 12-yeard touchdown pass from quarterback Charley Johnson to
wide receiver John Gilliam,
and an 88-yard dash with a
fumble by safety Larry Wilson. Then the Horn-directed
Packer offense rolled to a
31-14 halftime advantage.
Gilliam, the Cardinals,
star of the day, returned the
second half kickoff 100

yards for a touchdown, and,
cornerback Roger
after
Wehrlie intercepted a Horn
pass, it looked as if the
Packers might be in for a
rough time.
But defensive tackle Eich
Moore fell on a St. Louis
fumble two plays after
the interception and Horn
led the Packers to two more
scores before Johnson passed two yards to Jackie
Smith to end the point parade.
"I hope this will give ui

v ' - i i v^

Other Packers
also may retire
Davis

Horn

defender , Horn completed
22 of 3l passes for 410
yards and five touchdowns.
Horn's yardage broke the
old Packer mark of 335 set
by Tobin Rote in 1951. The
club record of five touchdown passes was set by Cecil Isbell in 1942.
"I had been throwing off
balance," Horn said , "I was
trying a new way of
dropping back and getting
set, Lucky for me and lucky
for us, it worked ."
Horn threw touchdown
passes of seven and 43
yards to Boyd Dowler, 12
yards to Travis Williams,
and 34 and 1& yards to
Carroll Dale.
Green Bay's other, points
came on a five-yard TC
run by rookie Dave Hampton and a 28-yard field goal

GREEN BAY «PI — Sunday's game against the St. Louis
Cardinals was the last for Green Bay Packer defensive end
Willie Davis, and there's a possibility that some other veterans may decide to call it a career.
Forrest Gregg, the offensive tackle who doubles as an
assistant coach, almost decided not to play this season , then
changed his mind at the last minute.
"Gregg is kind of halfway retired," said Coach. Phil
Bengtson. "But I'm not saying he won't play again."
Another possible retiree is defensive tackle Henry Jordan , who hasn 't been on the active list for some time because of injury. Bengtson said Jordan "has had his difficulties with his back , and I wouldn't be surprised if he doesn't
come back."
The coach added that quarterback Bart Starr "has never
given any indication that he's going to retire."
.. Starr, plagued by injury the past two seasons, admitted
earlier that he has been thinking about the possibility of
retiremeTnt, hut had reached no decision.
A sign in the crowd at Lambeau Field Sunday read:
"Starr for Senator - if he isn't with the Pack ."
Some Wisconsin Republicans have been thinking that
Starr might he a good prospect to run against Democratic
U.S. Sen. William Proxmire ne*xt year, but Starr has declined comment.

Ram spark rekindled?
day. . ' :
Deacon Jones, one of the men
who backed Allen last winter,
summed up the Rams' feelings
after their upset loss, 20-13, to
Minnesota, Dec. 7.
"Et won't make any difference
if there are 50 inches of snow on
the ground," he said. "The loss
may have been a blessing. We'll
be ready emotionally next time.
There is no way they're going to
beat us twice."

to p ick up vital yardage on his
own. ';' ' '.

The performance of Gabriel
depends on the success the offensive line has in standing off
the Vikings' Purple Gang.
Charlie Cowan moved over
from right tackle to left to make
room for Bob Brown, the giant
All-League tackle who -was acquired from Philadielphia last
summer. They are an outstanding pair of tackles.
Roman Gabriel, the man who
Tom Mack at left guard and
must make the attack go, has
at center are fixsaid of Allen, "He has been for Ken Irnan,
¦ ¦' ' ¦
the players all the time. He got hires. .
If there is a crack in the line
a lot of things just to make the
players happy because that's it could be at right guard where
what is important. You can't Mike LaHood, a rookie from
Wyoming wbo spent last year in
win without r happy team."
Some call the Rams a "just tie service, has taken over for
enough" team, meaning that Joe Scihelli lost due to knee
they always keep a little in re- surgery. Scibelli was a team
serve. During their 11-garhe win leader and his loss in the Nov. 2
streak they usually won each Atlanta game was a bitter blow.
Sunday by about 10 points.
Although the Rams do go to
Of the four clubs in the Napass more than the run ,
tional Football League players, the
their
ground game has imthe Rams are the only team
immeasurably by the
that throws the ball more often proved
addition
Larry Smith,
with the Warriors ' record of
than it rims. Opponents also their Noof 1rookie
draft
choice from
5-2 but has mixed emotions
have found it a little easier to
and the comeback of
about the team's progress,
throw against them than run al- Florida,
Josephson from a torn Ac"Certain parts of our game
though that Fearsome Four- Les
hilles
that put him out of
still haven't been put tosome puts tremendous pressure action tendon
vn 1%8.
gether ," he mentioned , He
on the passei .
Gabriel's favo ri te targets are
emphasized that the WarriGabriel the Most Valuable
ors are having lapses in dePlayer in the NFL this season, Jack Snow and "Wendell Tucker,
defense, rebounding and are
is a 6-foct-4 220-pound strong his wide receivers, and Smith
-making too many mechaniboy who has the build to stand coming out of the field. He also
cal mistakes.
in there against the rush and is partial to Billy Tmax, his
DEACON
JONES
I
patch
up
unload
the ball and the ability tight end , a touchdown threat.
"We just have to
The Rams usually are not
those phases of the game
spectacular on offense but don 't
before we begin conference
make many mistakes and like
( Northern I n t e roollegiate
to shift to a field goal try by
Conference play," said EkBruce Gossett -when a defense
ker. "We are getting the
BANTAM
Koller s flipped in eight,
stiffens. At times Gabriel puts
excellent shots and shooting
W L
VV L
Smith in the slot to get four rewell, however," he added.
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Coy Bacon , a second year
Peerless' Brad Hitt hooped 14 12, respectively. Bill Kelly had
WARTBURO
»7 34-71
points in leading hi* team to four for Paint Depot. Tom Van man , is the right tackle and Divictory. Bob Conrad scored six Deinse 's 14 points led the way ron Talbert a third year man ,
for Bubs. Carl Johnson netted for McKinley. Todd Feehani is the right end.
11 points for the Redmen and corded 15 for the American Le- Maxie Baughan , the former
the Athletic Club's John Miller gion. Park Plaza was led by Philadelphia Eagle, calls the dehit eight as his team came with- Mike Wise who had eight points. fensive signals as right lineFOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. - The in a hair's breadth of winning Chuck
Mueller had 11 for Sun- backer . Jack Pardee still is
Cochrane-Fountain City Pirate its first league contest. Central beam.
going strong at the left side and
wrestling team rolled to its 38th Methodist's Steve Flak tossed
Doug Woodliof moved into the
consecutive conference win by in eight points while Drew Hammiddle linebacker job and took
MIDGET
WL
W l_ over after Myron Pottios was
crushing Blair 42-8 Friday night . ernik had seven for Sunbeam.
OCT
4 1 TV SIonal
1 4
The win upped the Pirates seaBltai
4 1 ".admin
1 4 hurl in an auto accident. WoodPER WEH AMERICAN
llef has been extra active in
son record to 5-2,
W L
W L
ta-Tom Krumholi (CFC) p. Derail
UCT bounced TV Signal 37-34 pass coverage.
t I
J 1 Koller 'a
Nelson (B) liOl i 107—Don Birth (CFC) ¦long '*
> > ia weekend action while Elks
p, Werran Nyin <B) UV3
IH-AI Wosteata Bowl ) 1 Rmll' i
Eddie Meador , the 32-ycarKtumm (CFC) dec, Dal* Havana (B)
kept pace by taking a 55-44 vic - old All-League free safety, is
11-1; »3-Jlm Arnason <CI"C) Hec
The race tightened consider- tory over Redmen.
Don Harmayar IB) 7-0; lie—A ndy Lana> ably after flic dust of Saturthe top man ir. tbe Rams' deep
Mike Smith shot 28 points for defense. Ho also holds for Gosreck (CPCI dec. Bill Harmayar (' I
Only
day
hud
settled
activity
.
's
4-Ji U7—Oaerge Lattnir (CFC) dec,
Elks and Redman Roger Mem
Mike Brlckion (B) 14-4)
one game now separates first had 21. For UCT Brian Mra- sett on held goals and Is not be141—caimer ! awmann (CF C) p, Allen
yond picking up the ball and
Shay (B) 2H0) US—Rich Bauras (CFC) from last place. Blong 's forced chek pointed 18. TV Signal' s
running foi a first down.
p. Owlaht Pradrlefcien (») *i]»; US- a first place tie by dumping
Mark Richardson had 15^
Tom Langreck (CFC) p. Cava Clapa
Clancy Williams is the left
, B) 3:1-4; 175—John Stephenson (B) dec, Westgate 30-20 in overtime •with
Rick Conrad (CFC) Il 1 113-Larry La. Bob Wunderlich providing the
cornerback but Allen lias mode
que |B) p. Slave Hund (CFC) 4il«l
a change at the right side, Jim
Mwt.—Tony Schmlctlknecht «*w hy for. winning margin with his lastKit.
Nettles , former Eagle, has taksecond basket. In the other
m
en dver ior Ron Smith, who has
game , Emil' s downed Kolters
been playlnp strong safety since
29-2fi.
HOCKEY DATE SET
Richie Pctitbon , ex-Chicago
MINNEAPOLIS ifl - The Two of Bob Wunderlich ' fl 11
Bear , was sidelined by a kidney
10
seconly
Minnesota Gophers hockey team points came with
ailment. Pctitbon probably will
Saturday 's H CKII IU
will play the U.S. National team onds remaining in the contest
bo back for the Viklngj but MotNew Year 's Eve at the Metro- and they proved to he the win- LOCAL tCMOOlltles
mny atay on the corner.
VVInom
M, jt. rtul Martina 11,
politan Sports Center. The Na- ning two. Randy Knchler and
Werlbu rp >l, Winona Slau coil»s« 7 0,
Studfitill , the veteran wide
tionnj s are being formed to Dave McConnell notched eight
Pat
HiHE-v
compete in the World Group B points apiece for Westgate , Jeff • re •NKlmiHr
receiver
< H a spare at that job
JM 71. NKnkalt (1.
tournament early next year in Brandon netted 14 points in N t O H C O H K K f t a H C a —
but the regular punier averages over 40 yards » kick .
Romania.
Alb«rt L«a 4), Ulu* Mirth 44,
Emil' * victory- Stev« Young of

Warrior cagers
miss 13 shots
"That' s the finest shooting performance I've ever
seen any team turn in,"
confessed "Winona Slate College basketball coach Ron
Ekker in relrvLng the Warriors' 71-70 late-second loss
to Wartburg College Saturday night at Wayerly, Iowa.
Ekker was talking about
his own team 's shooting.
The Warriors canned 28 of
36 field goal attempts for a
glittering 78 percent , Winona State also made 14 of
19 free throw, attempts.
"When you miss only 13
shots all night from the
field and the free throw line
combined , you are shooting
pretty well , " Ekker pointed
out.
A basket by Fred Grawe
with seven seconds remaining gave the Knights their
come-from-behind win and
extended their consecutive
regular season winning
streak to 33. The Knights
also have won 32 straight at
home.
' Ekker says he is pleased

ed out his 12-year NFL career Sunday, receiving halftime accolades and four
standing ovations from the
capacity crowd of 50,861.
While Bart Starr, the
quarterback who led Green
Bay to three consecutive
NFL titles and two straight
Super Bowl crowns, sat on
the sideslines, Horn gave
promise of the start of a
new Packer juggernaut.
Operating behind a young
defensive line that didn't allow him to be touched by a

Peerless top Bub's 25-12

Pirate wrestlers
win 3Sth stra i g ht

Basketball
Scores

,

I

confidence for next year,"
Packer Coach Phil Bengtson said. "The coordination
between the passer and
receivers finally started to
come. I guess they call it
timing."
Dowler thrilled the crowd
with his 43-yard circus
patch

"I think the ball lit him,
Wehrli, defending on th»
play, hand first, then mine.
And then it bounced against
my face mask. It bounced
straight up in front of me.
It's the old face mask
trick."
The Packers followed
their gam* plan to perfec.
tion;
"We thought we could
throw oh these people,"
Horn said. "Everything just
worked."
St. Louis Coach Charley
Winner said he wasn't sur-

Statistics
First

dowm .;.

CJrdJnall P«ck«rf

- 14

Rushing yardage
(a
Passing yardage ...
179
Return yardjga
132
';.¦;.. 17-27-1
Passes
Punts
4-32
Fumbles lost
1
Yards pmalliei
11

!•

109
412
j
11-M-l
- 241
1
it

prised to see the air attack.
"We expected them to
throw," he said, <c ahd they
did a nice job of it."
Horn shared Sunday's accolades with Davis, whoso
retirement was officially announced during halftime
ceremonies. When he was
taken out of the game in
the second half , the crowd
gave him a three-minute
standing ovation.
"It was probably one of
the most emotional moments in my life," Davis said, /'For the crowd
to do that for me when I
came off the field as an individual— well, it's just like
they were saying an appreciative goodbye."
¦'I've finished seasons before," Davis said. "But I
always came back the next
year. Today, I realized
something differ ent was
happening.'"

ST. LOUIS ... ; .. . 1 4
0
7
7—11
OREEN BAY .;. . . . . 7 M
7 7—41
GB—Dowler <7» pais from Horn). PAT
-Luiteg (kick).
SL—Gilliam 11 1, piss -from Johnwin).
PAT—Bakken (kick).
SL—Wilson (88, fumbla recovery). PAT
—Backen (kick).
GB—Dowler in, pass, from Horn).
PAT—Lusteg (kick).
GB—Hampton (5, run!. PAT—Lusttf
(kick).
GB—T. Williams 111, pat* from Horn).
PAT—lusleg (kick).
oa—FO: Luil-eg J».
SL—Gilliam (1C0, kickoff return). PAT
-Bakkcn (kick) .
GB—Dale (34, pass from Horn). PAT—
Lusteg (kick).
GB—Dais (10, pass for Horn). PAT—
Luiteg (kick).
SL—Jmlfh (1, past from Johnson); PAT
-Bakkcn (kick).
A—50,841.

BROKEN UP . . . Atlanta Falcons' Rudy Redmond (47 )
breaks up a pass intended for Minnesota Vikings* Dave
Osborne (41) in 3rd quarter of game in Atlanta , Ga„ Sunday.
Falcons won 10-3. (AP Photofax)

WSC f reshmen
down Hamline

ST. PAUL, Minn. - The Winona State College freshman
team raised its season record
to 4-3 with a 60-52 triumph over
the Hamline University freshman team Friday night.
Mike Urbach led the Warrior
freshmen with 17 points. Tad
tional football League Western Bothwell was next with 11
Conference playoff between the points. The freshmen return to
Minnesota Vikings and Los An- action Jan, 9 against Bemidji
State.
geles Rams that afternoon,
¦
.'
FRESHMEN MAY COMPETE Wlnom «0)19 ft nf tp Himllnt (53)
fs f» pf tp
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Giffy Bothwell S I 1 11 Kuaneck* 7 ( 311
Faaitona
1
1
t
Barjwall
117
O'Dell, athletic director of Min- Urbach *• 1 1 17 Chltimdar 17 t1 1
1
neapolis high schools, says that Malona 4 1 0 ? AuKUrhda 1 1 0 S
Ev|«n
1
5
1
t
Prim
I
t
l
city schools have adopted a Santorl 0 0 I 0 Johnson 1 1 5 I
4
state rule allowing freshmen to Pattmon J 1 1 >
Decker
t
o
l
a
Tolali
10
It
Mil
compete in varsity sports.
It was also announced Satur- Total! 2] 10 11 40
11 It—«»
day that O'Dell has been named WNONA.
... 11 30-11
president-elect for the National HAMLINI
Council of Secondary School
Winona Dally N«w» EL
Athletic Directors. He will beWinona, Minnesota "™
come president in April 1070, ,
MONDAY, DEC, 22, M»

North Stars tie

ST. LOUIS <AP) - The Minnesota North Stars were in St.
Louis idday on the final leg of a
four-game road trip, looking for
their first victory in five games.
The North Stars get a chance
to break the winless streak
Tuesday night against the National Hockey League's West Division leading St. Louis Blues.
St. Louis holds a fat load of
nine noints over the North Stars
in the standings, Minnesota has
a fair nolo on second with 27
points, tour better than Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.

The North Stars battled UIB
Angeles to a 3-3 tie Saturday
night. The Stars spotted the
Kings to a 2-0 first period lead
before roaring back foT three
straignt markers .
Bill Joldsworthy got two, continuing hii> torrid goal production with his 17th and 18th,
which was unassisted and shot
Minnesota into the 3-2 edge at
5:42 of the second period. Walt
McKccnnie notched his first
goal of thp season in the first
period.
The Kings tied it up at 10:10
of the *nird period when Ross
Lonsbcrry hit his second goal of
the game. Minnesota goalie
Fern ilivnrr* was impressive in
the nets as the Kings shot 44
pucks bu* way. The North Stars
got off only 20 shots on goal.
It was the second tie of the
week against the Kings and the
third straight game in which the
North Stars have squandered
away 'endh.
IWcKechnlr wan skating in
place of Danny O'Shea , who did
not suit up because of Illness ,
J. P. Parise , who missed one
game with a shoulder separation , returned to the ice.
Cesnre Momingo is to start ir
goal against tine Blues.
The " North Stars play thcit
next iiome game Christmas
night against tho Chicago Black
Hawks. The Onkland Seals invade the Metropolitan Sprtrtj
Center Saturday night. The
gnrnc originally was set as nn
afternoon contest but was rescheduled because of tho Na-
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IHini remain
only unbeaten
Big Ten team
CHICAGO <AP) - Illinois,
the Big Ten's only undefeated
basketball team, moves its defensive ; show out West this week
with conference teams taking a
crack at various holiday tournaments throughout the nation.
Illinois defeated Wichita State
66-63 Saturday night to capture
the Illinois-Chicago Loyola tournament which began . earlier in
the week at Champaign.
The Illini, along with Michigan State, will take part in the
Far West Classic at , Portland
following the Christmas Holi¦
day. ¦ '• '¦ . . ' .
Other teams participating in
tournaments this week will be
Minnesota in the Motor City
Tournament at Detroit, Northwestern in the Triangle Tournament at Raleigh , Wisconsin in
the Milwaukee Classic, Iowa in
the Rainbow Tournament at Honolulu and Purdue in the New
York Holiday Festival.
. Illinois wasn't the only winner Saturday; night. Northwestern took the consolation title in
the Sun Valley Tournament by
smashing Arizona State .101-91,
Ohio State whipped Alabama 9668, Wisconsin downed Pitt 85-71
and Minnesota edged Drake 7976 in overtime.
Four conference teams; however, fiell to defeat Saturday,
leaving the Big Ten with a 33-25
record against intersectional
foes. Notre Dame outfought Indiana 89-88. Iowa dropped a 9788 decision to Creighton , Utah
pounded Michigan State 105-85 in
the Utah Classic and , Purdue ,
etill without the services of injured dick Mount, lost at EvMsville 80-78.

Kadel'$ 591
city's best

Sauer paces
Winona JV

Winona High 's Junior Varsit y
won its third game of the season in a big way, whipping the
St, Paul Hard ing juniors 8H2
Saturday.
The
understudy
Hawks jumped to a commanding 19-10 first quarter advantage
and left the court at halftime
with a 39-20 bulge.
Eleven Winona cagers hit the
scoring column and the balanced attack allowed for only
two double figure performers ,
Dick Sauer with 21 and Art
Yeske with 14.
A 24-point third quarter staked the Winhawk juniors to n &*'•
30 lead after the third eight
minute period had elapsed. The
leading Hcoyer for Harding was
Simpson who collected 12 points ,

Wlriona "JV" 01)
St. P«ul "JV" C«)
to ft pi tp
fa ft rl tp
Smith
4 0 3 1 simpion
4 A 411
Brclllolill l l l ] oroschcl
10 1]
plckarl
1 O H ltnrrlff«n
i 1 l 3
WMdon
0 O 1 0 MII OJ
1 0 4 2
Bcmon
0 O 1 0
McKonile j 0 3 4
Yotko
5 -4 714 Oultormn 1 t l 1
Slcm
1 O 0 2
Sinn
0 0 ] 0
Semling
i l l )KoiloiW
4 1 J >
McVoy
2 1 3 5 Dock
O 0 0 0
Fen»k»
2 3 2 7 KunJ
1 0 0 2
5-nuor
I 3 0)1 McNally
10 1]
Bull
2 3 4 7
S<oual
2 10 5
Totili
IB 4 2)41
|»

20
H

24
10

This Week's
Basketball
¦."

Floyd Kadel's 591 for Kadel
and Kadel via a 213 singleton in
the Father and Son league at
Westgate Bowl was the city's
best weekend pin set. In the
same loop, Rick Jacobson fired
148-399 for Nagel and Jacobson.
Graham and Graham recorded the high team game, a 401
count. Nagel and Jacobson
notched 1,012. Lyle Jacobson
pitched 582 errorless.
Donna Baab's 226-589 errorless marked the highest series
in the Guys and Dolls circuit at
Westgate and it was.enter ed into the ledgers of Douglas-Neitzke. '
Bill Glowczewski, GlowczewBki-Modjeski, punched 213 and
Stan Bush plastered 584 for the
L-Cove, which totaled 2,278.
Douglas - Neitzke tackled 800.
Mary Lou Hazelton tripped 565.
HAL-ROD LANES: Bonnie
and Clyde—Don Cierzan tumbled 576 for the Jet Sets as did
Virg Stinocher for the'Mobsters.
Ed Dorwall corralled 209. Gert
Hartke of the Duces Wild sank
158 and Max Stinocher hit 416
for the Mobsters. The Jet Sets
picked up 760 and the Three
Steppers 2,194. Ron Leise converted the 1-3-7 split , Eleanor
Galewski the 5-7-9, Rebecca
Reinarts the 5-7 and Gert Hartke the 6-7).
WESTGATE BOWL: Jacks and
Jills—Jan Wieczorek of StachoWitz-Wieczorek posted 186-489.
Danny Wick a , Nihart-Wicka , and
Fred Nihart of the same team
had 213 and 537 respectively. Nihart-Wicka blasted 780-2,214.
Fred Nihart picked off the 4-7-9
split.
Westgate Juniors — Sue Struble bagged 156-251 for the Pythons and her team flipped 5791,152. Allan Moore picked up
the 3-9-10 split.
High School Boys—Dan Sherman sent the Barracuda Beavers to 2,118 with his 188-480. The
Psychedelic Lobsters trimmed
738.

Totoli
31 19|»( 1
WINONA
MARD1NO

LEGION
Hal-Rod
Polnli
Harricrnik:
: .. . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . 1»
Teamsters
11
Oasis Bar
.
..; 11
Mayan Grocery
, . . 10
Bauer Electric
10
,
Winona Plumbing
10
NSP
.
»
Williams Annex
«
Mufual Service
. . . .^ . . . . . . . . »
Freddie's Bar
7
Watkins Pills . . . . . . . : . . . . . . .. . . . . « ¦ ¦
East Side Bar . . . .
5
PIN' DUSTERS
Hal-Rod
W.
L.
Teamsters
.' 37'/i lO'/j
John's Bar
. . . . . . . .... 30
ll
Blanche 's Tavern . . . . . . . . . JS'/j UVi
Shorty 's Bar-Cafe . . . . . . . . . . » l»
Graham a McGuire ; ; . . . . . . 28
20
Edwin 's Jewelers. .. . . . . . . . 23V4 24H
Viking Sewing Machine . . . 23
25
Indian Creek Resort
..22
24
Sloppy Joe's
20
2a
Dutchman 's . . . . '.
14
32
Roger's Meat Market
l5Vi 32'A
Rustic Bar ¦ . . '. - .
. . . . lj
33
SUGAR LOAF.
Westgate
Points
Club Midway 1 : . . . . .
;.
48
Warnken's Meats
44%
ES's Corner i . . . . . . . . . . ......... 41
Arnold's Kleenlt . . . . . . . ......... 3(
L-Cove Bar
.. ....... .. 33
Black Horse Tavern . . . . , . , . . . 33
Sinkers - Seiners
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 21%
Lakeside Gulf
. is
MOONLIGHT
Westga te
w.
L.
Night Watchers
13
2
The Speeds
.......... 7
s
Rolling Tramps .. . . .
.... 5
10
Restless Ones
s
lo
LAKESIDE
(Final First Half)
Westgate
Poind
Louise 's Liquor
. . . . . . . . . ; . Jl
Wally 's Supper Clu b
.-., ,.. ' 4*
Westgate Liquor
46
Shorty 's Bar & Cafe
.... 43
Albrecht's
32
Winona Printing Co. . . . . . . . . . . . 2»
Maroushek Construction . . . . . .. 12
Jon-Way
. . . 10
BRAVES & SQUAWS '
(Final First Half)
Wes tgate
W.
L.
Valentine Trucking ' ¦ '.
33
la
Knopp - Lubinskl
... 31
20
Howe - Glaunert
27 24
Otto ¦ Schaufenbll
26V~ 24Vi
Olson ' .' ' -Turtle
25 23
Sell - Scovil
23
28
Herfman - Hopkins '.
.21
27
Varsity Barber Shop . . . . . . 14'A 3<1S
SATELLITE
. Westgate
W.
L.
Cory Corner
33
is
Wlriona Printing Co. . , . . . . ; . 32
1*
Watkowski's
. . . . . . ..... 30 21
Johnny 's Fun House ....... Wfi 24V4
Williams Annex ........... 25
26
Holiday Inn . . . J . : . . ; . . . . . . 23 28
Mr. T' s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22W 2M4

15-«1
11-12

TUESDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLSAustln Pa colli al Winona Cottar,
8 p.m.
BIG. NINERed Wing at Owaton-ni.
CENTRAL CATHOLICSI. Louis Park Benilde at West It.
Paul Brady.
St. Thomas at St. Paul Cretin.
Do La Salle at St. Paul Hill.
NONCONFERENCE¦ ¦¦
Whitehall at Black Rluer Falls.

FRIDAY

NONCONFEREMCEPlne Island Holiday Tournament.
Plainview Holiday Tournament.
Austin at Bralnerd Invitational.

SATURDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
: Winona Cotter at De La Salle, I
•
P.m. " ' ' ¦ • .. . -. . .
NONCONFERENCEPlne island Holiday Tournament.
Plainview Holiday Tournament.
Austin at Bralnerd Invitational,
'
.

¦
.

'

'

. :

¦

¦ '

¦

¦¦

¦
'
.

College basketball
Saturday 's Results

. ' EAST
Rhode Island S9, Brown 55.
Pennsylvania 59, Villanova 15.
Columbia 76, Penn Stale 5J.
Niagara 84, Gannon <7.
Hofslra 95, Maine 41.
Temple 79, Delaware U.
Holy Cross 122, Conn. 104.
Farleigh Dickinson 77^ CCNY 41.
Buffalo State 102, Ohio No. »8.
SOUTH
La, Stale 111, elemson 103,
Louisville 94, Florida 67.
Fla. State 98, Georgetown (D.C.) 41
Army 73, George Wasttlngton 50.
Maryland ?4, Fordham 71.
Ohio Slate 96, Alabama 48.
NO. Carolina 96, Tulane 87.
Bellarmlne 84, Transylvania 45,
MIDWEST
Minnesota 79, Drake Ti <DT;.
Soulhwpst 82, Jameslowcn (N.D.) 43,
N.D. Slate 84, Moorhead 74.
Eastern Montana 84, Bemidji 44.
Wartburg (Iowa) 71, Winona 70.
Concordia 79, Humboldt (Calif.) 71.
S.D. Stale 105, Morris 79.
Noire Dame 89, Indiana I
.
DcPaul 104, Nevada 71.
Wisconsin 85, Pittsburgh 71.
Nebraska 79, Arizona (9.
Nevada-Las Vegas 90. Tulsa (t.
Evansvllla 80, Purdua 71.
Indlnana State 94, Illinois Stata tl.
Creighton 97, Iowa 88.
Mo. So. 39, Tarklo 3S (OTa).
Youngslown 55, Akron At.
Grambling (La.) 83, Langston 71.
Cent, (Mich.) 42, W, (Mich.) 58.
SOUTHWEST
Houston 77. Southern Ol. 7).
Texas 74, Brlgham Young 73 (2 OTi),
Texas Tech 75, Long Soach 44.
Baylor (7, Now Mexico Stale 73.
Pan Amor. 92, U. 0/ SI, Louis (Mo.) <»
Howard Payne 87, McMurry 77.
Toxas A&I 101, Sul Ross 94 (OT).
FAR WEST
Wyoming 74, Denver «».
Oregon 74, Gonzaga 4}.

I' 0 11 r 11 a 111 e n t a
VOLUNTEER CLA5SICChnnHMOnlhlp:
. . . .Tennessee 55, La Salle 47.
Third Place:
Yale 78, Montana Slalt 45 .
KENTUCKY INVITATIONALChamplomhlp:
Kentucky 98, Duke 74,
Third Place:
Daylon S3, Navy 49-.
MARSHALL INVITATIONALChamplomhtp:
Oklahoma 101, Xnvlir (Ohio) •>.
Consolation:
Monholl 94, Now Vork U. »3,
VANDERHILT INVITATIONAL—
Championship:
Auburn S3, Dartmouth 74.
Consolation :
Viindorbl II 74, SI, Louis 44 .
LOBO INVITATIONAL—
Chnmpionihlp:
Now Mexico 85 , Woihlnoton State 74
Third Placoi
SI, Joseph' s (Pa.) II , Colorado 79.
BAYOU CLASSICChnmnlomrilpi
Ky. Wosloyan 81, Mississippi 71.
Consolation:
SIV loulslnita 94, Arkansas «i.
FORT WORTH CLAS5ICDoublohondtr:
Okla. Stale 49, Te -xas . Christian 39,
Kansas Stale 47, T«K«i • Arllnston 41,
JAYHAWK CLASSICAl Lawroncc, Knn«,
ChamplonsMpi
Kansni 104, Woslern Ky, II.
Third Placet
Texas-El Paso 73, SMU 49.
UTA H CLASSICChamplontriip!
Ut.ih 10 -s. Mlchlaam Stata 65.
N
Consolation)
nradloy 95, San Francisco BO,
SUN DEVIL CLASSICChaniplonshlpt
W«shlno ton 92, Missouri In.
Consolation:
Norlliweslnrn 101, Arlrona Slate 91 .
ILLINOIS.LOYOLA CLA5SICChnpiiUnnshlp!
Illinois 44 , Wichita Stale 43 ,
Consolation:
Clilcflflo-or ol« 79, Oil roll 7ff.
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NITE OWL
Athletic Club
W.
L.
Dick's Marines . . . . . : . . . . . 23(V I WJ
Tempo
2.4 27
Curley's Flocr Shop . . . . . . 2iH 23>>i
Wabasha Cleaners
. . . . . . 1* 24
RED MEN
Kryisko Commons
W.
L.
Paint Depot . . . . . . .
... 24
1«
Doerer 's
. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . \ . . 14 21
'- .. 2J 22
Sunbeam Bread
Paflrath Paints
.. ' .. :. 17 2»
WESTGATE JUNIORS
Westgate
W,
L,
Pythons
13
1
Alley Cats
»
s
Cool Girls ;...,....... ,.,... JiA eVi
Beavers
......... 7Vi *!J
The Gutters
7
7
The Bowlart
7 7
Fearsome Foursom e
3 11
Block Buslers : . . . . . . . . . . : 2 12
HI-GH SCHOOL BOYS
Westgate
w, L.
Psychedelic Lobsters . . . . . . 14
7
',. 13
Baracuda Beavers
t
Clennas Good Guys . . . . . . 12
*
Retries ' ..'
J . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 11
Sinners
10 11
Saints .' ... '
A 17
BONNIE & CLYDE
Hal-Rod
w. : L.
Good Guys
....
....... [3
0
Mobsters ' .: .::
3
O
Three Steppers
2
1
¦
'
'
Jet Sets
.' . - . i
2
Flintstones . . . . . . .
..... 0
3
Deuces Wild . . . . . . .
:... 0
3
GUYS ft DOLLS
Westgate
W. L.
L-Cove Bar
i
1
Douglas - Neitike A
2
Gooatimes
...—
.;.,.. 3
3
McLaughlin - Arnold
. . 3
3
Haielton - Kosidowskl .... 3
3
Glowciewski • Modjeskl .... 3
3
Chuchna - Ludwitike . . . . . . 3
3
Home Beverage ' ,
3
3
Hogenson • Peplinskl . .¦;
1
A.
Morrison - Bonyskowskl ..
1 5
JACKS & JILLS
(Final First Half)
Westgate
Points
Stachowili - Wlecrorek .. .. . . . . .' 38
McManus ¦ Rowland . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Nihart - Wicka . . : . . . . . .
...30
Baker - MlcGee
..,.33
Dietrich • Luhman ,.
...:.. 25
Chelmowsfcl - Modfeskl
J»
FATHER «, SON
Westgate
WV.
L.
Kadel 8, Kadel
1]
A
Jacobson A Jacobson . . . . . . . 31
4
Swlhsen & Wise
>
6
Nagel & Jacobson
Vh <*>4
Wise & Wise
7
5
Smith X Smith ............ 7
1
Sumner & Sumner
«Vi SV4
Graham S Graham
5
4
Moore & Moore ..
...... 5
10
Blake « Blake . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 10
Welch t, Welch . .. . . . . . . . . . 5 , "7 •
Deedrlck & DeedrEck
3
4

Hockey Badgers
cli p Minnesota
ANN ARBOR, Mich. IB- Wis.
consul advanced to the championship round in the Big Ten
Hockey tournament S u. n d a y
night by defeating Minnesota 43 as freshman Jim Johnston
slapped in a goal in sudden
death overtime.
.
The Badgers meet the winner
of tonight's game betw&en Michigan and . Michigan State. Michigan stopped Ohio State 7-2
Sunday, while Michigan ; State
had a first-round bye.
Wisconsin took a 1-0 lead in
the first period Sunday on John
Jagger's goal. The Gophers had
tied the score at 2-2 after the
second period , and went ahead
at 3-2 late in fee third stanza.
Seventeen seconds later, Jagger scored his second goal to
knot the score and sent the
game into sudden death. Johnston's winning goal came with
4:33 elapsed in the overtime period.
Wisconsin
goalie
Wayne
Thomas had 24 saves, compared with 43 for Murray McLachlan of Minnesota.
Minnesota and Ohio State
meet tonight in a losers' bracket game.

Men's pin tourney
scheduled Feb. 7
The Men's City Bowling Tournament will be held at Westgate
Bowl on Feb. 7. Entries for the
event must be in no later than
Jan. 17. Blanks may be obtained at any of the local bowling alleys.
The entry fee is $3.69 per man
per event or $1 option al for alternates. Any questions may be
directed at Robert Kosidowski,
His telephone number is 4542205.

Four Badger players .
make all-academic . .
CHICAGO (AP) - Four Wisconsin players gained berths on
the Big Ten all-academic football teams.
Named to the second team
were guard Don Murphy, defensive tackle Bill Gregory and
Ballweg,
linebacker
Chuck
Quarterback Neil Graff made
tho third team.
To qualify, players had to be
regulars on their teams and
maintain scholastic averages of
"B" or better.
VIKING TICKETS ON SALE
MINNEAPOLIS UFi - More
than 3,900 tickets went on sale
today for Saturday 's Western
Conference championship game
between the Los Angeles Rams
and Minnesota Vikings at Metropolita n Stadium.
Ticket windows at "Viking offices in a Bloomington shopping
center will be open every (lay
this week until the tickets are
sold.
George Arneson , Vikings' ticket m&nagcr , said about 5,900
tickets were sold Saturday at
Metropolitan Sports Center . A
capacity crowd of 47,900 is expected for the game , which will
determine a finalist for the National Football League 'championshi p Jnn. 4.
NORTH PICKS CARTER
MIAM.I (AP) - Jim Carter ,
11)6!) Minnesota Gopher's ' footbj ill
captain , will spend Christmns
Day in the Orange Bowl , Carter
will he in the backfield for the
North All-Stars Thursday In
I heir annual game against the
South All-Stars . Carter was Minnesota 's top scorer last fall with
nine touchdowns.

Warrior effort Dear Abby:
called big plus You r son

Minnesota small college basketball beams were 2-4 Saturday
night against cfot-of-state competition ,, but an "almost" victory
might have been the biggest
p lus for state teams.
The. Winona Warriors played
at Wavarly . Iowa against powerful Waitburg College aind held
a 70-69 Lead with seven seconds
to play, when Fred Grawe sank
a layup and gave the Knights
their seventh straight victory.
Winona has one of the state's
best records at 5-2, ..
The only winners were Southwest State, which beat Jamestcrwn, N.D. 82-63 and Concordia's
Cobbers, who edged Humboldt
State of California 79-73.
North Dakota State tripped
Moorhead 84-74, Eastern Montana pounded Bemidji 84-64 and
South Dakota State smashed
Morris . 105-79.
Minnesota Intercollegiate
MIAC
W L
2 0
1 0
1 0

Augsburg
St. Thomas
ST. TAARY'S
Gustavus
¦
Macalesler . ¦¦
¦
SI. John's
:....; .
Concordia
.' . .;..
Duluth
•
¦
¦
Hamlint ¦ .¦ '... . . : . . . .. . . . .

Season
WL
4 3
4 l
4 2
3 2
1 2
:. 1 2
0 1
3 2
0 1
0 3
0 3
t l

Northern Intercollegiate

NIC
Season
W L
W L
Moorhead
1 0
4 2
2 4
Morris
............... T O
, .- S 2
WINONA
S 2
BemfJil
4 2
Michigan Tech
4 3
St. Cloud . . .
3 4
... . • O 1
Southwest
NORT H CENTRAL
¦ . "¦ : • . ' Conf.
Season
WL
W .L
'
1
14
1
Mankato . . . ..
MIDWEST
W L
¦
2 0
St. Olaf ¦ : . , . .
....... 1 2
Carleton ..
INDEPENDENTS
¦
.
W 'L
¦
¦
¦
Lea . .: ...„. .,' ...' .... .: ' .' .. ".. ; .; ... 3 4
BelhH. . . . .; . .. . ; . . . . . : ., . . . , . . . . 2 5

Four dead
in weekend
accidents

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A three-car traffic collision
and a coasting accident took toe
lives of four persons in Minnesota over the weekend. The
deaths raised the state's road
toll to 940, compared with 1,034
through this date a year ago.
Three persons were killed M
the three-car crash on Highway
95 near Princeton early Sunday.
Victims were Russell Jensor ,
20; his wife, Maureen, 19, and
their : sister-in-law, Mrs. Gary
Jenson, 21. Jenson, irom the
Princeton area , was home on
leave from the Navy.
Jenson's brother, Gary, 24,
Zimmerman, Minn., was hospitalized at St. Cloud in critical
condition.
The car carry ing the four
Jensens and a car driven by Allan J. Anderson, 18, Princeton,
collided head-on about 3 a.m.
Sunday. A third car driven by
Joyce K. Becker, 18, Princeton
struck the wreckage. Miss Becier and her passenger, Charlene
Jenson , were hospitalized at
Princeton.
Cheryl Pappas , 10, Duluth,
was killed Saturday when her
sled went into a street and she
was hit by a truck. Police said
thti truck driver was being
sought.

is a
big boy no

Declineslead
advances as
market sags

Allied Ch 24% Honeywl i443/4
Allis Chal 22 Inland Stl 26%
Amerada 30% I B Mach 362
Am Bnuj 36% j ntl Harv 25
Am Can. 40% Intl Paper 37
Am Mtr
9% Jns & L
18%
AT&T
49% Jostens
33%
By ABIGAIL VAN BUBEN
NEW YORK ; (AP) — The
Anconda .' . 28% Kencott
43%
DEAR ABBY: We have a 30-year-61d son who has never
stock market ran out of steam
Arch Dn 56% Kraft Co 37%
been married. He is •very> good looking, has personality plas
in moderate trading this afterArmco SI 28% Loew's
34% noon after starting out the sesand everybody likes ham. He"s a hard worker and lias always
Armour
42% Marcor
45% sion ch a winning note.
been wonderful to his father and me.
About two years ago he started to date this divorced
Avco Co 23% Minn MM 111%
The Dow Jones average of 30
woman who had two small children. Her husband left her, Beth Stl 26% Mobil Oil 44% industrials , up more than a
and we heard that he had good reason to.
BoiseCas 75V4 Mn Chm 36% point in early trading, slipped to
Now our son is living with this woman
Brunswk
17%. Mont Dak 27% 789.47, off 0.39 at noon.
as man and wife. He still comes home
"There's some more tax-loss
Catpillai
40% N Am R 24%
often and is good to us, but we are so
selling
and also profit taking for
Ch MSPP
— N N Gas 42%
ashamed of the way he is living. Y?e have
the
last-minute
1969 purposes,"
lied to cover up for him, but so many peoCh RIRB
- Nor Pac 37% commented Eldon Grimm , senple know the truth. How can we* iace
Chrysler 34% No St Pw 23% ior vice president of "Walston &
them? What can we say to our son?
Cities S-vc 41% Nw Air
26% Co. :..
Please help me, I can't sleep nights.
Com Ed 37% Nw Banc 34%
Under the tax law, losses can
HIS MOTHER
ComSat 58% Penney
49% be taken until the end of the
;
Con Ed
25% Pepsi
51% year, but Tuesday marks tha
DEAR MOTHEB: There is nothing
Cont
Ctn
72%
Pips
Dge
46% last day that 1969 profit transacyou can say to your son '. Don't lie to
Cont oil 26% Phillips
24 tions can be conducted in order
cover up for him. If he's living ''openly"
Cntl Data 115% Polaroid' 124% to clear by the end of the year.
Abby
woman,
he
doesn't
care
what
with this
Dart hvi 48% RCA
35% Severe tax-loss selling proved a
. people" think or say, YOU are not responsible for the
Deere
43% Rep Stl
34 significant market depressant
actions of a 30-year-old offspring. He's a big boy now.
Dow Cm 69% Rey Tb
42%
last week.
So, open your windows and close your mind , and get
du Pont 107% Sears R
66%
Declines led advances by
some sleep.
East Kod
78 Shell Oil 42%
nearly 100 issues near noon.
Firestone
49% Sinclair
—
DEAR ABBY : Since our honeymoon ( four years ago) we
In midday trading, utilities
Ford Mtr .41% Sp Rand
37%
have had a lousy marriage. Different backgrounds, differwere up, wh'Ie steels, rubber isGen
Elec
77%
St
Brands
49%
ent temperaments, money problems, booze, and sex probGen Fotfd 79% St Oil Cal 50y4 sues, farm implements, airlems. But because of two wonderful kiddies, my wife and I
Gen
Mills 34 St Oil Ind 45y4 crafts, chemicals, rails, oils,
have remained in the same house. We have had some good
Gen
Mti
69 St Oil Nj 61% airlines, and drugs were mostly
times, and some bad times. But mostly bad.
Gen
Tel
29%
Swift
30 off , and motors , electronics,
We* made — and broke two appointments with a marmetals, tobaccos, and building
Gillette
49% Texaco
29-/
4
riage counselor. Embarrassment! However, we did keep
Goodrich
29 Texas Ins 120% materials were mixed. to
the third one , -which seemed to be the turning point in our
Control Data, off 2^
Goodyear 28y4 Union Oil 36%
115%,
liveS/'V
'.v
Gt No By 41% Un Pac
43% topped the most-active list of
,.;¦' ¦• Nothing has happened over night, but in the last f£w . Greyhnd 163
/4 U S Steel 33% the New York Stock Exchange
-weeks, with the help of pur counselor, my wife and I have
Gulf OD
30 Wesg El
58 on midday volume of 135,009
established a new attitude toward each other. We aren't out
Homestk
17 Wlworth
37% shares, including a block of
of the woods yet, but -we have certainly made a beginning,
124,700 shares at 115, off 3.
the new thoughtfulaess and consideration we have begun
Thirteen of the Big Board's 20
To Your Good Health most-active,
to snow each other has inspired affection and has brought a
issues were on the
joy to both of us that is exciting.
decline, 5 advanced, and 2 were
Abby, so many people read you. Why don't you tell
unchanged.
married couples who* are unhappy with e*ach other that they
ten of the 20 mtfst-active isunneed to learn how to communicate their needs in an
sues on the American Stock Exinhibited manner, aftd an impartial and competent counselor
change declined in midday tradmay be able to help them? MAKING PROGRESS IN L.A.
ing, while .7 advanced and 3
were anchanged.
DEAR MAKING : Where* have you been? I have
recommended marriage counselors so often in this
By G^ C. THOSTESON, M.D;
column that I have actually been accused of getting a
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I would
'
;. :; rake-off !
like any information on blood NEW YORK (AP) - (USA)
DEAR ABBY: Please tell that lonely 65-year-old spinster
in one's urine, cause, symptoms, — Wholesale egg offerings adewho bought herself a big doll to talk to after her sister's complications , etc.
quate; demand good.
.
death to:.
Your column has put our fam- Wholesale selling pricies, New
1. Take a picnic lunch to a second-rate nursing home and
ily's mind at ease many times York spot quotations: Standards
share it with a little doll who can smile back.
when we imagine something is 60-63.
2. Don't read the morning paper b«fore you bathe, dress
serious and it really isn't. " But Whites: Fancy large (47 lbs
and have walked to the nefarest hospital. Then go to of course we believe annual rain) .63-65%. Fancy medium
the poorest ward and find someone whose eyes are
chednrps are a must. — Mrs. (41 lbs average) 59%-62; fancy
bad, or maybe someone who is paralyzed or in a cast, A.M.
emails (36 lbs average ) 49-51%.
and read the paper to HIM. And kefep thinking every
It's always pleasant to put a Butter offerings fully ademinute, "I can bathe myself , I can walk, and I can
uate ; demand eased.
¦
¦
reader'
s mind at ease — except
read!"
Wholesale prices on bulk car3. Go to the animal shelter and adopt some doomed little when his mind shouldn't be at tons fresh , Creamery, 93 Score
ease!
Blood
in
the
urine
means
its
fears
and
replacing
days
and
nights
creature. Spend
trouble somewhere, and defin- AA. 69% cents; 92 Score A 69%neglect with love and care. The joy you will receive
69%.
itely should not be neglected.
by its response will be well worth the trouble.
It
may
not
mean
serious
trouCHICAGO TAP ) — Butter
4. Study up on our feathered friends , then get a bird feedble ; again it may. So do not steady ; wholesale buying prices
er. Most birds are hungry.
delay in finding out.
unchanged ; 93: score AA 68V4;
5. Take an outpatient for a day.
The blood may come from any 92 A 68%; 9C B 68%.
I think you get the message. The worst disease in the
part of the urinary tract, from
Eggs uneasy; wholesale buyBEEN THERE
world is self-pity.
the kidneys down to the outlets. ing prices unchanged to 1lower;
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TIME ON MY HANDS": It's ad- Infection of either kidneys or 80 per cent or better grade A
mirable that you want to share your husband's professional bladder is the commonest cause whites 61; mediums 60; ; standinterests and make him "proud" of you. But examine your
but there are others. A stone ards 54*; checks 45.
motives honestly. If you're trying to compete with him (and
lodged in the ureter (duct from
I think you are), you'd be wise to choose another field.
kidney to bladder) is another
common cause, but that usually
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
is associated with severe pain.
Armour & Co.
Calif.
Los
Angeles,
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 697O0,
Starting at the top, possibilit a.m. 1o 4 p.m.
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed ties include disease in the kidThese quotations apply lo hoo»
delivered
.
fo tha Winona Station toenvelope.
.
neys themselves: Bright's dis- "ayHogi
ease, or pyelonephritis, or even
Hog market: 50 cents higher on buteh
a tumor.
trs and sows .
24.7J
In the ureters, either stones But-chers, 200-230 lb!.
Sows, 270-300 lbs
22.7J
or polyps can cause bleeding.
Will bo closed at noon Dec, 24
and Dec, 31,
In the bladder , chronic or
¦
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - H. O. acute cystitis (infection) , tuSonnesyn, executive editor and mors, polyps, stones or ulcers Bay State Milling Company
Elevator A Grain Prices
co-owner of the Tost Publishing all can cause bleeding. Runner 's Ono hundred
uushels ot grain will b«
ulcers, which are very tiny, lha minimum loads
accepted at tfia eleCo., dt«d Saturday at the age can be hard to locate but still
vators.
of 69.
No.
1
northern
spring
wheat
1.41
*
are a source of bleeding.
No. 2 norlhern spring wheat .... 1.4J
He was the first recipient of
Prostate disease sometimes No. 3 norlhern sprlno wheat . . .. 1.6.
No . 4 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.58
MILWAUKEE (AP> - Some the .Herman Roe Memorial causes bleeding.
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.51
The urethra (oulet from the No. 2 hard winter . wheat
Wisconsin legislators will be re- Award in 1965, awarded by the
1.49
No.
3
hard
winter
wheat
1.45
ceiving Christmas
greeting Minnesota Newspaper Associa- bladder) also can bleed because
4 hard winter wheat
1.41
of ulceration , polyps, and stones. No.
cards aimed at making them
1.10
No. 1 rya
tion for editorial excellence.
1.10
feel like Scrooges this year.
Thus, while analysis of urine No. 2 ryo . ..
Sonnesyn jo ined Post Publishing can show the presence of blood,
Two Milwaukee housewives,
in 1937* and was named execu- or of infection , determining the FToedter! Malt Corporation
unhappy about the legislature's
Hours; B a.m. to 4 P.m.
tive editor in 1950. The firm source is the next step.
Submit sample before loading:.
cuts in the state welfare budget,
suburban
Barley purchased at prices subject la
publishes
several
First is cystoscopic examina- market.
designed and produced a card
weeklies.
tion, the use of a very fine tube
bearing a biblical message
His widow, Marge , survives. and a light, affording direct view
which they believe fits some of
of the bladder, prostate, and
the lawmakers.
outlets of the ureters. Specimens
THE PASSAGE from the
auum a i. rnuL
also can be obtained from the
ST, PAUL, Minn. W-(USDA)
Book of Isaiah , reads:
outlet of each ureter , so it can —SOUTH
Cattle 3,700; calves 400; slaughter
"Woe to those who decree inbe determined whether the iters and hellers fairly active , strong
lo
25
cents hlfjhori cows strong to 50
iquitous decrees , and the writbleeding is coming from the left cents higher:
bulls fully steady,- vealcrs
ers who keep writing oppresor the right one, or from the and slaughter calves stondy i feeders
scarce;
mostly
average choice 1,085 lb
sion, to turn aside the need
kidney above.
steers 28.25; most choice M0from justice and to rob the poor MARSHALL , Minn. (AP) - X-ray will show stones in the slaughter
1,250 lbs 27.00-^8. 00,- mixed high good
of my people of their right, Four children have been re- kidney area , and an intravenous and choice 2<i.SO-27.00; hlgih choice 1,056
lb slaughter hellers 27,50 ; other choice
that widows may be their spoil leased from a hospital after re- pyelogram ( X-ray with use of 8J0-1
,075 lbs 2iS.O0-27.25; mixed high oood
and that they may make the covering from a fire that killed a special dye) will give still and choice 25.75-26.O0i utility nnd comtheir eight-year-old brother.
mercial cows 30.00-20,50; canner and
fatherless their prey ."
Rex Sterling, son of Mr. and further useful data if the kid- culler 17.50-20 ,00; ullllly and commcrclflJ
Mrs. Carol Seaver came Mrs. James A. Sterling, died in ney is involved,
bulls 24.50-27.00; culler 22.00-24.50; choice
39,00-4 2.00;
good
34 .00-39,00;
across the passage when she the blaze that burned out their
I don't expect you to remem- VBalnrs
choice slaughter calves 2a .0O-30.00; good
was reading the Bible while con- home «arly Saturday.
ber all the detail, but this will 21.0O-2S.M,
Hogs 5,0000; barrows and gilts active,
fined by an illness earlier this
Treated for smoke inhalation give you the general idea —
cents higher; demand broad; 1-3 190year, She sought assistance were four others, Karen 7, Alan blood In the urine should be in- 55
3<0 lbs 27.75-2B.O0; 2-3 19O-240 lbs 27,5027.75;
slondy; 1-3 2B.O-4O0 lbs 21.50from Mrs. Jo Ro-wen , who 6, Edward 11 and Susan 0.
vestigated, and while tracking 22.50; sows
2-3 400.«O0 lbs 20,50-21,75; feeder
makes her own Christmas cards
Fine broke out in tho base- down the exact source can at pigs steady, 1-3 170-140 lbs J4.50-25 .50;
with a silk screen cutflt.
ment of the home while Sterling times be difficult, there are boars steady.
Sheep
1,500;
slaughter
lambs
and
was
home with the children and methods of accomplishing itslaughter ewes mostly stead y; feeder
THE WOMEN iised a deplehis wife was working. Firemen
such bleeding can be lambs strong; choice and prime BS-no
Finally,
tion of the Texas state capltol
lb wooled slaughter Inrnbs 27.00-20,00;
had to> take Rex from a second from still other sources, not di- string
ot choice and prime 100 lb shorn
for the cover design, removing floor bedroom
, where they found rectly involving urinary or kid- good and choice 24 ,50-27.50 ; 478 head
one word and the Lone Star him lying next to
slauohtor lambs No, 2 pelts 28 .25; utility
his bed. He
from the state seal. They left was dead on arrival at a hospi- ney disease. Among such pos- and good slaughter owes 4.50-7.50; mostly
sibilities
are
excessive
use
of
fancy 82 lb (MderF. 29.75; choice iSO-flJ
in the words "tho state of ," tal.
85-95 lbs 27.00-2n .0O.
anticoagulants (blood thinners), lbs 28.00-29.00; CHICAGO
but cut out "Texas" so that
¦
scurpurpura
drug
sensitivity,
,
CHICAGO
fin
-(U5DA1- Hogs 3,500;
card senders could -write in u
50-75 cents higher: 1-2 200-225 lb
vy, and other conditions affect- butchers
description of their choice, such South-dale expanding
butchers 29,O0-2» .5O; 1-3 190-240 lbs 28.50.
ing the coagulability of the 29.00; 2-3 220-750 lbs 27.50-20 .50; 1-4 250as neglect , apathy, oppression ,
260 lbs 24.75-27.50; 3-4 2R0-300 lbs 25 00
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-South- blood.
and s« on.
to 24 .00; sows 5075 cents higher; 1-3 335.
350 lbs 23 .00-23.25; 2-3 500-eOO lbs 20 00.
dale,
a
sprawling
shopping
cen"I thought we should someDear Dr. Thosteson: After a 2I.0O,
how personally readi the men ter , that is perhaps the Twin long bout with acne I find my Collie 7,50i calves none : slaughter
who run Wisconsin," said Mrs. Cities area's largest , will grow face covered with enlarged aleerj 25-50 cents higher; hrlfers steady
lo 35 crntj hloher; prime l,2(W.|, 425 lb
Seaver. "It has nothing to do by about one-third with addition pores and marks. I have heard slaughter steers
yield grade 3 and 4
with party politics. It's more a of a Pcnnoy's department store that there is an abrasive proce- 29.0O.29.50 ; mixed high ch o|ce and prime
1,100-1,400 lbs ?(1.75.29 ,J5, c |,ol cn 950-1, 150
branch
and
auto
center
plus
,
matte r of basic ju stice when
dure which can minimize the lbs yield grade 5-4 28,50-29 .50; choice
they turn their backs on the room for 35 smaller stores.
marks. What type of doctor does 1,150-1,350 lbs yield grade 3 and 4 28 00.
The announcement Saturday this and what does it cost?— 29 .00; mixed oood and choice 950-1,350
poor,"
,
lbs 57.50-28.50; high choice and prima
The women distributed the by Dayton Developing Co. said N. S.
900-1,075 lb slaughter hollars yield orndo
3
and 4 58 .25-38,50; choice 850-1,025 lbs
31)8
the
additional
square
individuals
nnd
,000
cards to various
ylol<! grade i-4 27.5020
Dermatologists do it. Your and choice 24.7527. 50. ,?5i mixed good
organizations so they could be feet will bring tho complex to•sent to the legislators, who re- tal to 1.2 million square feet. regular doctor can refer you to - Sheep 200; thlpme n) 159 brad choice
94 lb shorn slniighler Iwmli!. w ith No. 1
turn to Madison for a two-week Work Is expected to be com- one, Costs depends on how pelts carrying n good and fully
stonily
pleted by (lie fall of 1971.
end 28.00.
session next month.
nuicli has to be done.

Solons to
receive
Calls hearings unique cards
on hazards of
birth pill use

WASHINGTON, D. C. - Sen.
Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.) has
scheduled hearings on whether
users of birth control pills are
being adequately informed concern ing the pill's known health
hazards.
"It is important ," Nelson
said , "that women be inform ed
about all aspects of the use of
the pill so they can make intelligent decisiions about their
use."
Sen, Nelson will open hearings on Jan. 14 by the monopoly subcommittee of the Senate
small business committee. He
is chairman of the subcommittee.
Sen. Nelson said oral contraceptives are now being used by
8.5 million women in the US.
and by 10 million elsewheie.
Millions of other women have
used the birth control pill but
have stopped for some reason ,
he added.
In recent months, he continued , a number of reports, books
and statements have been written about risks and dangers .associated with using the pill.
In examining the packages oi
several brands of ora l contraceptives , Nelson stated , his
staff was unable to find clear
warnings of possible health h azards or side effects,
"Th e pill has proven to b«
effective nnd convenient but it
also has demonstrated hcaltli
hazards nnd serious side effects
in a certain percentage ol
cases," Nelson said , "As a mntter of equity nnd fairness, us<!rs
arc entitled to lie informed ol
the known side effocls so Uni t
they can make an Independent
judgment about its use."
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stock prices
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Winona markets

Weekly editor
dead at 69

Four recover
from home
fire injuries

Livestock

Writers/ artists
in London may
launch boycott

Want Ads
Sta rt Here

Plumbing, Roofing

21 Farm Implements
:

KENvVAY
Sewer Cleaning Service)

Residential Commercial Industrial

Licensed 8, Bonded Operators
m E. 4th
:
Tel. 452-9394

48 Musical Merchandise

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
New Christmas Specials
Guide Bar & Chain Service

POWER MAINTENANCE
2nd It Johnson

8. SUPPLY co.
Tel. 452-2571

Sales & Service
LONDON (AP) - Thirty-one BLIND AD3 UNCALLED FOR- " " Femal* — Jobs of Int. 26
Lewlston, Minn.
Tel. 4201
leading writers and artists P - 2, V 19) 37, 37, «I> ' a.},-.' «7.
WOMAN OR GIRL wanted for Ml-timm
^~
work Ire retail store. Apply In person.
TRANSFER SYSTEMS
threatened today to launch an
Great Winona Surplus Store .
Permanent
or
portable
C«rd
of
Thank*
international cultural boycott of
Ed's Refrigeration fc.Da iry Supplies
WAITRESS FOR day shift, no Sundays
555 E; 4th
Te>l, 452-5532
the Soviet Union if it persists in BAGNIEWSKIor evenings. Apply Downtown Country
Our
scandalous'
most
sincere
.
thanks are extended
Kitchen.
"
' treatiwent of its to the
_
neighbors, friends and ' relatives
NOTICE
¦writers.
for all .their 'many ads of kindness and WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture .
Our shop will be closed for Inventory
: the serious
sympathy
Harding Beauty School. '»». w 3rd.
Illness
In a letter to the Times of and death during
Tues., Dec. 23 until Mon., Jan. 5. The
our beloved father. We
parts room will be open, Ken's Sales S,
London, they called the . expul- particularly of.
wish to express our thanks EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER In ' -WlService, Breeiy Acres, Winona.
to
Rev.
Joseph
nona shop, all modern equipment, top
sion of Alexander Solzhenitsyn
Udulutch, Dr. Arnold
Fenske, nurses oni Second N. for their
salary, fringe benefits. State experience
from the Soviet Writers' Union understanding
'66 FORD
and loving care, the
and qualifications. Write D-44 Daily
a "crime against civilization, !' choir, the pallbea rers, those v*o sent ¦ ¦ News.
N
SERIES
floral and memorial offerings food and
The letter appealed to Soviet au- also special thanks to the " ladles whoImplement
truck with midthorities to stop persecuting
served lunch.
Sot
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR equipped roll-a-ramp
¦ ' >'impleThe Family of John, B agnlewskl
zhetiitsyn.
.. .
ment body, bed 1 year old.
Solzhenitsyn, author of "One Lost and Found
4.
GARMENT
Excellent condition. Also 1
Day in the Life of Ivan DenisovInternational
tractor with
FREE
FOUND
ADS
LOO PERS
ich,'* was expelled from the AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
sweeper.
writer's union last month on free found ads will be published when
On our 3:30-12 p.m. shift. Thompson Implement Co.
person finding an article calls Ihe
charges that he portrayed So- aWinona
Daily & Sunday News Classified
Permanent year around
Altura; Minri.
viet life in a "black way " and Dept., 452-3321. An 16-word notice will work
in modern facilities.
free for 2 days In an effort
Tel. 6771
failed to block foreign publica- tobe published
bring finder and loser together
Good wages plus benefits.
tion of his works that had been
¦¦¦
Articles for Sale
57
(URL'S IDENTIFICATION bracelet found
banned in the Soviet
APPLY
¦ Union .
at Westgate. Tel. 452-4270.
SONY 500 stereo tape recordir, 2 years
old, $175; couch reducing machine, $50
CHURCH IDENTIFIED
Knitcraft Corp.
Personals
or best offer. Tel. 452-5574 or 58 W.
7
The church featured on the
Mark.
4020
W
6th
St
Winona
.
.,
.
first page of the women's sec- LEGIONNAIRES . . . after your Last
BLACK
AND white Motorola console TV,
Christmas Shopping, drop down
tion Sunday was Grace Lutheran Minute
1945. $85. Very good condition. Tel. 452to the club, enldy your -favorite re4815.
.
Cburchv Stockton. The Rev. freshments and discuss with your Male — Jobs of Interest—27
Christmas Cheer. LEGION
Merle Kritzmann is pastor of . friends - the
NORGE 30" gas range; RCA AM-FM
".
EGG PACKERS-daytlme hours 8-12 or
changer, stereo console combination . 148
the church. The manger scene CLUB.
1-5 or all day. Apply at Ziebell Produce,
E. King. Tel. 452-4016. .
US Dec. 24th for Tom & Jerrys.
was built by young people of JOIN
178
E.
2nd
St.
: We will be serving a noori lunch that
ZENJTH COLOR and black and white
the church.
day but we close at 4 p.m. for the SINGLE OR: MARRIED
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 15, 1969) '

State of Minnesota I ss .
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
File No. 16,858
In Re Estate of :
, Imm» E. KressIn, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative ot the above named
estate having filed Its final account and
petition for settlement nnd allowance
thereof end for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 13, 1970, at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before this court
in the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and. that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and ¦ by mailed notice as provided by
law; ' .
Dated December 12, 1969.
MARGARET McCREADY,
Probate Clerk.
(Probata Court Seal)
George M. Robertson Jr. end
Frank E. Wohletz,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 22, 1949)

State , of Minnesota ' . )' . . .ss '.
) in Probate Court
County of Winona
No. 16,154
In Re Estate ol
Harry L. Libera, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having tiled his final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 15, 1970, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given, by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated December 19, 1M9.
S. A. SAWYER,
. Probate Juddi.
(Probate Court Seal)
Norman A. Barth,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub. .'Monday,. Dec. 15, I9«).
State of Minnesota ) ss.
) In Probate
Court
County of Winona
¦
. No. 14,991. '
In Re Estate of
Arthur C. Haedlke, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed his final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distrlbullon to the persons thereunto entitled:
IT IS ORDERED, That: the hearing
thereof be had on January 14, wo, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room in the court
house In Winona , Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication
of this order In the Winona Daily News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated December 12, 1969.
MARGARET McCREADY ,
¦ ¦ Probate Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal)
William A. Llndqulsl,
.
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 15, I9i9)
State ot Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 16,940
In Re Estate of
Bonjamln C. Ressle, Decedent.
Order for Hearing.on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representatlvo of the above named
•state having filed his final account
and petition lor settlement and allowance thereof and for distribution to the
persons thereunto entitled)
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January H 1970, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication ol
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated December 12, 1969,
¦ MARGARET McCREADY ,
Probate Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal)
William A. Llndqulsl,
Attorney for Petitioner,
(First Pub. Monday, Doc. 15, 1949)
State of Minnesota ) si.
County of Winona , ) In Proh,it<> court
No. 16.869

In Re Estate of

Carrie H. Ruppert, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative ot tho above named
estnto havlnn filed his final account
and petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for dlslrlbullon lo tho persons (hereunto entitled)
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 20, 1970, al
10:30 o 'clock A.M., before this Court
In tho probate court room in the court
house in Winona, Minnesota , and that
notice hereof be given by publication ol
this order In Inn Winona Onlly Now
end by mailed notice is provided hy law ,
Dated December II, 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probate Judge.
(Probate -ourt Seal )
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner,
(First PUb , Monday, Dec, 22, 1969)

Christmas holiday. Ray /Meyer,
keeper. WILLIAMS HOTEL..

Inn-

A POCKET with holes Is like a chair with
no seat; bur pocket repairs lust can't
be beat . W. Betsinger, 227 E. 4th.
Christmas
'TIS THE
WEEK before
you're busy we know, And we'd like to
help all you gels on the go. We'll
prepare meals for your family, do the
clean-up chores, So you can finish your
errands In downtown stores. RUTH'S
RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St., downtown Winona, Open 24 hours every day
except Won. . . .
"NEVER used anything like IV?, say users
of Blue Lustre for cleaning carpet. Rent
. electric shampooer Si. R. D>. Cone Co.

WHATEVER YOUR -TASTE, Your newspa. per Is a new treat every day. Order
Christmas gift, subscriptions by calling
454-296T or stopping at our office. Winona Daily & Su nday News.

Dial 452-332 1

Situation* WanUd—Fern. 29
EXECUTIVE er private secretarial position wanted, 4 years executive experience. Tel. Cochrane 248-2474.
WILL: DO babysitting In my home after
Christmas for T or 2 children. F or
further information Tel. 452-4241.
WILL BABYSIT In my home, weekdays.
727 E. 4th St.

GRIME
DOES
'
;- . . .^. - : / ;PAy > ^' :^;
EARN UP TO
$30,000 PER YEAR
IN YOUR OWN BUSINESS

For All Makes
Ol Record Players

Har-dt's Music Store
¦

¦' ¦ ¦¦ ¦

.

. ' 114-118 E. 3rd

Radios, Television

PRIVATE PARTY—1 owner, 1965 Ply.
mouth with 330 . horse, 4 V, new clutch ,
transmission, brakes, extiausf, ffres,
heavy duty suspension, posltractlon. Going Into service. Tel. 452-45419 alter 3:301.

CREAM PUFF

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS end adding: 'machines' for
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. See us for all your office sup
plies, desks, files or office chain.
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tel, 4SJ$222,

Wanted to Buy

81

86

FURNISHED ROOM with kitchen privileges. TeL 452-7033.
.. . . . '
CENTRALLY LOCATED - sleeping room
for gentleman , only. Separate entrance.
. Tel. 452.4479. .
SLEEPING ROOM with home-like atmosphere, linens furnished. Close to
downtown. Tel . 454-1184 or 452-4455.

USED ELECTRIC stove, $1$; used re- Apartments, Flats
90
frigerator, separate freezer door, $75.
For further .information Tel. 452-9340, IN FOUNTAIN CITY-flrst and second
floor apartment, available at once. Tel.
A LARGE HO scale race track set up
Fountain City 487-3502 .
with handmad e scenery and several
scale models; Nell Seitz, 108 E. 7th. Apartments,
Furnished 91
Tel. 452-4797;
,
SPOTS before your eyes—on your new
carpet—remove them with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1. H. Choate
«.:co. - . ;

THREE ROOM partly furnished apartment with bath, second floor. Available Jan. 17th. For appointment to see
Tel. 452-4077.

ONE-WAY SNOWPLOW on 4x4
will separate. Tel. 454-2497.

NEW LOWER duplex for 4 or 5. 520 E.
King. New single beds. Off street parking. Tel. 452-3341 or 452-3778.

1964 CADILLAC
De Ville

.

: . And Financing

Fronk West Agency

175 Lafayette
Tel, 452-5240 ..Or . 452-4400 after hours.

To M Of You
W€ Wish
A Holiday Season
Full Of Peace & Joy
From All Of Us
'¦
'
. - - 'At . .

BOB SELOVER
REALTORS

120 Center .

car today.

IMMACULATE :
30 other DEPENDABLE
USED CARS
to choose from.

Tel. 45M351

Wanted—Real Estate

102

VALLEY FARM—approximately 300 acres
with good house. Tel. Rollingstone 41392694. . ¦. ;
DUPLEXES
268-8416,

WANTED-Tel,

WINONA
AUTO SALES

Rochester

(E||fffl

E. 2nd

Dodge-Rambler
3rd & Washington
Open Mox.-Fri . Evening

ECONOMY
GARS

tej gfip/ 454-5141

LIST WITH
':' ;. ¦/¦'US TODAY

iv- i - At -: ; :v;;
ECONOMY
PRICES

1967 TEMPEST

CUSTOM
2 door, V-8 motor, Automatic transmission, power
steering, radio, blue in color with vinyl interior.

. : :-:/:;;: ; $1795; ' ;; :' /; '
1967 CHEVELLE
$1595
1965 TEMPEST

4 door, V-8 motor, automatic transmission, radio, soFid white finish , cloth and
vinyl interior.

TED MAIER DRUGS

$1295
1965 DODGE

D A I LY N E W S
Mail
SUBSCriPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Machine Shop Equipment and Accessories
for the
Winona Are* Technical School

2 door , six cylinder motor,
automatic transmission, radio . Maroon in color with
matching interior.

puppies. Will hold for Christmas. Tel.
La Crescent 895-2483.

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS - Pomeranians,
Peek-a-poos , Cock-a-poos, Poodles, Boston Terriers, Oc-rman Shepherds, Collies
and Terrier cross puppies. Don Lakoy,
Puppy Paradise Kennels, Trompeeleau,
Wis.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

HOLSTEIN BULL-my 3-year-old herd
sire . Sired by Piny Hill Malorlly and
from a HOB lb, butlerfat dam In 334
days; also younger bulla. Allen Aarsvoid, Peterson , Mlnn ;
SPRINGING HOLSTEIN halfera, «, oood
size. Tel. Rollingstone 4B9-2449.
ANGUS BULLS—20, 2 year olds , by the
President; 30 head of registered Angus
hollers. Campbell Bros., Utica, Minn,
SIX
OPEN V< Charolala heifers, 14
months old. Eight 'A and 'A bull calves ,
Sliver Spring charolala Ranch, Emil P.
Skroch, Independence, Wis. Tel, 9833979.
REGISTERED HOLSTEIN, well grown 11month-old bull, ready for light service ,
Dam and granddam over 700 fat, 4 .0ft
last. Also 4-wetk calf b>V Happy Crusader from a top dauphtar of H-127
Standard. Lloyd A, Heigh, Alma, Wit,
Tal. 685-48(3,
PUREBRED DUROC boara, Clifford Hot),
Lamasboro, Minn. Tel, Peterson 875-4123,
PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE boara of all
ngesi alio bred purebred Hampshire
gllfa, aome very close. Will deliver, Ly/»
Sell, Rt. 1, Strum, Wis. Tel . evenings
878-4277.

44

ORDER BADCOCK B 300 chicks for January halchos . Cash In on Ihe HARt V
ORDER DISCOUNTS . Wrlle or call
WINONA CHICK HATCHBRY, Box 28J,
W/nona, Mnn-, Tel. 45-<-5070.
BABY
California
CHICKSi
DeKalb,
While, White Leghorn and other famous
Reefer Chicks; also DeKalb 20-week-old
pullols. Send for our fren price Hit now
and gat halch date you wnnt (or next
spring. SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY,
Rollingstone , Minn. Tel. 689-2311. ,

Wantod—Livestock

46

FEEDER PIGS wante d . Alphonse Kokotl,
Arcadia. Tal. collect 313-107I,
LflWISTON I Iv/ESTOCK MARKB1
* R P A . C.OOD auction market (or /' ur
llvrsincli
Dairy cattle on nan- " en
W ITH
uyesicO bought every ', day
trucks available Sale
Ihuri,, ' ' p.m
Tel. Lewlston 3447 or Winona 452-7814.

63

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy
the comfort of automatic personal caro .
Kelp full service - complete burner
care and furnace cleaning. Budget serv
Ice, Order today from (OSWICK FUEL
& OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. Tel. 452-3402.

43 Furn., Rugi. Linoleum

THREE CLOSE-UP springing Holstein
helfars. Elmer Jacob, Mlnnelska, Minn.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

Coal, Wood, Other Fu»l

64

SAV E $10 on swivel rockers. Now «49.95.
BCRZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
Mankato Ave . Open evenings.
LINOLEUM RUGS-9x|2, pretty patterns ,
good selection for any room 15.99 each.
SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tel. 454-33B9.
$14 BRASS FINISHED pole lamp, 3
bullets,
with
walnut
switch,
$10.
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd 8.
Franklin , Op<n every evening until 9.
Park behind Ihe store.

Good Things to Eat

65

CIDER KNOLLS Orcharda, Ramiden and
Wtlch, Plenty of oood aallng itnd cook
Inj applea for Chrlilmes needs. Only 3
miles on '41 to Homer.
RUSSET POTATOES, 100 lbs. 12.98; apple, $1.50 bu.t Kuhbnrrt squash, £r. II) ;
bean pop. V/lnono Potato Market.

Before That Last
t^-j R^

$995

ALL HAVE LOW
MILEAG E

1967 DODGE
l^ -Ton Pickup

PAINT DEPOT

(First Pub, AAondsy, Dec, 15, 19491

Coronet

READY TO GO
TO WORK

Frank O'Laughlin

Sealed proposals marked "The Operalion ol a Commercial and Industrial
Waste Disposal Area" will be received
at the Office of tha City Clerk, Clly
Building , Winona. Minnesota , until 7:30
p m„ January 5, 1970, for the furnishing
ol all labor and materials required -for
Ihe construction thereof for the Cffy of
Winona , Minnesota.
The approximate quantities ol work
arc:
Operation of a Commercial and Industrial Waste Disposal Area six
days a week for six months In
the Shlvei Road Area, at par s pecifications,
Proposals, Specifications , and Plans
may be obtained at the Office of repayment of Health, City Building, Winona, Minnesota.
Olds must bo made on the proposal
forms furnished.
A ce rtified check or bidder 's bond
shall accompany cadi bid In the amount
of five percent l5 r H of 1he bid made
payable lo tho Clly of Winona, Minnesota , which shall bo forfeited lo Ihe Clly
In tho event the successful bidder falls
to enler Into a contract with Ihe Clly.
The City reserves the right to re|«ct
any or all bids and lo waive Informalities .
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
December 15, 1949,
JOHN S. CARTER,
Clly Clark,

Minute

,i1g Shopping

FARMS-FARMS-F>»RMS
MIDWEST R E A L T V CO
Osseo, Wis
Tel. Office 597-365*
Res 495-3157
We tsuv. we sell, we trade
Farms—Homes—Bus Inosses
Our S pecially
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR
La ' Crescenl, Minn. Tel, 89.1.2)04
We Buy, Sell 8, Trade

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily Newn
Dial 452-3321

B ft . wide side box, 3-spnod
transmission , slant six engine, snow tires, 20,000 ACTUAL miles. This \s a nice
truck. See and drive this
one Today,

McDONALD'S
Guru, Sporting Goods

66

DEER RIFLE-30. O4 Sovinae, left
bolt, fired twice. Tel. 4S4-M45 .

hand

Machinery and Tool*

69

MELROG BOBCATS
NCW, used and rerondltlcnud tor sol* oi
rent by Ihe hour, day or weok
Vow
OObcat Daaltr -Dakota Heavy r:<nilp
mem Sales Company, 4 miles west ol
Dfikolo on County Rood 11 «l Nodinc
Til. 443 6290.

BARGAI NS
1962 OLDS 88

4 door sedan . Green in
color, Automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, radio, h e a t '.er,
Clean. THINK ABOUT THIS
FOR ONLY

$595

WALZ
Buick-Olds-GMC
Tel. 452-3660
Open Friday INifiht

< Get mothevX ^
\ oat-oMKe \ ^

SALE
unlit

Sf

^^
N^
/ s
Tl
yl

\\

New from Waato Klnff
Tha tin eat dlthv/nahar you can buyt

Open Friday Evening!
Telephone Your Want Ads

to The Winona Daily News
Dial 452-3321

WALZ

Buick-Olds-G-MC
Tel . 452-3660
Open Fri. Evenings

Watch For

SPEEDY
SPECIALS
Each Day ^~

•69 DODGE Polara 2-door
hardtop, 383, automatic,
power steering, p ower disc
brakes, tilt steering wheel,
remote control mirror, radio, dark blue with black
vinyl roof , custom white
interior. Window price $4,120.55.

$3282

'69 CHRYSLER 2-door hardtop, regular gas engine, 383
2-barrel, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, radio, rear seat speaker, remote control mirror, custom interior. Window price
$4,387.

$3433

'69 INTERNATIONAL Vtton pickup (demo.) 1000 Series, 304 V-8, power steering, whitewall tires, wheel
c o v e r s , radio, chrome
bumpers, woodgrain sides,
exterior and interior custom
package. Cadillac plum.
Window price $3,378.31.

$2773

|f HOUSTON

N^AUTO SALES
SALES & SERVICE W*
/W896-383B [MJ
HOUSTON.MINN. iSEj

New Can
NO WHERE WILL YOU find a batter
prk» on 1970 automobiles than al
Houiton Auto Salei/, Houiton, Minn.
Th«/ Invlta you to male* fhem prove Itl

WobiU Homei, Tr«|Un 111
FOR SALE by owner. 1 0x30' Pacemaker
mobile home, completely furnlehtd, and
In excellent condition. Tel. 454-532} er
454-4090.
HOMHTTB
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
MAR8HPIGLD
JCHULT
t Jk.K.'e MOBILE HOMES, INC.
NELSON. WIS.
Many riomei to ctiooie from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Tel. 452-4274
Hwy. 1M1 . E., Winona

Lf Crosse Mobile Hornet
New and Used

ROLLOHOME

IV* Milea S. of City Limits
on Hwy. 14
Lyle Norskog Hollis Norskog
Tel. La Cross© 4-8554

FREDDY PRICKSON
Auctlonee)r
Will Handle all jlzei and Klnde ot
Tal. OrAota 445-4143
auctions

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Evorelt J ICohner
Winona. Tel . -4J2-7814
Jim Paponfuss, Dakota rel. 64J-297J

v
(-ooOlA
C0IJNT Y STYLE
\)

> mwfl

( JP&L

R

AT

TOBSUI rowr / \

I 196U FORD Galaxic 500 4 door Hardt op .. $2295 )
/ 1067 FORD Country- sedan
$li?05 (
( 1967 PLYMOUTH V.I.P
$1995
J
\ 1967 MF.RCURY Montclalr 4 door
$1995 /
/ 1966 MERCURY 4 door
$1495 \
I 1966 DODGE 4 door
$ 895 )
/ 1966 FORD LTD
$1605 (

\

PLUMBING BARN

I
\
/

Tol. 4!i4-4'2<lfl.

$150

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, Clly and state Honied and bonded, Rt S. Wlnone. Tel.
443 49i0.

l— KHEE Waste Kinfi Food
disposal unit with each dishwashor ,
Oifcr Good
Through Wed . Dec. 241 h.

154 Hi fih Forest.

1960 BUICK

4 door Hardtop, power steerig ; power brakes, V-8 engine. LOTS of miles left in
this Buick.

Auction Sales

ONLY $1295

»4Flt
King
^¦HpF Sprint . . . Featuring the Waste
Universal Stainless Stoel
Have a Big Mac
Dlahwaaher.
,
and Shake . . . 74c
-AT -

2ND CAR

4 door, six oyUnder motor,
automatic transmission, radio, solid gold finish, matching interior. . :

Quick Money . . .

109

CHEVROLET-1964 Supar Sport, A-speed,
manual transmission. Contact Installment Loan Department, First National
Bank,

2 door Hardtop
•& Power Steering
¦& Power Brakes
•fr Power Windows
t!r Like New Whitewall .
Tires
•A- Glimate Control Air
Conditioning ; ,
¦& Driven ONLY 57,000
Miles . • .
¦fr Beautiful Light Green
with leather interior.
Test Drive this luxury

We need all types of new
Bstings to satisfy our many
customers. We are especially in need of three and
four bedroom family homes.
Stop in at our office at 173 :
E. Second St. or call 4545141 if you are thinking of
selling your property soon.

Dictograph Security
¦; Systems
Franchise Available!

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL SYL KUKO WSKI

Used Cars

DON'S AUTO SALES

Meals

truck,

99

BY OWNER, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family
room. Tel. 454-5394.

CHEVROLET—193<5 coupe, vrey good con dition. Original. Runs good. J375. Everett Mayer, Dover, Minn. Tel. 932-3289 .

Winona Daily News "JL
Winona, Minnesota ' **
MONDAY. DEC. 22, 1969

Television Service

Sam We is man & Sons

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR, reasonable) man's Insulated suit and lacket,
medium; ladles' warm coat, dark
green, size 14; knlckknaclcs) paperback
mystery books; miscellaneous articles,
1249 Randall St. ,

Houses for Sale

CHEVROLET-19&5 Bel Air 4-door, e-cyl' Inder, automatic. SB00. Tel. 454-2697.

WX. NOW YOU CAN have a lireplace MUSTANG-1965, V-J, automatic, bucket
seats. Good condition. Might trade. Tel,
In your living room if you purchase
this new home. 3 bedrooms. West loca- . 452-3588.
tion on bus line. We have financing or»
WE OFFER prompt, courteous service
this Home. Full price $26,500 ABTS OLDSMOBILE — 1942 Dynamic 88, nevi
on all makes . We specialize in color
AGENCY, INC., 15? Walnut St. Tel. 454transmission. Contact Pliza Hut after
TV, repair. WINONA FIRE 8. POWE R
4365 or after hours 452-3184.
5. Tel. 454-5193.
EQUIP.
CO.,
54-54
E.
2nd
St,
Tel:
452¦¦ . ¦ ¦ ¦ : ¦
5045 , .
. .
WANT 2 or 3-bedroom house, E. centra I
VOLKSWAGENS
- 1940, snowlires and
location, priced reasonably. C. SHANK,
radio; 1959, new paint job, battery, fuel
Sewing Machines
73 552 E. 3rd. .
pump, snowlires. 506 E. Sarnia.
NEW HOME portable sewing machines, IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. New 4-bedroom,
2-story
house.
Large
tamlly
room
DODGE
— 1965 Polara 4-door sedan, re>
cam controlled, zlg zeg, on sale. $129.50.
with fireplace, double attached garage,
dlo and heater, V-8 wlrtj automatic,
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. Sth St.
central air conditioning, and landscap>
power steering, new tires, 1 owner acing. 1518 Helpjhts Blvd. Tel. Orval
tual miles. Special $795. Many mora
Stoves/ Furnaces, Parts - 75 Hllke. 452-4127,
ears to choose from at low, low prl'
'. ces.
SIEGLER OIL burning heater with fan; BY OWNER — 3 or 4-bedroom rambler
Home Comfort cook stove wllh gun-type
at 451 W. Belleview. Close to schools.
oil burner, also uses wood or coal; .245- I
2O0 E. 3rd,
Low 20's. Tel. 454-2177.
gal. ' fuel tank . Floyd Connaughty, Sleek-,
ton. Tel, Rollingstone 489-2729.
bedrooms,
large
SEVENTH E. 608—2
kitchen, dining room, carpeted living
MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all sites,
room. Priced for quick salel TOWN &
one-room
to seven rooms. Llbural
COUNTRY REALTOR, Tel. 454-1474. terms and trade allowances GAit *S
APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd, Tel. 452-4'ilO. .
PROMPT Real Estate Sales

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap iron,
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturday?
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 452-2047
~~~
HIGHEST
PRICES
PAID
USED : TV—FM/AM radio-stereo combo,
tor scrap iron, metals, -' rags, hides.
excellent condition. New color starting
raw furs and wooll
$279. 95, black and white at $79.95.
Christmas specials; Streng's TV , 447
Liberty. Open 9-9 weekdays, 12-5 Sun.
INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
. ' ¦Tel.. 452-5847
HOOVER
HANDIVAC, electric
lulce
blender. Currier & Ives set of dishes,
all In good condition. CADY'S,
Rooms Without

ONE PAIR ski boots, site 7. T«l. 454. 3305.

IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm
or home, or ere planning to sell real
estate ot any type, contact NORTHERN. INVESTMENT COMPANY Real
Estate Brokers Independence, Wis., or
Eldon W Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
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TVs, stereos. Nice selection to choose
from. You can save, too at FRANK
LILLA & SONS, 741 E. 8th, Open evenings.

MARBLE ANTIQUE mantel clock. Tel.
452-3W8.

98 Used Cars

NEW BATTERY operated record playerradio combination. Regular $29.95 value, EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for rent. Tel.
now while they last, $12.50. Ray 's Trad454-3494.' .
ing Post, 214 E, 3rd. .
NICELY FURNISHED basement aparrCOMPLETE KITCHEN remodeling with
ment Including heat, water, TV and TV
Auto Service, Repairing 10
top
quality
Dura-Supreme Cabinets
Signal. ' Private entrance. Located on
birch,
your
choice.
12
different
Oak
or
busline.
Idea! for working man or womContinually rising crime rate creates
DON'T GAMBLE with your llfe l Have highly profitable opportunity as Internastyles, your choice . 7 different finishes,
an. Available Jan. 15. $75 a month .
TAGGART TIRE SERVICE specialists tionally famous electronic corp. meets
Free
esyour choice. See our display.
Tel. 452-9280 alter 4 p.m.
rebuild your brakes. Price, S29.M, moat demand for residential and commercial
timates; Standard Lumber Co,, 350 W,
ears. Tel. 452-2772.
3rd. Tel. 452-3373.
SMALL FURN ISHED apa rtment, also
security alarm systems by expanding
sleeping room. Tel. Rollingstone 689existing franchised organisation. J3,5M
WHEELS SHAKE, need ellgnment. Com- Capital required, backed by guarantee of CLOSE-OUT PRICES oh all remaining
9150. ' . ; '
repair.
Sea
Don
at
plete suspension
G.E. small appliances and radios.
"
success or refund of Investment. No exHwy. Alignment Service. Jet. 43 e>
B & B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd .
NEWLY
FURNISHED, carpeted apartperience necessary. We tra in you.
ment for single girls, now available.
¦ Tel. 487-6291 or 452-3044. ,
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL, Motorola 23" conMotorcycles, Bicycles
107
For details, write, staling area preferred,
sole color TV, $449.
Easy terms.
14
Business Services
and phone, number to:
SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 147! W. 5th.
Motorcycles Now 8, Used
Business Places for Rent 92
P.O. BOX 3295 (24W1215C)
. Complete Parts & Service
Springfield,. New Jersey, 07081
SAW FILING, grinding, gumming, reCLEAN carpets with ease. Blue Lustre
' Winona—La Crosse—Eau Claire '
¦toothing. ' 455-W. 4th St. Tell. 452-4753.
Or Call collect: BUI Gray
makes the lob a breeze. Rent electric MODERN GROUND . lloor olliCe suite on
ROBB MOTORS , INC,
(201) 379 - 7400
the Plaza. Stlrneman-Selover Co., Tel,
shampooer SI. Robb Bros. Store.
TREES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
452.6066. 452-4347 or 452-2349.
~~
"
Free
stump removal, »preying, etc.
'
RUM/WAGE TABLE
Snowmobiles
107 A
40
estimates. ' Blong's Tree Service,¦ Wi- Money to Loan
OFFICE SPACE - first floor . Exchange
H an Inchnona. Tel . 454-5311.
,
Building,
mid-to
wn,,
downtown
Winona.
CINDERELLA SHOPPES
Tel. 452-5893.
ARCTIC CAT — 22 h.p., electric start,
»th & Mankato - 44 on Plaza W.
DO YOU MEED, household repairs or
18 hours. Tel, Rollingstone 689-2329.
remodeling, anything that needs fixing?
on
any
article
of
valua
.
Men's
Headquartersl
¦
LAST MINUTE Gift
Garages for Rent
94
Tel."454-40OO, ask for. Keren.
NEUMANN'S BARGAIM STORE
Red Ho» RUPP Snow-Sport
Travel Kits, $1.98 & up; Norelco Triple
5 Models on Display
Header Shaver, now S24.83). Lloyds GARAGE very large, centrally located.
21 Dogs,
Complete Sales & Service
Plumbing, Roofing
Table Radios, 2 speakers, now $21.95;
¦ Headquarters
Pats, Suipplieav
42 Lloyds Walkle- Talkie with Morse key, $20. Tel. 4J2-9287.
WINONA FIRE & POWEP EQUIP CO. ¦
now $7.95; many other Ideas at
Houses for Rent
95 54-56 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 452-5065 '.
SPRINGER SPANIELS-weaned, $5. Tal .
For clogged sewtri and drains. .
Rollingstone
489-2759.
Martin
Hoi¦WESTGATE GARDENS
THREE-BEDROOM ; home, E. location,
Downtown & Miracle Wall
llngsworth, Stockton,
Whoelhorse, AAAF, Trades, Sales I.
carpeted, newly remodeled . Easy to
'Tel. 452-9509 or 452-4434 l^year guarantee
Service,
Accessories, Clothing.
heat. Immediate possession. Tel. Roclv
AKC LAS champion sired pups from a
ester 289-0912.
line of outstanding show and field stock,
HER CHRISTMAS CHEER starts here
.
GO
ONE
BETTER
4 weeks, black. Lloyd Fischer, Rt. 1,
. , . with a new work-saving KitchenGet Skl-Dool
FOR SALE, rent or trade. Now 3-bedroom
Whitehall. Tel. 715-538-4848.
Aid dishwasher. Portable models need
DICK'S MARINE
home, family room, garage. At P ickno Installation. Keep It In any convenLatsch Island. Winona
Tel. 452-3809
wick. Vacant. $23,900. $140 month .
ient place, roll to the table for easy SIX CUTE puppies free for good home.
'
Three-bedroom
home
w
.
th
garage
In
4162 8lh St. Tel. 454-1901.
loading, then to the sink to complete
Dakota. $8,000. $75 month . CORN- Trucks, Tract' TralUri 108
the task. KllchenAlds get dishes cleaner
*
FORTH REALTY, Li Crescent. Tel.
and sparkling dry. Sale for line china BASEMJI PUPPIES - AKC. Barkless,
895-2106.
odorless, almost shed/ess. Excellen t
and plastics. Take It with you If you
Robhunters,
housedog
and
watchdog.
NO
TELEPHONE
ORDERJ
use
It
tonight!
move. But It today,
ert Mcintosh, Hokah, Minn. Tel. 894Wanted to Rent
96
WILl BE TAKEN
2953.
~
PLUMBING J. HEATING
STOCKING STUFFERS for your family OARAGE WANTED. Tel . 452-4245
FREE FOR GOOD home, part Cocker
Tel, 452-4340
7*1 E 4th
artlstl Vanguard I Acrylic-Polymer ArtSpaniel puppies. Tel. 454-3465.
ist Colors, Vanguard I Mediums, Van- RESPONSIBLE, PROFESSIONAL couple,
(Pub. Dale Monday, Dec, 33, 1969)
1 child, want lo rent 2 bedroom apartguard I Flex-Tex Modeling Paste, VanQUALITY MINIATURE Schnauiers will
ment or house, unfurnished. Permanent,
guard
I color Saver Palette. Our stall
CITY OF WINONA
ba ready for Christmas) also tiny PomReferences. Tel . Comptroller , 454-1330
explain Ihe advantage
will
be
happy
to
Winona , Minnesota
eranians and German Shepherds. All
days until 5; 454.43W, extension 269
of purchasing Vanguard I products.
AKC registered. Stuber Farm and KenADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
after S.
nels. Tel. Fountain Clly 487-4778.
For the Operation ol a Commercial
167 Center S.
98
Farms, Land for Sale
and Industrial Waste Disposal Arest
BEAUTIFUL AKC registered Pekingese

Stale of Mlrimsota I ss ,
Bids close al 1 l».M„
County of Winona
I In Probate court
Tuesday, December 10, Ifit
No. 14,936
sealed bids will be received by Ihe
In Re Estate of
Board of Educe (Ion, Independent School
William. 0. Rolnsmllh, Decedent.
District
No. 141, Winona Public Schools,
Order for Hearing en Final Account
Winona, Minnesota, al tho office of the
and Petition for Distrlbullon.
Clerk
of
said Board of Education until
The reperoientatlve of the above named
tha hour of llOO P.M., Tuesday, Decemestate having filed Its final account end
ber 30. 1949, for Machine) Shop Equippetition for settl ement and allowanci
ment and Accessories to Co used In the
thersol and lor dlslrlbullon lo the par,
Winona Area Technical School, Wino na,
sons thereunto entitled!
Minnesota, In accordance with the plans
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe honrlno
and specifications on file In the office
thereof b>o had on January 14th, 1970, jf the Director, Winona
Area Technical
al I0i45 o'clock A.M., before this Court School.
In tha probate court room In Ihe court
No
proposal
will
be
rec«lvcd
unless II
house In Winona, Minnesota, and lhal
Is accompanied by a certified check or
notice horeol be olvon by publication binder
'-* bor)d equal fo Sr;. of Ihe total
of mis ord«r In the Winona Dally News
amount of bid ei a ouarantrr that ihe
«"" hy mailed nollcr as provided by successful bidder will i>nln
Inlo tha conlaw .
tract within ten (10) days alter
Ihe
Doled Orembor nth, 1969.
award of tha contract.
5. A. SA'.vYf:R,
No bid shall be withdrawn afte r the
probate Judge .
oprnlna of the bids within 30 days after
(Probate Court Seat)
the scheduled time of closing bids. Bids
Darb y J, Brewer, Changed,
shall be plainly market! "MACHINE
Attorneys for Petitioner .
SHOP
EQUIPMENT
AMD ACCBSSO,
RlliS, "
The Board of Education reserves the
right lo r«|rct any or all bids or ports
of hide ,
Iioruci of Education,
WMnna. Minnesota,
Paul W. Sanders,
Business Manaaer.

Telephone Your Want Ads
lo The Winona Daily News

WE NEED ANOTHER assistant manager.
Must be Interested In advancement.
Some experience preferred; See Jim et
Randall's.

UP A TREE? Christmas variety, that Is I
You don't have to be . . . climb down
end see the friendly folks at MER37
CHANTS NATIONAL BANIC Installment Business Opportunities
Loan Department for money to make
I
n.
your holidays merry. Any worthwhile
SERVICE STATION-have a terrific bustvestment Is eligible for ono of our lownass . opportunity for th* man who
cost loans. See Frank, Dtck, Max or
wants to own tils own business and
Dennis fpr details. .
make better than average Income. Be a
Texaco dealer with this modern sta tion
REGISTER FOR free Polnsetlla plant
well located on U.S. Hwy. 61 in Winona.
Tel. 452-4743.
given away daily until Christmas. Shopper's special, 5 to 8 p.m., complete
dinner 51.09; Downtown Country Kitchen. .
LADIES: It you want to drink that's
YOUR business; If you DON'T want to
drink, that's OUR BUSINESS. Contact
Women 's AA for private, confidential
help with your drinking problem. Call
454-4410 evenings Trio.

NEEDLES

FITZGERALD SURGE

fa rm help, must
be good herdsman. Top wages. Tel. In*
dependence. Wis., 985-3476.

70 Farms, Land for Sale

T"~
LOWREY ORGAN DEALER
New & Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gehrlng 's Electronic & Music, inc.
Lewlston.Mlnn. Tel. 5481.

100% Bonded Warranty on '66 & Newe r )

Your "Country Style " Foid-Mercury-Liiioolri Dealer
MIR\C1 J K ^lALU
Open Mon, Wcd. -Fn. Evenin gs
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By Roy Cr«i«

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

BEETLE BAILEY
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By Chick Young
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By Gordon Bess

REDEYE
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By Fred Laswell

BARNEY GOOGLE ind^NUFFY SMITH
By Milfon Carniff

STEVE CANYON
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By Alex Kofrricy
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By Parker and Hart
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By Dal Curtli -
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TIGER

By Bud Blako
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By Ernis Busfimiller

GRIN AND BEAR IT

DENNIS THE MENACE

MARY WORTH

-

i.

|M

By Sa under* and Ernst
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'S HE DON'T BELIEVE IN YOU,&ANTA. WiavA

PINCH HER SO SHEU KNOW WU 'PB-RBAL ?*

i

,|

Tomorrow you 'll change to civilian clothes for tha most
punishing test in living off the country.., you'll bo issued
Rfr with orders to spend 24 hours in 1h» citvl"

